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ABSTRACT 

In linguistic morphology, competition is expected to be resolved, on the 

grounds that it is not economical for a system to keep two or more 

processes for one purpose (Hock & Joseph 2009: 213). Research on 

competition in word formation has focused on the variables that may 

favour or constrain the resolution of competition (Aronoff 1976; Plag 

1999; Bauer et al. 2010; Bauer et al. 2013).  

 Based on a restrictive view of competition, whereby competitors 

derive from the same base and express the same meaning, this thesis 

researches overt suffixation and zero‑affixation for the nominalization of 

the semantic categories ACTION, AGENTIVE, INSTRUMENT and STATE 

aiming at hints of resolution, diachronically and in present‑day English 

(henceforth, PDE). The analysis is by senses instead of by lemmas.  

 For the diachronic analysis, the earliest and latest attestation 

dates of the competing sense of each form in the Oxford English 

Dictionary are explored. The results show that in nearly 50% of cases 

both forms in the set of competitors (here named cluster) fall out of use, 

and one of the forms falls out of use only in c. 15% of clusters.  

 The analysis in PDE explores resolution in terms of specialisation 

regarding mode, register, and meaning. To this aim, the frequency of use 

of the competing sense in the British National Corpus is computed for 

every competitor. Statistical analysis reveals a significant association 

between mode and word‑formation process and also between register 

and word‑formation process. Semantic specialisation is explored in 

individual clusters but, in this regard, the conclusions are uneven for each 

pattern: some clusters show semantic specialisation, others still overlap 

clearly in meaning.  

 The results obtained enlarge on the claim that competition may 

take place at varying degrees (Huyghe & Wauquier 2021; Huyghe & 

Varvara 2023a) and prove that it needs to be researched at a sense level. 

Keywords: affixation, morphological competition, nouns, resolution 



 

 



 

 

 

RESUMEN 

En morfología lingüística, se espera que la competición se resuelva, dado 

que no es económico para un sistema mantener dos o más procesos para 

un mismo propósito (Hock & Joseph 2009: 213). Los estudios sobre la 

competición en la formación de palabras se han centrado en las variables 

que pueden favorecer o restringir su resolución (Aronoff 1976; Plag 

1999; Bauer et al. 2010; Bauer et al. 2013).  

 Desde una visión restrictiva de la competición, en la que los 

competidores derivan de la misma base y expresan el mismo significado, 

esta tesis estudia la sufijación explícita y la afijación cero para la 

nominalización de las categorías semánticas ACCIÓN, AGENTIVO, 

INSTRUMENTO y ESTADO en busca de indicios de resolución, diacrónica y 

en inglés contemporáneo. El análisis se basa en sentidos, no en lexemas.  

 Para el análisis diacrónico, se exploran las fechas de primer y 

último registro del sentido que compite de cada forma en el Oxford 

English Dictionary. Los resultados muestran que las dos formas del 

grupo de competidores dejan de usarse en casi el 50% de los casos, y que 

una de las formas cae en desuso en el 15% de los grupos de competidores.  

 El análisis del inglés contemporáneo explora la resolución en 

términos de especialización con respecto al modo, registro y significado. 

Para cada competidor, se calcula la frecuencia de uso del sentido que 

compite en el British National Corpus. El análisis estadístico revela una 

asociación significativa entre modo y proceso de formación de palabras, 

y entre registro y proceso. El análisis de pares de competidores señala 

que algunos pares muestran especialización semántica, y otros 

mantienen un claro solapamiento semántico.  

 Los resultados ahondan en la idea de que la competición puede 

darse en distintos grados (Huyghe & Wauquier 2021; Huyghe & Varvara 

2023a) y demuestran que es necesario investigarla por sentidos. 

Palabras clave: afijación, competición morfológica, sustantivos, 

resolución



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Competition has been the subject of research in one way or another since 

Sanskrit grammars (Gardani et al. 2019: 5–6), even if it did not become 

a more central topic until the 1970s, both in inflectional and in 

derivational morphology. 

 In word formation research, it has received increasing attention 

over the past few years, both for its relevance within studies on the 

productivity of processes and within research of paradigms. Thus, three 

volumes have been published on competition in derivational morphology 

in the last decade (MacWhinney et al. 2014; Santana‑Lario & Valera 

2017, and Rainer et al. 2019), as well as a themed issue in Word Structure 

(Huyghe & Varvara 2023b), and it has also been the topic of the 17th 

International Morphology Meeting in Vienna (2016) and of a workshop 

at the International Conference Word‑Formation Theories VI/Typology 

and Universals in Word‑Formation V in Košice (2022). 

 Two general conclusions can be drawn from these and other 

references. One is that there is a remarkable degree of variability on how 

the concept of competition is defined: some approaches hold that two 

processes are in competition if they have a similar meaning, even if they 

do not derive from the same bases. The opposite, more restrictive view, 

and the one discussed in this thesis, argues that processes are in 

competition if they produce synonymous outputs (at least in one sense), 

derive from the same base, and are used in the same domains (see §2.3).  

 The second conclusion is that there is considerable agreement 

that, whenever competition takes place, it is expected to be resolved, 

because it is not economical for a system to have two (or more) processes 

for the same purpose. Resolution may take place variously under the 
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influence of a number of factors that are still not fully understood (Bauer 

2009: 188; §2.3.2.2):  

i) one (or all) of the processes may fall out of use,  

ii) one of the processes may become specialised, or 

iii) both processes may remain in use for a sustained period of time. 

As is the case with morphological competition in general, the 

competition between overt affixation and zero‑affixation1, the topic of 

this thesis, ultimately appeals to the choice between a more transparent 

process, to prime easier perception and pronounceability, or a more 

economical process, to prime shorter forms (§2.2). Previous research on 

competition has thus focused on exploring: 

i) the ways in which competition is resolved, both diachronically and 

synchronically, and 

ii) the factors that may determine the resolution of competition 

between specific word‑formation processes. 

As an introduction to the research on the above, which is the subject of 

this thesis, this chapter is structured as follows: §1.2 summarises 

previous research on competition, §1.3 presents the aims of this thesis, 

§1.4 identifies the methods followed for data extraction and analysis, 

§1.5 outlines the structure of this thesis, and §1.6 describes the 

typological conventions used. 

 

 

1.2. JUSTIFICATION 

Previous research on competition deals with the competition between 

affixal processes for the formation of nouns (Romaine 1985; Aronoff & 

Cho 2001; Arndt‑Lappe 2014; Fradin 2019), verbs (Plag 1999; 

Gottfurcht 2008; Lindsay 2012) and adjectives (Kaunisto 2007, 2009; 

Smith 2020; Nagano 2022), but few references explore the competition 

 
1 In this thesis, the term used for this word‑formation process (referred to variously as 

conversion, zero‑derivation, functional shift, etc.) is zero‑affixation. No theoretical 

stance is taken in this regard. Whenever a reference is cited, the terminology used by 

the author(s) in this regard is maintained. 
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between overt affixation and zero‑affixation (e.g. Cetnarowska 1993; 

Iordăchioaia 2022; Lieber & Plag 2022 on the formation of nouns; Bauer 

et al. 2010; Fernández‑Alcaina 2017 on the formation of verbs), partly 

for the methodological difficulties that research on zero‑affixation poses. 

Research on competition between these two processes for the formation 

of nouns is thus very limited. 

 Besides, competition is usually investigated without restriction:  

i) to forms derived from the same base (e.g. Plag 1999; Arndt‑Lappe 

2014; Díaz‑Negrillo 2017; Bonami & Thuilier 2019; 

Rodríguez‑Puente et al. 2020), and 

ii) regarding their semantics, that is, comparing the productivity of the 

processes without sense separation (e.g. Kwon 1997; Baayen & 

Lieber 2001; Gaeta & Ricca 2003a, 2003b; Lindsay 2012). 

To the best of my knowledge, only a few studies have dealt with 

competition at a sense level (e.g. Kaunisto 2007; Díaz‑Negrillo 2017; 

Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018; Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a, 2021b), 

and only two references compute the frequencies of use of a particular 

sense for the analysis of the competition between word‑formation 

processes in English (Lara‑Clares 2017; Lara‑Clares & Thompson 

2019). 

 

 

1.3. AIMS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This thesis aims to explore whether and how the competition 
between overt affixation and zero‑affixation in present‑day English for 

the formation of nouns (henceforth, PDE) is resolved. To this end, this 

thesis identifies clusters2 of competition, grouped according to 

competing pattern3, and it focuses on four patterns in particular:  

 
2 A cluster is defined in this thesis as a set of forms with the same base but derived with 

a different affix (or word‑formation process) for the expression of the same semantic 
category, e.g. clipper and clipN for the expression of INSTRUMENT (see 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2017: 168). 
3 A competing pattern is defined in this thesis on a morphosemantic basis, that is, it 

refers to a pair (or group) of affixes (or word‑formation processes) that compete for the 
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i) ‑ation/zero‑affixation for the expression of ACTION,  

ii) ‑er/zero‑affixation for the expression of AGENTIVE,  

iii) ‑er/zero affixation for the expression of INSTRUMENT, and  

iv) ‑ness/zero‑affixation for the expression of STATE.  

This thesis sets out to answer the following research questions: 

i) RQ1: Is there any historical tendency in the resolution of the 

competition for the patterns under study? If so, does it agree with 

PDE corpus data? (§5.3.1) 

ii) RQ2: Does synchronic data point to any of the possibilities of 

resolution of competition for the patterns under study? Specifically, 

is any pattern expected to fall out of use or to become specialised? 

(§5.3.2) 

iii) RQ3: If a resolution tendency is identified for any given pattern, 

does each competition cluster follow that tendency? (§5.3.3) 

iv) RQ4: Does the data analysed reflect a preference for transparency 

or for economy in cases of competition? If so, is it dependent on the 

context of use? (§5.3.4) 

 

 

1.4. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

The data used in this thesis is extracted from two main sources:  

i) a general corpus (the British National Corpus, henceforth BNC), 

used: 

a. for extraction of a preliminary sample intended as the 

experimental basis for an overview on competition between 

nouns; this sample is used to select the competing patterns to be 

analysed in this thesis, and  

 

expression of a specific semantic category, e.g. ‑er suffixation and zero‑affixation for 
the expression of INSTRUMENT. This definition is slightly different to 

Fernández‑Alcaina’s (2017: 168) and Fernández‑Alcaina’s (2021a: 22), in that these 

references view individual word‑formation processes for the expression of a semantic 

category as a pattern (e.g. ‑er suffixation for the expression of INSTRUMENT). 
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b. for frequency and distribution analyses of competing patterns 

and competitors, and 

ii) a historical dictionary (the Oxford English Dictionary, henceforth 

OED), used: 

a. for extraction of a second sample intended to identify potential 

competitors for the four patterns under analysis, and  

b. to obtain information as regards etymology, a description of 

senses over time, and the lifespan of forms and senses. 

Once the four patterns of competition have been selected among the most 

prevalent in the preliminary sample, pairs of competitors4  (doublets) 

where both forms are attested in the BNC are selected for further 

analysis. 

 The first step in the analysis is to carry out a semantic analysis of 

the concordances of the doublets. This is because the analysis of 

competition is at a sense level, and it is necessary to ensure that the 

frequencies recorded are of the competing sense (i.e. ACTION, AGENTIVE, 

INSTRUMENT or STATIVE, according to the pattern under analysis), so 

other senses or tagging errors are not included in the count. Once the 

frequencies of attestation of each sense are obtained for every 

competitor, the aim is to identify hints on resolution of the competition 

as regards: 

i) context of use, or  

ii) semantic specialisation. 

The context of use is analysed through the register distribution of the 

competitors, also using statistical measures, namely Pearson’s chi‑square 

test, standardised residuals and effect size measures (Cramer’s V). 

Competitors are also grouped according to competing process, so the two 

processes analysed within each competing pattern can be compared. 

Semantic specialisation is examined by means of the information 

 
4 This thesis explores the competition between pairs of word‑formation processes via 

the analysis of clusters of competitors. This is because the competition between 
individual words would resolve the competition between word‑formation patterns: 

“[…] if sufficient doublets are formed and word‑formation x wins out the majority of 

cases, then word‑formation process x will become the dominant process” (Bauer 2009: 

181). 
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contained in PDE reference dictionaries, and also by the cooccurrences 

of the competitors in the BNC, considering only the concordances 

classified as showing the competing sense. 

 

 

1.5. STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS 

This thesis is divided into six chapters, each containing several sections, 

and chapters 2 to 5 include an introduction and a summary each. 

Specifically, the thesis is structured as follows: 

i) The present introduction is Chapter 1. 

ii) Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the interplay between economy 

and transparency, and also previous research on morphological 

competition, with a focus on competition in word formation. 

iii) Chapter 3 describes the methods used for data collection and 

analysis. 

iv) Chapter 4 presents the results obtained: first, as an overview of the 

data from the first sample, and then four competing patterns 

addressed separately. 

v) Chapter 5 discusses methodological limitations and addresses the 

research questions. 

vi) Chapter 6 draws conclusions from the results. 

In order to meet the requirements established by the University of 

Granada for the International Doctorate Mention, two more sections are 

added in Spanish:  

i) a translation of the conclusions (Chapter 6), and  

ii) a summary of the thesis. 

 

 

1.6. TYPOGRAPHICAL CONVENTIONS 

The typographical conventions used in this thesis are: 

i) Small capitals for semantic categories (e.g. INSTRUMENT). 
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ii) Italics for:  

a. names of dictionaries and corpora when first mentioned (e.g. 

Oxford English Dictionary), 

b. emphasis (e.g. roughly the same semantic content), 

c. examples (e.g. sweep), and  

d. terminology when first presented and defined in the text (e.g. 

cluster in footnote 2). 

iii) Double quotation marks (“ ”) for:  

a. quotations (e.g. the definition of blocking as “the 

non‑occurrence of one form due to the simple existence of 

another” in Aronoff 1976: 43), and  

b. complete or partial lexicographic definitions of word senses 

(e.g. dark as “absence of light”). 

iv) Single quotation marks (‘ ’) for glosses (e.g. singer ‘a person who 

Vs’). 

v) The source of the examples extracted from dictionaries and corpora 

is specified between brackets at the end of each example (see 

example (16), §5.2.2: Dvorak pursued the hyperrealities of tribal 

cultures, the structured ceremonies at the tenable borders of 

civilization in a small town, imagined tribal music as an instance of 

nationalism, and worried about his daughter too close to savagism 

(COCA)). 

vi) Numbers of tables and figures are preceded by their chapter number 

(e.g. the second table in chapter three is Table 3.2). 

vii) Citation of bibliographical references, both in‑text and on the list of 

references, is in accordance with The Generic Style Rules for 

Linguistics (Haspelmath 2014), available at 

https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/pdf/GenericStyleRules.pdf.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. MORPHOLOGICAL COMPETITION 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of competition (or rivalry) has been described as an 

“inherent universal feature of natural languages” (Štekauer 2017: 15). 

According to Gardani et al. (2019: 14), it takes place at all language 

levels (e.g. phonological, morphological) and across levels (for example, 

the suffix ‑er competes with the syntactic comparative construction with 

more). 

 In morphology, competition has been recorded both in inflection 

(§2.3.1) and in derivation (§2.3.2). In the latter, it has of late received 

increasing attention. Several volumes and a themed issue in Word 

Structure have been published on the topic since 2014 (e.g. MacWhinney 

et al. 2014; Santana‑Lario & Valera 2017; Rainer et al. 2019 and Huyghe 

& Varvara 2023b), and it was also the leitmotif of the 17th International 

Morphology Meeting (Vienna 2016) and the topic of a workshop at the 

International Conference Word‑Formation Theories VI/Typology and 

Universals in Word‑Formation V (Košice 2022). 

 Despite the number of recent publications on morphological 

competition, no unequivocal definition has been given of the concept. 

This is both the cause and the consequence of the problems arising from 

its study. Hoekstra & Versloot (2016) claim that “[c]ompetition is always 

between two different forms competing for roughly the same semantic 

content”. Although this definition captures the essence of what is usually 

understood as competition, it is unclear in that it does not specify what 

“two different forms” are and to what extent the semantic content should 

be “the same” (Lara‑Clares 2017: 207; see §2.3.2.1). Still, it has 

generally been acknowledged that a Principle of Synonymy Avoidance 

governs competition and its resolution: “[o]ne would expect […] that 
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complete synonymy – where two phonetically distinct words would 

express exactly the same range of meanings – is highly disfavored” 

(Hock & Joseph 2009: 225; see also Bréal 1897; Benveniste 1948; 

Marchand 1969; Kiparsky 1982; 1983; Haiman 1983: 800; Lindsay & 

Aronoff 2013; Štekauer 2017; see also §2.3.2.2.6 on blocking). 

 Also, it is widely accepted that this principle applies to individual 

words, but the question remains whether it also applies to morphological 

patterns: while synonymous patterns might be attested, these affixes tend 

to be in complementary distribution (Rainer et al. 2014: 22 for examples 

in Spanish that can be extended as a general principle; cf. Aronoff & 

Lindsay 2014: 72 for a discussion against synonymy avoidance as a 

driving force in competition). The Principle of Synonymy Avoidance is 

related to a universal tendency that has been described in the literature 

towards the preservation of the principle of one meaning/one form, as in 

Vennemann’s account of Humboldt’s universal (Anttila 1972: 92, 98, 

100–101; see also, among others, Kiparsky 1971; Aronoff 1976: 8–14; 

Mayerthaler 1988: 97; Pounder 2000: 134; Carstairs‑McCarthy 2010: 

211ff.). In derivational morphology, this principle implies that the 

phonological form of a derivative should match a semantic component 

(e.g. ‑er in singer to mean ‘a person who Vs’)5. However, form‑meaning 

mismatches are widespread (see, e.g., Lloyd 2011; Hathout & Namer 

2012; Rainer et al. 2014: 18ff.), even if there is a tendency in languages 

to screen them, because they require additional effort in morphological 

processing (Bolinger 1977: 9; Crocco Galèas 2001b: 3). This strategy is 

behind the resolution of competition in word formation: in principle, it 

is not economical for the system to keep more than one form to express 

exactly the same range of meanings (Hock & Joseph 2009: 213; Bauer 

et al. 2010). In the choice of one process over another, there are two 

antagonistic (or competing) forces at play on the part of the speaker and 

the listener, which von der Gabelentz (1901: 181–185, cited in 

Körtvélyessy et al. 2021: 1022) originally named Bequemlichkeit 

‘comfort, laziness’ and Deutlichkeit ‘clarity’. The former, that is, to say 

more with fewer elements (economy of expression), would be preferred 

 
5  This principle has also been applied to inflection (e.g. in Cameron⁃Faulkner & 

Carstairs⁃McCarthy 2000). 
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by the speaker, whereas the latter, that is, to receive a clear message to 

process (transparency of expression), would be the listener’s preference 

(Štekauer 2017: 17–19). 

The competition could, however, “[…] also be located within the 

speaker, whose endeavor to minimize effort may at times conflict with 

the desire to be witty or otherwise rhetorically effective” (Gardani et al. 

2019: 4). In word formation, this choice would be governed by an 

inherent conflict between the tendency towards morphotactic 

transparency and the (opposite) tendency towards phonological 

productivity (Dressler 1985a: 250). The competition between overt 

affixation and zero‑affixation, which is the focus of this thesis, evidences 

the conflict between the transparent model (overt affixation) and the 

economical model (zero‑affixation)6 . Why these two models of word 

formation have coexisted for so long despite their redundancy and their 

apparent violation of the one‑to‑one preference of the two dimensions of 

the linguistic sign is partly explained by the evolution of English over 

time (§2.2.1), but many other factors may have also had an influence 

(§2.3.2.2). 

 This chapter reviews the literature on economy and transparency 

in morphology, with a focus on the conflict between overt affixation and 

zero‑affixation (§2.2). It examines the concept of competition in §2.3, 

and focuses on the literature on competition in inflection (§2.3.1) and 

competition in word formation (§2.3.2). Section §2.4 is a summary of 

the chapter. 

 

 

2.2. ECONOMY VS. TRANSPARENCY 

This section starts with an overview of the history of English, with a 

focus on word formation (§2.2.1). The next section briefly reviews one 

theoretical model that views transparency as an ideal (Natural 

Morphology, henceforth NM) (§2.2.2), and a principle that gives a 

 
6 This clash could also be viewed as one between the Germanic model, where words 

tend to be shorter, and the Romance model, where words tend to be longer (Zipf 1949: 

112). 
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central role to language economy (Principle of Least Effort, as outlined 

by Zipf 1949) (§2.2.3). Finally, §2.2.4 discusses the abovementioned 

co‑existence of overt vs. covert affixation for the same purpose. 

 

2.2.1. The emergence of competition in derivation 

What is known today as the English language has been greatly 

transformed throughout history, for example, as a result of the influence 

of the dialects spoken by the Germanic tribes, or of the Norman invasion 

in 1066, which accelerated changes already underway and caused many 

others.  

 Old English (henceforth, OE) was also influenced by Latin after 

the Christianisation of Britain from 597. Latin words appear in writing 

before the end of the OE period, many of which were assimilated. 

According to Baugh & Cable (2013: 52), about 85% of the OE 

vocabulary has been lost, and what survive are basic elements that make 

up a large part of any English sentence. A Germanic language, English 

was highly inflectional. The derivational morphology of OE is 

characterised by a generous use of prefixes and suffixes to form new 

words, some of which have largely fallen out of use (e.g. with‑). The 

process of conversion also goes back to the OE period, although of the 

stem‑/root‑based type as regards the open word classes.  

 Following the Norman Conquest in 1066, French became the 

language of communication among the upper classes in England. The 

influence of French reduced English from a highly inflected language to 

an increasingly analytic one (Romaine 1985: 461–462; Hock & Joseph 

2009: 174‒178). Thousands of words were borrowed from French and 

thus indirectly from Latin, and about 75% of them remain in use today 

(Baugh & Cable 2013: 174). This had the additional effect of an 

extensive influence on the native morphology, such that English suffixes 

started to be added to Romance bases, e.g. ‑er in eraser, and also 

Romance affixes to native bases, e.g. ‑able in bearable (Hock & Joseph 

2009: 174). Most importantly for this thesis, the co‑existence of the two 

models led to a situation where many words appeared to duplicate each 
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other7. This is also the only period in which the use of nominal 

conversion as is often described in English is more extensive than that of 

verbal conversion (Biese 1941: 34). Conversion is attested in every 

decade until the 14th century, even if with fluctuations in the frequency 

of use (Biese 1941: ch. 3).  

 From the 14th century onwards, what is considered the 

counterpart to PDE gradually prevailed over French. This coincides with 

a steady increase in the use of conversion as a word‑formation process 

(Biese 1941: 37). During the Renaissance, thousands of Latin‑based 

words were introduced into English, which led again to widespread 

competition: “[s]ince there were no dictionaries or academies to curb the 

number of new words, an atmosphere favouring linguistic experiments 

led to redundant production, often on the basis of competing derivational 

patterns.” (Görlach 1991: 138, cited in Kjellmer 2000: 223–224). From 

the 17th to the 19th century, efforts were made towards standardisation, 

albeit with limited success. The colonisation of the British Empire 

brought new borrowings from several languages. In general, no major 

changes take place in the morphology from the 19th century onwards, 

except for perhaps a “great revival” of conversion, according to Biese 

(1941: 48). 

 PDE is, thus, the result of the changes summarized above. It 

evolved dramatically over time, mainly due to sustained contact with 

other languages, which have influenced its morphology exceptionally 

heavily (see Booij 2020 on the morphology of Germanic languages). The 

derivational morphology of English has strong isolating tendencies and, 

reportedly, it is taking steps towards agglutination (Hock & Joseph 2009: 

178)8. It is characterised by a wide use of compounding, affixation and 

conversion, the latter being one of the oldest methods of word formation. 

The mix of a Germanic and a Romance stock, together with other factors, 

has led to the existence of competing patterns of word formation that are 

 
7 This duplication was resolved mainly in two main ways: i) one word was lost, or ii) 
both words survived, but one became specialized (e.g. pork/veal, ask/question), so they 

were not regarded as exact synonyms (see §2.3.2.2). 
8 Hock & Joseph (2009: 178) claim that languages tend to develop in cycles, as follows: 

isolating → agglutinating → inflectional → isolating. 
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expected to find their differentiated domain of use, or disappear. The 

resolution of this competition depends on various factors (§2.3.2.2), and 

also on the role played by universal forces that may be at play in language 

change, such as language transparency (§2.2.2) and language economy 

(§2.2.3). 

 The following two sections review one theoretical model that 

views transparency as an ideal (NM) (§2.2.2), and a principle that gives 

a central role to language economy (Principle of Least Effort, as 

described by Zipf 1949) (§2.2.3). Finally, §2.2.4 discusses the 

co‑existence of the two models involved that have been mentioned in the 

previous section. 

 

2.2.2. Language transparency 

It has often been stated that the raison d’être of word‑formation 

processes is to produce “motivated lexical items”, that is, lexical items 

which are morphosemantically transparent such that their meaning can 

be derived from the meaning of their constituents, and which have an 

underlying pattern shared with other complex items (Kastovsky 2000: 

113). Still, not all word formation is morphosemantically transparent, 

and two or more processes may compete for one slot in the derivational 

paradigm, even if one of them is not (as) morphosemantically transparent 

(as the other(s)). The preference for a transparent process over a non‑ or 

less transparent process can be explained, for example, by means of the 

violable constraints from Optimality Theory (OT, Prince & Smolensky 

1993; Stiebels & Wunderlich 2000; Wunderlich 2001), or by the 

preference theory of NM. The latter is used here for its easier 

interpretation and application, but no theoretical standpoint is taken 

regarding the validity of one or the other. 

 The theory of NM appeared in Central Europe in the late 1970s, 

inspired by Stampe’s Natural Phonology (see Dressler et al. 2019 for an 

example of the application of the theory of Natural Phonology in an 

analysis of competition). NM revolves around the concept of natural, 

described as an inverse of markedness, which implies cognitive 

simplicity and easy accessibility (Dressler et al. 1987; Wurzel 1987; 
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1992; Kilani‑Schoch 1988; Mayerthaler 1988; Dressler 2005; see 

Carstairs‑McCarthy 1992 and Crocco Galèas 1998 for an overview).  

 NM is a theory of preference from which a system of predictions 

can be derived. The main prediction is that morphological change should 

be towards morphological naturalness. The linguistic analysis in NM is 

in terms of three levels (Dressler et al. 1987: 8–12; Crocco Galèas 2001b: 

4–6): 

i) universals, that is, parameters from most to least natural, 

ii) morphological types, that is, the sacrifices that a language makes in 

some parameters for greater naturalness in others, and 

iii) system‑adequacy, that is, what may be unnatural in a language may 

be more natural in a different language‑specific system. 

Natural morphologists thus argue that morphological techniques, 

operations and rules are selected according to a series of parameters of 

morphological naturalness, derived mostly from Peirce’s signs. These 

parameters are classified from most to least natural, or from easiest to 

most difficult for the human brain to process. There is no general 

agreement on the number of parameters, but five basic universal 

preference parameters have been described in the literature more 

extensively (Dressler & Manova 2002; see also Dressler 1985a; 

Mayerthaler 1988; Crocco Galèas 1998; 2001a; 2001b, and references 

therein): 

i) iconicity, 

ii) indexicality, 

iii) (bi‑)uniqueness, 

iv) binarity, and 

v) transparency, in turn subdivided into two subparameters that are the 

focus of this section: 

a. morphosemantic transparency, and  

b. morphotactic transparency. 

This section focuses on v), transparency. The subparameter of 

morphosemantic transparency defines the relation between the global 

meaning of a complex sign and the meaning of its morphemes (Crocco 
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Galèas 1998). It is based on the Fregean9 semiotic Principle of 

Compositionality of Meaning, whereby “[…] the meaning of the 

complex word is a function of the meaning of its constitutive parts” 

(Crocco Galèas 1998: 57)10. The scale of morphosemantic transparency 

in NM is as follows (Dressler 1985a, adapted in Crocco Galèas 1998: 

58–60)11: 

I. Total compositionality: all morphotactically transparent 

compounds, e.g. teacup12. 

II. Semi‑transparent compositionality: all morphotactically 

transparent derivatives and inflected words, e.g. beauty → 

beautiful. 

III. Opaque compositionality: semantically opaque compounds and 

derivatives, e.g. telephone box. 

IV. Crystallised compositionality: lexicalised compounds and 

derivatives (morphotactically opaque), e.g. to eat → edible. 

V. Disturbed compositionality: most inflected words, especially in 

inflecting and introflecting languages, e.g. Classic Greek Past 

Perfective e‑le‑ly‑k‑e‑te ‘you (2nd Pl.) had unfastened’, which has 

extended exponents (le‑, y, ‑k‑ express Perfective, e‑ and ‑e‑ 

express Past, ‑k‑, ‑e‑, ‑te express Active) and only Indicative has a 

simple exponent (‑e‑), but it overlaps. 

 
9 Rainer et al. (2014: 6) note that, although commonly attributed to him, Frege never 

formulated this principle explicitly. 
10  For a critique on the Principle of Compositionality within the framework of 

Construction Morphology, see Booij (2010) and Booij & Masini (2015).  
11 The scales of morphosemantic and morphotactic transparency are shown here for 

easier reading of the classification of competitors in §3.3.2.2.2. 
12  Within an onomasiological model, however, not all morphotactically transparent 

compounds would be considered semantically transparent. Onomasiologists claim that 
semantic transparency can “[i]n no way […] be restricted to semantic information 

provided by the complex word’s constituents” because, for example, in bedroom the 

mark of its onomasiological structure, the category State, is not expressed 

(Körtvélyessy et al. 2015: 91). 
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VI. Lack of compositionality: all converted words or 

morphometaphorically derived13 words, e.g. Spanish buenoAdj 

‘good’ → (lo) buenoN ‘the good’. 

VII. Total suppletion: suppletive unanalysable forms (no morphemic 

boundary), e.g. Italian essere ‘to be’ → fu ‘was’ (3rd Sg.). 

There is, then, an optimal morphosemantic transparency when the lexical 

meaning of the whole is equivalent to the result of the combination of 

the meaning of the morphological parts (Schwaiger et al. 2017: 142). 

This has been called Wortbildungsbedeutung ‘word‑formation meaning’ 

in German and sense construit ‘constructed sense’ in French (Schwaiger 

et al. 2017: 142 and Rainer et al. 2014: 6ff., and references therein). The 

other end of the scale is opacity or idiomaticity, where the meaning of 

the constituents with respect to the overall meaning of the complex word 

is vague (Körtvélyessy et al. 2015: 87; see also Lieber 2009 and Bourque 

2014). The degree of semantic transparency has been operationalized by 

several authors through, for example, judgements by researchers, 

informant ratings, or latent semantic analysis for the analysis of 

compounds, but the results are inconclusive (see Gagné & Spalding 

2016, and references therein).  

 Morphotactic transparency, on the other hand, derives from the 

Principle of Semiotic Transparency (Koj 1979, cited in Kilani‑Schoch 

1988: 118). It is a parameter that refers to the morphological 

segmentability of derivatives, for example, base vs. affix(es). This 

parameter distinguishes “the various degrees of recognizability of the 

base within the related complex signans” (Crocco Galèas 1998: 37), that 

is, the more morphotactically transparent a sign is, the easier it is to 

process it and to separate it into its constitutive elements (Dressler 1985a; 

Kilani‑Schoch 1988: 118). At one end of the scale there are transparent 

complex signs (i.e. derivatives that clearly exhibit their base), and at the 

 
13 Crocco Galèas (1998: 87) considers conversion a morphometaphorical rule where 

there is a process “of modification of signata signalled by syntagmatic variation of 
collocation”. She argues that a morphometaphorical rule acts as a simplex form which 

is semantically complex, because i) it is morphotactically analysable but ii) the relation 

signatum‑signans is non‑diagrammatic (although not non‑iconic) (see also Crocco 

Galèas 1990, 1997, 2003a, 2003b). 
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other end there are opaque or non‑transparent complex signs, that is, 

those that are segmented with difficulty; Crocco Galèas 1998: 37–55). 

Dressler (1985a: 316–317, adapted in Crocco Galèas 1998: 38–40) 

created a ten‑level scale of morphotactic transparency, as follows:  

I. Agglutinative affixation, e.g. play → player. 

II. Agglutinative affixation + allophonic rule, e.g. Italian felice 

‘happy’ → in‑feliche ‘un‑happy’ [iɱfeˈli:tʃe], where a nasal is 

assimilated to the point of articulation of the following consonant. 

III. Agglutinative affixation + phonological rule of neutralization, e.g. 

French scie ‘ski’ [siˈ]→ scie‑r [sje] ‘to ski’, where a vowel 

becomes a semivowel. 

IV. Agglutinative affixation + allomorphic phonological rule, e.g. tree 

→ tree‑s = [z] vs. cup → cup‑s = [s] 

V. Affixation + allomorphic morphonological rule (no fusion), e.g. 

velar softening in public → publicity. 

VI. Affixation + allomorphic morphonological rule (with fusion), e.g. 

to conclude → conclusion. 

VII. Affixation + allomorphic morphological rule, e.g. to decide → 

decision. 

VIII. Affixation + allomorphic lexical rule, e.g. Italian opposition of two 

bases within verbal paradigms such as cogliere ‘to pick’ [ˈkɔʎ:] 

→ colgo ‘I pick’ [ˈkɔlɡ], sciogliere ‘to loosen’ [ˈʃɔʎ:] → sciolgo 

‘I loosen’ [ˈʃolɡ]. 

IX. Suppletion + transparent affix, e.g. Italian Ivrea (toponym) → 

Eporedi‑ense (inhabitant of Ivrea).  

X. Suppletion + no transparent affix, e.g. speak → spoke. 

In the case of zero‑affixation, the base is maximally transparent, but the 

zero affix (the exponent of derivation) is maximally opaque (Manova & 

Dressler 2005: 85).  

 A correlation has been described between the two parameters 

described above: the more morphosemantically transparent a sign is, the 

more likely it is to be morphotactically transparent as well, due to the 

Principle of Diagrammaticity. According to this principle, there is “a 

tendency towards an iconic (diagrammatic) relation between semantic 
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and morphotactic transparency” (Dressler et al. 1987: 21; see also 

Dressler 1985a: 330; 1987: 114; Bauer 2005: 321; Rainer et al. 2014: 

15ff.). In the scale of diagrammaticity14, agglutinative affixation without 

modification is the most natural option (with modification, the second 

most natural), and zero‑affixation (described as morphometaphoricity) is 

in the fourth position out of six (in Crocco Galèas 2001b)15. 

 More parameters have been described within the subtheory of 

universal markedness by natural morphologists (e.g. indexicality, 

biuniqueness) and, in all of them, overt affixation ranks higher than 

zero‑affixation. In view of these scales, it becomes clear that, according 

to the universal naturalness parameters (Dressler 1987: 123; see also 

Wurzel 1989: 10ff.; Crocco Galèas 1990; 1998; Dressler & Manova 

2002: 9; Manova & Dressler 2005): 

i) more transparent processes are preferred over less transparent ones 

(e.g. ‑ness over ‑th), and 

ii) (transparent) affixal processes are preferred over zero‑affixation, as 

it lacks compositionality16. 

This preference is related to the fact that transparent rules have been 

claimed to be acquired first and to be also easier to process, both by the 

speaker and by the recipient, because “[…] opacity adds to linguistic 

complexity” (Kiparsky 1973: 80; see also Gaeta 2006: 10–11 and 

Schwaiger et al. 2017). This is proved by the fact that “[…] transparent 

occasionalisms are formed all the time in order to replace or supplement 

the existing opaque ones” (Dressler 1987: 115).  

 Natural morphologists have also claimed that transparent rules 

are more resistant to loss from grammar through historical change 

 
14  Cf. Koch & Marzo (2007: 272) and Marzo (2008: 179) for a different scale of 

diagrammaticity. 
15 Manova & Dressler (2005: 68) propose the following scale: addition or affixation > 

substitution > modification > conversion > substraction. 
16  The same happens in inflection, e.g. with the irregular formation of plural as in 

sheepSg. → sheepPl., which is considered unnatural because it is “featureless” (Crocco 
Galèas 2001b: 11). Martsa (2014), not entirely in line with the literature, claims that 

conversion could be considered morphosemantically transparent because the meaning 

of the derivative can be predicted from the encyclopaedic knowledge incorporated in 

the input’s lexical meaning.  
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(Stampe 1969; Kiparsky 1971: 67‒77; 1982; Andersen 2008) and that 

there is a correlation between transparency and productivity, because 

natural operations are the most efficient ones (Dressler 1985a; Wurzel 

1989; Bauer 2001: 60; Gaeta 2006: 11)17. Thus, according to the 

universal preference parameters, the more iconic the process, the more 

natural it is and the more frequent it is expected to be. This implies that, 

in case of competition, the most natural option would be the preferred 

one (Manova & Dressler 2005: 68).  

 In view of the above, we would expect overt affixation to prevail 

over zero‑affixation when competition arises. However, a typological 

factor may intervene in English, where the system would sacrifice 

naturalness on some parameters in favour of others (Dressler 1985a: 293; 

Crocco Galèas 1990: 25; 2003b; Dressler & Manova 2002: 9; 

Luschützky 2015: 134–135). This means that one process that would in 

principle be considered as less natural could be the preferred option in a 

particular language type. Manova & Dressler (2005) analyse conversion 

considering typological adequacy, but they observe that English is 

especially complex, because there are two language types in force: a 

fusional one (the Latinate part) and an agglutinating one (the Germanic 

part) (§2.2.1). The former, a fusional language, would favour 

transparency (which typically implies longer words), whereas the latter, 

an agglutinating language, would favour short words at the expense of 

transparency (see Hengeveld & Leufkens 2018 for a classification of a 

sample of languages as transparent or non‑transparent). 

 Be it as it may, the tendency towards transparency as described 

by NM seems to contradict the tendency towards language economy 

described by other authors (§2.2.3).  

 

 
17  Note, however, that transparency is not a sufficient condition for productivity, as 

there are unproductive processes that are transparent (e.g. ‑ment) and productive 

processes that are non‑transparent (e.g. zero‑affixation) (Bauer 2001: 48–54; Dressler 

2008: 462; see also Gaeta 2006: footnote 11, p. 24 and Rainer et al. 2014: 8). 
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2.2.3. Language economy 

Language economy is a broad term used to refer to a number of ideas 

which, although closely related, may imply different tendencies. They 

appeared as a way to explain sound change, but their explanations can 

be extended to other fields of linguistics, as will be seen below. These 

are, among others, the Principle of Least Effort, the Minimax Principle, 

or a preference for shorter forms. Although they are presented here as 

independent theories, it must be noted that they overlap in many respects. 

 The Principle of Least Effort (Jespersen 1922; Bloomfield 1933: 

386; Zipf 1949; de Saussure 1959: 148–149) emerged within Avenarius’s 

theory of empirio‑criticism and was later developed by the behaviourist 

G. K. Zipf (Coseriu 1978: 202). According to this principle, a person will 

minimise the “probable rate of his work‑expenditure (over time)” with 

the aim of minimising effort (Zipf 1949: 1). This principle is claimed to 

govern every individual’s behaviour, including speech, according to 

which speakers produce their utterances with the least possible 

articulatory effort (Zipf 1949). 

 Related to the Principle of Least Effort is a preference not only 

for ease of articulation, but also for perceptual separation18, that is, “the 

relation between optimal perceptual contrast (or processing ease for the 

hearer) and the articulatory effort”, which “[…] presupposes the 

speaker’s empathy with the hearer’s receptive role (cf. Clark 1996)” 

(Crocco Galèas 2001b: 4; see also Ladefoged 1975: 235–236; Haiman 

1983: 814). This preference could be related to the rule of rationis 

sufficientis described by Givón (1979: 46ff.), by which the 

mathematically less complex option is to be preferred19. The interplay 

between the ease of articulation and the perceptual contrast is justified, 

according to Ladefoged & Johnson (2011: 286), by: 

i) the pressure, from the point of view of the speaker, to make changes 

that would result in easier articulations, and  

 
18 This ease could also be considered as natural in NM, because it implies easiness for 
the potential language user (Crocco Galèas 2001b; Labov 2001: 21) (see §2.2.4). 
19 In morphology, this is described by Wunderlich & Fabri (1995: 284) as the simplicity 

constraint: “[…] it is more economical for a system to use a morphologically simple 

form rather than a complex one”. 
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ii) the pressure, from the point of view of the listener, that there should 

be sufficient contrast between sounds that affect the meaning of the 

utterance.  

Zipf (1949: 21) named these forces Force of Unification (to reduce the 

vocabulary to a single word) and Force of Diversification (to increase 

the size of a vocabulary to the point where there will be a different word 

for each different meaning). 

 The Principle of Least Effort has been described as the cause for 

sound change, arguing that we speak as rapidly and with as little effort 

as possible (Bloomfield 1933; see Ladefoged & Johnson 2011: 284 and 

de Saussure 1959: 148 for examples of sound changes produced by ease 

of articulation). Jespersen holds that least effort is a tendency of human 

beings and that it applies not only to phonetics, but also to morphology 

(Jespersen 1922: 263):  

 I am not afraid of hearing the objection that I ascribe too great power 

to human laziness, indolence, inertia, shirking, easygoingness, sloth, 

sluggishness, lack of energy, or whatever other beautiful synonyms 

have been invented for ‘economy of effort’ or ‘following the line of 

least resistance.’ The fact remains that there is such a ‘tendency’ in all 

human beings, and by taking it into account in explaining changes of 

sound we are doing nothing else than applying here the same principle 

that attributes many simplifications of form to ‘analogy’: we see the 

same psychological force at work in the two different domains of 

phonetics and morphology. 

Jespersen (1922: 274) exemplifies the tendency with the suffix ‑er, 

which is used instead of more specific expressions: sleeper for 

sleeping‑car or bedder for bedmaker. As the former forms in each pair 

are shorter, they involve less muscular exertion and, thus, less time to be 

enunciated (see the description of the preference for a shorter form below 

in this section). From the point of view of behavioural economy, a 

process such as zero‑affixation in tileN → tileV would be the preferred 

variety of neologism, as proved by the fact that it is “extremely 

pervasive” (Carroll & Tannenhaus 1975: 53). These changes are, 

however, limited by the necessity to be understood (Martinet 1955: 22), 

because “[l]inguistic evolution is governed by the antinomy between the 
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communicative needs of man and their tendency to minimise their 

physical and mental activity”20. 

 Coseriu proposed a reinterpretation of the Principle of Least 

Effort as one of “instrumental economy”, that is, a principle of intelligent 

creation and use of expressive means by which language is used 

efficiently (Coseriu 1978: 202–203). Coseriu (1978: 204) argues against 

a view of least effort as laziness, but rather as technical efficiency:  

[…] en la lengua, lo distintivo debe distinguir y lo significativo debe 

distinguirse y debe significar. Si lo distintivo (fonemas) no sirve para 

distinguir (resulta inútil), la distinción se abandona; y si es útil pero no 

logra distinguir, se modifica. […] Ello, naturalmente, sin olvidar que 

los significantes pueden distinguirse de varias maneras, y no sólo por 

su constitución fonemática […] y que una norma tradicional puede 

mantener durante mucho tiempo también lo funcionalmente 

superfluo21.  

For Coseriu, then, economising does not mean to reduce to the minimum, 

but rather to maximise distinctiveness, and this is what the Minimax 

Principle advocates for. 

 According to the Minimax Principle, speakers tend to minimise 

surface complexity and, at the same time, maximise the amount of 

information they provide (Carroll & Tannenhaus 1975: 51). They do so 

 
20  In the words of Martinet (1960: 182): “L’évolution linguistique peut être conçue 

comme régie par l’antinomie permanente entre les besoins communicatifs de l’homme 

et sa tendance à réduire au minimum son activité mentale et physique. Ici, comme 
ailleurs, le comportement humain est soumis à la loi du moindre effort selon laquelle 

l’hom me ne se dépense que dans la mesure où il peut ainsi atteindre aux buts qu’il s’est 

fixés”. 

“Linguistic evolution can be conceived as governed by the permanent antinomy 

between man's communicative needs and his tendency to reduce his mental and 

physical activity to a minimum. Here, as elsewhere, human behaviour is subject to the 

law of least effort, according to which man spends himself only to the extent that he 

can thus achieve the goals he has set for himself” [my translation]. 
21 “In language, what is distinctive must distinguish and what is significant must be 

distinguished and must signify. If what is distinctive (phonemes) does not serve to 

distinguish (it is useless), the distinction is abandoned; and if it is useful but fails to 
distinguish, it is modified. [...] This, of course, without forgetting that signifiers can be 

distinguished in various ways, and not only by their phonemic constitution [...] and that 

a traditional norm can maintain for a long time also what is functionally superfluous” 

[my translation]. 
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by choosing, among the articulatory options available, the one that has 

the best perceptual effect while “[…] entailing minimum physiological 

energy expenditure […]” (Lindblom 1972: 79, cited in Dressler 1985a: 

287). For Martinet (1960), in fact, sound changes are caused by the need 

to maximise the distinctiveness of the phonemes. Thus, the aim is to 

optimise the communicative function by minimising complexity. In 

morphology, this can be achieved by reducing word length, so they 

require less time to be pronounced. This means, ultimately, a preference 

for shorter forms. 

 The preference for a shorter form (or economy of expression) 

typically refers to the limitation in the number of phonemes used. It is 

indirectly proportional to semantic transparency (Körtvélyessy et al. 

2015: 93). The shortening of “inconveniently long” forms such as 

telephone for phone has been considered as a manifestation of the 

preference for a shorter form, again in line with the Principle of Least 

Effort (Samuels 1972: 10; see also Kjellmer 2000: 214). Regarding the 

length of a derived word, Dressler (1985b) describes the optimal size 

(excluding compounds) as being of a prosodic foot, which would ideally 

be trochaic or iambic (cf., however, Popescu et al. 2013: 225). This is 

justified as follows (Dressler 1985b: 53):  

[…] a word form should be long enough as to be perceivable as a 

separate unit of speech distinguishable from others, and short enough 

as to allow for concatenation with other word forms, at least up to the 

phrase‑level, within a single breath‑group or intonational phrase.  

Zipf (1949: 66) claims that changes in language go in the direction of 

shortening the size of longer words and increasing the frequency of use 

of shorter words. In fact, Zipf (1949: 66; 1968: 22ff.) states that there is 

an inverse relationship between word length and their frequency of use, 

that is, the longer a word, the less likely it is to be used (even though he 

acknowledges that longer words could be the most frequent too). 

However, according to Zipf, even though higher frequency seems to 

cause shortness (and not the other way around), words are not only 

selected according to their length, but according to their meaning. We 

could conclude, then, that, from the point of view of the economy of 
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expression, zero‑affixation should be preferred over overt affixation, 

other things being equal. 

 Still, it must be noted that shorter does not necessarily mean 

economical: although shortening means lesser effort regarding duration, 

it may require more careful pronunciations, whereas longer sequences 

may allow careless pronunciations (de Saussure 1959: 149). Carefulness 

may also be necessary depending on the context of use: it has been 

claimed that word length may be influenced by register, because “the 

more respectful the register, the more syllables in the message” (Haiman 

1983: 800; see also Popescu et al. 2013; Gaeta 2019: 249). This is 

because, in formal or emphatic speech, easy perception takes priority and 

in casual speech it is easy pronounceability that takes priority (Dressler 

1985a: 86). This could imply that affixation may be preferred in formal 

contexts and zero‑affixation in informal contexts, which, again, this 

thesis aims to test (§1.3). 

 

2.2.4. The co‑existence of two models 

The models described in §2.2.2 and §2.2.3 represent the conflict between 

the tendencies towards morphotactic transparency and phonological 

productivity described in the literature (see, among others, Dressler 

1985a; Körtvélyessy et al. 2015).  

 These tendencies may also be related to frequency and to 

semantic complexity. Zipf (1968: 156), for example, claims that “[t]he 

degree of distinctness of meaning of a morpheme may in fact bear an 

inverse relationship to its relative frequency”. This could be because the 

shortest forms demand low articulatory effort but substantial encoding 

and decoding work22. The conceptual simplicity of a notion corresponds, 

then, in general terms, to the simplicity of its expression (Haiman 1983: 

801–802). Therefore, it should be expected that semantically more 

complex forms are longer, and semantically simpler forms are shorter 

 
22  Martinet (1960: 183ff.) claims that it is frequency that determines what is 

economical: if something is mentioned often, a shorter form will be more economical, 

even if it may need more memory storage. If it is used infrequently, then it will be more 

economical to not burden the memory and keep the longer form. 
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(Moravcsik 1980: 26; Corbett 2010: 148). However, zero‑affixed forms 

can be as complex as forms derived by affixation, even if they are 

generally shorter. Therefore, in the choice of a word‑formation strategy23 

by the speaker, “[i]t may come about that iconic and economic 

motivations will compete for expression in the same medium, and that 

only one of them will actually be realized” (Haiman 1983: 808).  

 Heretofore, the two tendencies described in the literature have 

been presented as complementary. However, morphological economy 

can be easily reconciled with some versions of NM, as acknowledged 

also by Dressler (1985a: 289) and Gaeta (2006: 18). In addition, 

according to how the terms transparency and economy are viewed, it 

could be the case that one leads to the other. For example, transparency 

as viewed by NM (e.g. Crocco Galèas 1998: 37) favours both ease of 

production and ease of perception which, for some authors, is what 

makes a process economical24 (see Štekauer 2005 regarding the meaning 

predictability of a number of onomasiological types, which facilitates the 

interpretation of novel complex words; see also Körtvélyessy et al. 2015; 

Körtvélyessy et al. 2021).  

 In view of the above, which two forces play a major role in the 

competition between an overt affix and a zero‑affix may be reformulated: 

a tendency towards iconicity (that is, morphotactic and morphosemantic 

transparency), and a tendency towards the use of shorter forms. The 

former, described by NM as the most natural, would be expected in overt 

affixation, and the latter, which is closely related to the Principle of Least 

Effort, would be behind the preference for zero‑affixation. In PDE, there 

seems to be a clash between the two models: although NM has claimed 

that iconicity and, thus, transparent affixation, is expected to prevail, a 

language‑particular system may be at play where zero‑affixation would 

be the preferred option, given the high productivity of this process (Quirk 

et al. 1985: 1558; Crocco Galèas 1990: 30; Štekauer 1996: 11; Gaeta 

2006: 14; Plag 2016: 2421). The experimental study carried out by 

 
23  Štekauer (2017: 26) defines word‑formation strategy as “the preference for more 

economical vs. more semantically transparent way of coining new complex words”. 
24 Whitney (1874: 70) holds in this respect that “it is laziness when it gives up more 

than it gains; economy, when it gains more than it abandons”. 
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Körtvélyessy et al. (2015: 106) in fact demonstrated that there are 

significant differences when comparing preferences in terms of semantic 

transparency and economy of expression, “[…] suggesting that the 

word‑formation system of the complex‑word‑forming language plays a 

crucial role in the naming process”.  

 

 

2.3. COMPETITION IN MORPHOLOGY 

Pāṇini’s view of Sanskrit grammar as a rule‑governed system where 

exceptions are not violations but the consequence of the overlap of 

competing rules for the application in a particular domain, could be cited 

as the first reference to competition (Gardani et al. 2019; see 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a: 14 and Fernández‑Alcaina 2021b: 20–22 for 

a review of the concept). Since then, many studies have dealt with the 

topic indirectly, by comparing the productivity of word‑formation 

processes (e.g. Plag 1999; Bauer 2001; §2.3.2.2.3) or their semantics 

(e.g. Lieber 2004), but it was not until Aronoff’s (1976)25 description of 

word formation that competition became a research topic by itself. The 

concept has since been applied both to research on inflection (§2.3.1) and 

on word formation (§2.3.2), but it operates differently in each field, 

because inflection is determined by morphosyntax (Aronoff 2019) and 

derivation is mainly driven by semantic needs (Fernández‑Alcaina 

2021a: 13).  

 

2.3.1. Competition in inflection (overabundance) 

The term overabundance was first described in Thornton (2011: 360) as 

“[…] a non‐canonical26 situation in which certain lexemes exhibit cell‐

 
25  Aronoff (1976) has been described in the literature as following a generative 

approach. However, the author has recently acknowledged that, despite his generative 

background and against what he believed at the time, his analysis was not generative, 

but it crosses the synchronic‑diachronic boundary that has been central in structural 
linguistics after de Saussure (Aronoff 2018: 11). 
26 Canonicity is described here in terms of Corbett’s canonical morphology, where it is 

expected that, for any given lexeme, the stem and the inflection will be predictable 

(Corbett 2005: 33). 
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mates, that is, more than one inflected form to fill one and the same cell 

of their paradigm (realize the same set of morpho‐syntactic features)”, as 

in Spanish cantara/cantase (both being past subjunctive third person 

singular forms of cantar ‘sing’) (see Thornton 2019 for a typology of 

overabundance). The so‑called cell‑mates may have (Thornton 2012: 

254): 

i) different composition/structure (i.e., means of exponence), e.g. 

Dutch drukste/meest drukke (superlative of ‘busy’), 

ii) different lexical material (i.e., shape of the stem), e.g. English plural 

forms cacti/cactuses, or 

iii) different inflectional material (i.e., shape of inflection), e.g. Latin 

fēcěrunt/fēcěrunt/fēcěre (third person plural perfect of indicative of 

the verb ‘do’). 

If the canonical approach is applied to overabundance, then cell‑mates 

must comply with at least two criteria to be considered canonical (Santilli 

2014: 10): 

i) they must be used interchangeably, and  

ii) they must have a frequency ratio of 1:1. 

Italian verbal paradigms have been shown to be fairly canonically 

overabundant (e.g. Thornton 2012), but an analysis of comparison in 

Italian (e.g. più buono/migliore ‘better’) showed that doublets could 

hardly be used interchangeably, and the overall ratio for both 

comparatives of majority and relative superlatives was far from the ratio 

1:1, which implies that there was no canonical overabundance (Santilli 

2014).  

 Whether canonically overabundant or not, the competition 

between forms (be they inflectional or derivational) is expected to be 

resolved at some point (see §2.1 on avoidance of synonymy and §2.3.2.2 

on the resolution of competition in word formation). There are several 

ways in which this could happen (cf., in the main, Fernández‑Alcaina 

2021a: 23): 
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i) one of the forms may become obsolete, e.g. the third person singular 

present ‑eth disappeared in favour of the Northern dialect variant ‑es 

(Aronoff 2019: 51), 

ii) regional differences may emerge, e.g. dove is preferred as the 

preterite of dive in American English (AmE), Australian English 

(AusE), Canadian English (CanE), and in New Zealand English 

(NZE), while dived is preferred in British English (BrE) (Bauer et 

al. 2013: 572), 

iii) there could be specialisation regarding domain or register of use, as 

in the plural forms mouses/mice, the former being restricted to the 

technological domain of computing (Palmer et al. 2002: 1590), or  

iv) some semantic specialisation may emerge, e.g. German plural 

Gesichte ‘faces’/Gesichter ‘appearances, visions’ (Mörth & 

Dressler 2014: 252–253). 

To this, we may add a pragmatic differentiation, as in German plurals 

Pizzas/Pizzen ‘pizzas’, where the ‑s plural has a connotation of 

strangeness or foreignness (Mörth & Dressler 2014: 252). 

 Regarding register/domain specialisation in the formation of 

plural, Sweet (1891–1898: 318) claimed that: 

i) the use of foreign plurals is limited to a specialised or formal 

register, whereas the regular ‑s plural is more frequent in everyday 

language (Quirk et al. 1985: 311), and  

ii) there is a tendency for the foreign plural to disappear unless there is 

a difference in meaning. 

To test this, Fernández‑Alcaina & Molina‑Quesada (2016) compared the 

distribution of foreign and regular plurals (e.g. syllabi/syllabuses) in the 

written and spoken modes using frequency data from the Corpus of 

Contemporary American English (henceforth, COCA). The results 

showed that, in most of the doublets analysed, there are no statistically 

significant differences in the use of one or the other (Fernández‑Alcaina 

& Molina‑Quesada 2016). Similarly, Aronoff & Lindsay (2014) analysed 

suffixal comparatives (e.g. bigger) as compared to periphrastic 

comparatives (e.g. more interesting). Their results go against the 

commonly accepted complementary distribution of comparison in 
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English and show that competition is still in place in disyllabic forms, 

where the two strategies are used equally (even with those ending in ‑le 

and ‑y) (see also Aronoff 2016: 48–49). Further research would thus be 

needed to shed light on the issue, as other factors may be of relevance. 

 The analysis of competition in inflection may prove useful for 

analyses of competition in word formation. They may not only behave 

in similar ways but, as suggested by Fernández‑Alcaina (2021a: 24), it 

may also allow for “the definition of inflection and derivation in terms 

of a continuum rather than as clear‑cut categories” (see, among others, 

Matthews 1974; Bybee 1985: 81ff.; Booij 1993; 1996; Plank 1994; 

Wurzel 1996; Stump 1998; Corbett 2010; Rainer et al. 2014: ch. 1; 

Štekauer 2014; Hathout & Namer 2022). 

 

2.3.2. Competition in word formation 

Competition in word formation may emerge as a result of, for example, 

the coining of new words, speech errors, and reanalysis of existing words 

(Lindsay & Aronoff 2013), because they generate the potential for more 

than one word‑formation process to acquire the same meaning and be 

applied to the same domain. Pounder (2000: 669) puts it as follows: “[…] 

expansion into new ‘territory’ creates new potential for formation and 

thus enhances productivity, which leads to further expansion, which 

leads to further synonymy and potential competitors” (see also Lieber 

2004: 115). However, as pointed out above (§2.2.1), the main factor 

behind the emergence of competition in English is borrowing (Riddle 

1985: 452–455; Kwon 1997; Plag 1999; Lieber 2004: 44; Bauer 2009: 

189, 196). Specifically, Kaunisto (2009: 74) states:  

 [t]he most significant reason for the co‑existence of rival derivational 

elements on the one hand, and of the resulting competing words, on the 

other, is the historical influences that other languages have had on 

English, most notably, French, Latin, and Greek.  

The co‑existence of synonymous (and, thus, potentially competing) 

patterns that emerged after extensive borrowing, especially during the 

17th century, resulted, for example, in the competition between native 

and non‑native synonymous affixes, such as ‑ness (native) and ‑ity 
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(non‑native) for the derivation of nouns (Díaz‑Negrillo 2017: 119). 

There may also be competition between processes that have always been 

part of the native vocabulary stock of the English language, such as ‑dom, 

‑hood and ‑ship (Díaz‑Negrillo 2017). These examples illustrate one 

level where competition may take place, that is, competition between 

word‑formation patterns, although competition may also take place 

between individual words (e.g. answer/reply). Bauer (2009: 196) holds 

that the latter, that is, micro‑level competition between forms, may have 

an effect on the former, that is, macro‑level competition between 

word‑formation patterns: “[i]f sufficient doublets are formed and 

word‑formation x wins out the majority of cases, then word‑formation 

process x will become the dominant process” (Bauer 2009: 181), unless 

blocking is in place (§2.3.2.2.6).  

 Competition is expected to be resolved within an indefinite 

period of time, but this resolution is justified in various ways. It has been 

claimed that competition must be resolved due to:  

i) the Principle of Linguistic Economy, according to which “[…] a 

linguistic system will avoid having two forms for the same purpose” 

(Bauer et al. 2010: 15; cf. also Plag 2000); 

ii) avoidance of synonymy (e.g. Bréal 1897: 311; Dressler 1987: 113; 

Lindsay 2012; Lindsay & Aronoff 201327; Aronoff 2016); or 

iii) the “struggle for existence”, following Gause (1934) (e.g. Aronoff 

2016: 39; see also MacWhinney et al. 2014: 367). 

Competition is a complex concept to define, and the factors governing 

its resolution are also intricate. The following sections provide an 

overview on competition in word formation with the aim of providing a 

theoretical framework for the analysis carried out in this thesis. First, a 

definition of competition is provided (§2.3.2.1) and the possible 

outcomes of competition as well as the factors at play in the resolution 

are presented (§2.3.2.2). Then, an outline on previous research on 

 
27 See, however, Aronoff & Lindsay (2014: 71–72), where the authors acknowledge 

that synonymy or blocking cannot by themselves explain the complex interaction 

between competing affixes. 
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competition in English word formation is presented, with a focus on 

suffixal nominalisations (§2.3.2.3). 

 

2.3.2.1. Definition 

The concept of competition has been ambiguously defined in the 

literature. Fradin’s (2016) description, here taken as a starting point for 

the delimitation of the concept, states that two conditions must be 

satisfied for morphological competition to occur: 

i) forms have to be morphologically correlated to the same lexical base 

but present distinct exponents, and 

ii) the derivational exponents have to express exactly the same 

semantic content. 

Specifically, the bases are the same if they have the same meaning and 

occur in the same construction or have the same distribution, and the 

semantic content is the same if “the overall interpretation of the derived 

lexemes entails the same conclusions in similar contexts” (Fradin 2016). 

This definition covers what seems to be the general perception of what 

morphological competition is, although it still raises questions, 

especially as regards meaning, for example, should the derivatives be 

absolute synonyms? The degree of synonymy required is not the same 

for every author: Plag (2000: 2), Pounder (2000: 669) and Koehl (2015: 

56) claim that competitors need to have the same meaning. Other authors 

hold that they should have “roughly the same semantic content” 

(Hoekstra & Versloot 2016, emphasis added) or be “semantically 

similar” (van Marle 1985: 178). Amutio‑Palacios (2013: 46) allows even 

more flexibility and claims that they should “[…] overlap in the 

expression the same or a very similar meaning [sic].”. In fact, some 

authors do not make an explicit reference to semantics in the description 

of competition (e.g. Kaunisto 2009). If the key points in the definitions 

of competition given in the literature are put together, competitors would: 

i) have the same base (“based on the same stem” in van Marle 1985: 

178; “correlated to the same lexical base” in Fradin 2016), 
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ii) be derived with different affixes/exponents (Plag 2000: 2; Fradin 

2016),  

iii) be used in the same or similar contexts or domains (Plag 1999; 

Fradin 2016), and 

iv) bear a relation of synonymy (see Huyghe & Varvara 2023a: 3–5). 

In view of the above, this thesis considers that, for competition28  to 

obtain, forms would (Lara‑Clares & Thompson 2019: 27): 

i) share the same base,  

ii) be derived with different affixes,  

iii) take affixes that express the same semantic category(s),  

iv) operate in the same domain, and  

v) be free of constraints (e.g. phonological, morphological) (see 

§3.3.2.1 for an example).  

If all these conditions are fulfilled, then two or more forms are 

considered competitors. If the competition extends to more forms 

derived by the same process but from different bases, then it would be 

considered as an instance of competition between word‑formation 

patterns. The focus of this thesis is on the latter: four competing 

word‑formation patterns are researched by analysing groups of 

competing forms derived by the same process. These groups will be 

named clusters, defined as “sets of synonymous derivatives 

morphologically related by their bases but formed with a different affix 

that can be grouped into doublets, triplets, etc.” (Fernández‑Alcaina 

2017: 168; see also footnote 2 in Chapter 1). 

 

2.3.2.2. The resolution of competition 

An analogy has been drawn between natural languages and biology by 

describing competition as a struggle for existence, whereby no two 

species may coexist in the same ecological niche29 in stable equilibrium 

 
28 Note that this definition is restricted to the competition between affixes, as it is the 
aim of this thesis. 
29 If viewed from the perspective of derivational paradigms, a niche is equivalent to a 

slot in the paradigm, for which forms or processes compete (Pounder 2000: 669; Bauer 

et al. 2013: 568). 
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(Lindsay 2012; Lindsay & Aronoff 2013; Aronoff 2016, 2023). 

Following Gause’s (1934) Competitive Exclusion Principle, only the 

most efficient species will be naturally selected and thus reproduce at a 

higher rate. The less efficient species will become extinct or will need to 

find a new ecological niche by means of adaptive changes (see 

MacWhinney 2014 for a parallel interpretation, following Darwin 1859). 

Word‑formation patterns are here analogous to species, so only the best 

fitting pattern will survive, and the competitors will either disappear or 

will need to find their own niche, that is, a domain of use where they 

prevail. This view of competition as a struggle for a niche illustrates 

some of the ways in which competition may be resolved: coming out of 

use or becoming specialised in some way.  

 In word formation, Fernández‑Alcaina (2021a; 2021b) describes 

a series of possibilities for competition to be resolved over time. 

Fernández‑Alcaina (2021a: 121, 169–170) divides clusters of 

competition into the following three groups: 

i) past competition, where all members are classified as in disuse in 

the OED, e.g. quintessenceV/quintessentiateV ‘extract the 

quintessence of or from something’; 

ii) resolved competition, where one competitor prevails over another, 

which eventually falls out of use, e.g. conversion prevails over ‑ate 

in cultureV/culturateV ‘cultivate (soil, plants)’; and 

iii) ongoing competition, where the members are unmarked regarding 

their use and thus coexist for a period of time, e.g. activeV/activateV 

‘make active’ according to the OED. 

There is a fourth possibility linked to resolved competition, where each 

competitor remains in use but finds a specific domain of application, be 

it phonological (e.g. complementary distribution), stylistic (e.g. 

academic or informal contexts of use), or of some other kind. This 

situation would thus be named ongoing competition as long as they have 

not become specialised, and then resolved competition once their 

domains are differentiated, because each competitor would prevail in 

their domain. 
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 However, for Pounder (2000: 322), competition needs not be 

resolved, because “equivalent formations” may coexist and “[t]here does 

not […] appear to be any competition at the lexical level that would 

imply a low tolerance for synonymy”. We would then expect forms to 

co‑exist peacefully as long as there is not a more frequent or productive 

operation (Pounder 2000: 322, 669–672). This is also acknowledged by 

Aronoff (2016: 48): “[…] competitive states may be more normal than 

resolution”, meaning that competition may extend itself for a long period 

of time when no competitor may seem to have any clear advantage over 

the other(s). Štekauer (2017) named this situation as one where there is 

an imperfect complementary distribution, because the scope of 

applicability of the rules is not settled and, thus, forms compete for the 

same domain. Following Fernández‑Alcaina’s (2021a; 2021b) 

classification, they are instances of ongoing competition. 

 The resolution of competition is governed by a series of factors 

that may be at play. These factors will determine the extent of use of the 

processes (e.g. productivity, blocking) and their domain of application 

(e.g. phonology, profile of the base, register distribution). However, the 

domain of application of derivational affixes can be defined differently 

for unproductive patterns and for productive patterns. In the former case, 

the domain can be defined only enumerating all the bases actually used 

(extensionally), while in productive patterns it is defined by indicating 

the features that any potential base (or derivational affix) should possess 

and any other factors that may be relevant (intensionally; Rainer 2005: 

335). This thesis analyses only productive processes. Factors are usually 

described in the form of constraints or restrictions, which can be 

presented as base‑driven or affix‑driven. Whether the description is 

based on one or the other seems to make no actual difference (see Rainer 

2005: 342–343 and 2014: 343–344 for a discussion).  

 The following sections describe the factors and variables that 

play a role in the resolution of competition according to the description 

of the authors whenever possible. In what follows, the review of the 

literature will be restricted mainly to the focus of this thesis, namely the 

competition between affixal processes. Although each factor is presented 
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separately, they often overlap, for example, a phonetic restriction may go 

hand in hand with a morphological restriction. 

 

2.3.2.2.1. Phonological factors 

Research on phonological constraints on affixation is still scarce, even 

if some works (e.g. Raffelsiefen 1998; 2015; Rainer 2005; Bauer et al. 

2013) provide useful insights on the topic. Rainer (2005: 344–345) 

classifies phonological restrictions into three types: 

i) the sensitivity of a suffix to certain phonemes present in the base, 

e.g. ‑eer shows a preference for bases ending in [t], as in musketeer 

(Adams 1973: 174–178) and ‑en is only added to bases ending in a 

fricative, especially those in ‑t or ‑d (Marchand 1969: 272); 

ii) prosodic restrictions, such as the preference of ‑eer for bisyllabic 

trochaic bases, as in profiteer/*gainer30, or the constraint by which 

‑en attaches only to monosyllables (Plag & Baayen 2009: 111); and 

iii) the sensitivity of a suffix to the final stress of the base, whereby 

stress is needed, e.g. ‑al in arrival31. 

Regarding the combination of affixes, phonological restrictions may 

explain why ‑ity does not attach to adjectives ending in ‑less, whereas 

‑ness does: as ‑less is more easily parsable than ‑ity, it should not occur 

“inside” the latter (Rainer 2005: 339). This constraint was put forward 

by Hay (2002), and named Complexity Based Ordering by Plag (2002). 

However, it does not explain why certain combinations are unacceptable 

(see Hay & Plag 2004, cited in Rainer 2005: 339).  

 It has also been claimed that a language‑specific phenomenon 

cuts across two types of restrictions: phonological, and regarding the 

origin of the affix. Latinate suffixes in English are mainly vowel‑initial, 

whereas Germanic suffixes are mainly consonant‑initial (Dressler 1987: 

123). Besides, most native roots are monosyllabic or disyllabic with an 

 
30  Rainer (2005: 344) points out that this restriction could also be formulated as an 
output restriction according to which stress clash is avoided. 
31 Malicka‑Kleparska (1992: 437, cited in Rainer 2005: 344) claims, however, that the 

final stress may not be key in this case, but rather the fact that ‑al shows a preference 

for Latinate prefix‑root verbs, which all happen to have final stress. 
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unstressed second syllable (e.g. water), whereas most Latinate roots are 

polysyllabic or occur as bound morphs (e.g. invest‑) (Plag 2003: 85). In 

line with this, the combination of native and non‑native affixes has 

generally been described as follows: native affixes readily combine with 

non‑native affixes (e.g. ‑iveness), but Latinate affixes do not tolerate 

native affixes (e.g. *‑lessity) (Plag 2003: 85; see also Giegerich 1999 for 

a revision of the theory of level ordering). The phonological behaviour 

of these two types of affixes is also different: affixes of Romance or Latin 

origin produce more phonological changes in their bases (e.g. persuade, 

persuasive) and they also affect stress (e.g. atom, atomic, atomicity), 

whereas native affixes are stress‑neutral (e.g. home, homeless, 

homelessness) (Rainer 2005: 340).  

 It should be noted that it is at times difficult to know whether the 

restriction is on the affixes or on the bases: a tendency has been 

described, for example, for non‑native verbs to display a iambic pattern 

and some nominalising affixes, such as ‑ment, have shown a preference 

for disyllabic bases that consist of a iambic foot; whether this preference 

is on the affix or on the base is unknown (Bauer et al. 2013: 198).  

 An analysis of phonological restrictions serves to test whether 

apparently competing affixes may actually not be competitors, as in the 

case of ‑ify and ‑ize, because the former shows a preference for short 

(monosyllabic or disyllabic) bases, whereas the latter derives mostly 

from polysyllabic bases (Schneider 1987: 108; see also Lindsay 2012: 

197). If there were no other domain of application in which they overlap, 

the identification of this restriction would then lead to the conclusion that 

they are not actually in competition. These suffixes, for example, are in 

an almost complementary distribution with respect to the type of bases 

they attach to, but with an overlap in trochaic bases (Plag 1999; 2003: 

93–94; Kjellmer 2001: 161; Lindsay 2012: 196–198; Bauer et al. 2013: 

269–274). 

 

2.3.2.2.2. The profile of the base 

Restrictions on word formation may also be presented as depending on 

the profile of the base. In the previous section, for example, a restriction 
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regarding the length of the base was described for ‑ize/‑ify. Another 

factor could be syntactic, for example, the transitivity of the base, such 

that transitive bases are preferred by the suffix ‑able (e.g. 

observable/*lookable) (Bauer 2001: 133, example from Varvara 2020: 

79). Plag (2004: 207) claims that exceptions can be found to this rule, 

because the suffix ‑able has also been attested in intransitive bases, e.g. 

changeable in changeable weather. Besides, he holds that “[…] the 

syntactic category of potential base words is only a by‑product of the 

semantics of the process” (Plag 2004: 193), and that this constraint can 

thus be explained on purely semantic grounds. 

 The following sections illustrate four other types of restrictions 

regarding the profile of the base that have been described in the literature, 

that is, restrictions regarding the origin, word class or morphological 

structure of the base, or regarding its semantics. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.1. The origin of the base 

Affixes tend to agree with the base as regards their historical origin, that 

is, Germanic affixes tend to go with Germanic bases, and Romance 

affixes with Romance bases, e.g. kingly but royal (Kjellmer 2000: 212; 

see also Kjellmer 2001: 162; Rainer 2005: 347). This was named the 

Latinate Constraint, according to which “[b]ases and affixes may 

combine only if their etymological features are compatible” (Plag 1996: 

778). The reason why this happens has been addressed by Kjellmer 

(2000: 212):  

 [i]f stem and affix agree in a potential word, the word will therefore 

conform better to the norms, however fuzzy, of the lexicon, and hence 

possess a higher degree of potentiality than one where this would not 

be the case. 

Schneider (1987: 98–99) provides an example of a constraint regarding 

the origin of the base: the verb‑forming suffix ‑en is mostly used with 

Germanic bases, whereas ‑ify and ‑ize (potential competitors) are mostly 

used with French bases, even if they may accept bases from other origins, 

e.g. German (nazify), Italian (miniaturize), Spanish (tobacconize), 

Russian (podzolize) or Czech (robotize). Anyhow, many affixes accept 
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both types of bases (e.g. ‑er), even if most of them show a preference for 

one or the other. For example, for the formation of nouns, ‑al and ‑ation 

show a preference for non‑native bases, whereas conversion shows a 

preference for native bases (Bauer et al. 2013: ch. 10). 

 

2.3.2.2.2.2. The word class of the base 

Affixes are usually classified according to the word class of their bases, 

i.e. deverbal, denominal, deadjectival, etc. This classification implies 

that the syntactic category of the base plays a major role in the selection 

of affixes, as has been tacitly assumed in the literature. For example, 

Bauer et al. (2013: ch. 16) classify locative prefixes according to the 

word class of their bases32 , and conclude that most prefixes attach to 

nouns (e.g. ex‑, as in ex‑billionaire), nearly all to adjectives (e.g. inter‑, 

as in interracial), and many to verbs (e.g. down‑ as in download).  

 However, what might initially be seen as a restriction according 

to the word class of the base may actually be determined by the semantics 

of the base (Plank 1981: 43–45; Plag 1999: 237; Rainer 2005: 347–348, 

and references therein). Plag (2004: 214) addresses this issue and claims 

that the word class of the base is irrelevant, if “[…] the meaning of the 

pertinent bases in interaction with the meaning of the suffix satisfy the 

semantic restrictions on the output”. It is for this reason that this thesis 

does not restrict data selection according to the word class of the base, 

but according to semantics; as it would be expected, however, the bases 

of the PDE competitors happen to all be of the same word class. For 

example, all the PDE competitors identified that are derived by ‑ation 

and by zero‑affixation of the semantic category ACTION are deverbal (see 

Appendix 1.A). 

 

2.3.2.2.2.3. The morphological structure of the base 

As regards the morphological structure of the base, two variables must 

be taken into consideration: 

 
32 Bauer et al. (2013) also classify locative prefixes according to whether they attach 

to: i) native/non‑native bases, ii) bound bases, iii) compounds, and iv) phrases. 
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i) the existence of closing suffixes, and 

ii) potentiation. 

Closing suffixes in word formation preclude further derivation, so they 

limit the ability of affixes to attach to certain bases, e.g. ‑ism (Manova 

2015, and references therein). Specifically, a closing affix curtails the 

domain of a more general competing domain (Rainer 2005: 346). 

Closing affixes, however, do not have an effect on competition (in the 

sense of competition used in this thesis33), because they would not allow 

derivation by any of the potential competitors: a form with a closing affix 

could not be the base for which affixes would compete. The other 

variable, potentiation, occurs whenever an affix facilitates the 

attachment of another affix, e.g. en‑ potentiates ‑ment in entombment 

(Williams 1981). An interesting case in this respect is the suffix ‑ize, 

which potentiates ‑ation and, at the same time, precludes the use of other 

nominal suffixes, such as ‑ment, ‑al or ‑age (Plag 2003: 63; Bauer et al. 

2013: 201–202). For research on competition, an analysis of potentiation 

could help explain in which context one affix is preferred over another: 

the potentiated affix is expected to prevail, even though there might be 

other contexts where the non‑potentiated affix prevails. An example of 

this situation is that of the adjective‑forming suffixes ‑ic and ‑ical: ‑ic is 

more productive in most contexts, but ‑ical seems to prevail in bases 

ending in ‑olog‑ (Lindsay 2012: 193).  

 

2.3.2.2.2.4. The semantics of the base 

Just as the Latinate Constraint addresses a need for the compatibility of 

the etymological features of the base and affix, this section addresses the 

need for a compatibility of the semantics of the base and affix. This was 

named semantic coindexation by Soares Rodrigues (2015: 134ff.), in 

parallel to Lieber’s (2004) concept of coindexation (see below, this 

 
33 Competition has sometimes been understood more broadly, where there is as a clash 
between two or more word‑formation patterns independently of whether they attach to 

the same base (e.g. Riddle 1985; Smith 2020). In that view of competition, closing 

affixes may be relevant, because they have an effect on the potential combinability of 

the affixes in question. 
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section). In Spanish, for example, the relational suffix ‑uno is almost 

exclusively attached to nouns referring to animals, e.g. perro ‘dog’ 

derives perruno ‘relating to dogs’ (Rainer 2005: 349). In English, for 

example, the nominalising suffix ‑ness can take as bases both adjectives 

that express permanent qualities (e.g. clever) and states (e.g. isolated) 

(Rainer 2015: 1271). For the formation of adverbs in ‑ly a semantic 

restriction has been described according to which adjectival bases need 

to be dynamic (Kjellmer 1984)34. The suffixes ‑dom, ‑ship and ‑hood, 

which form abstract nouns, all prefer nominal bases which denote 

persons (and sometimes animals) (Bauer et al. 2013: 248).  

 The examples above show that semantic restrictions on the base 

are mainly, as claimed by Bauer, “[…] a matter of what it makes sense 

to have a word for” (Bauer 2001: 134). Take the case of the prefix step‑: 

as it is used to denote a relationship between two people, it only makes 

sense to attach it to nouns of relatives such as mother or brother. 

 Lieber’s concept of coindexation operates with semantic and 

syntactic features, defined as the “binding of an affixal argument with a 

base argument” (Lieber 2004: 36). Coindexation could be used to 

ascertain whether there is any limitation in the attachment of certain 

affixes to certain bases and, thus, to establish whether some affixes are 

in competition or not. Lieber (2004: 62–71), for example, compares the 

coindexation of the nominal suffixes ‑er, ‑ee, ‑ist and ‑ant/‑ent. She 

concludes that, even though the four affixes contribute the same 

semantically, “[…] their syntactic subcategorization and the 

co‑indexation conditions of their arguments vary in small ways”, for 

example, ‑ist has a strict requirement of volitionality, whereas ‑ee has a 

weaker one (Lieber 2004: 62; see also Plag 2003: 63). This could point 

towards a specialisation in the domain of use of the suffixes, which 

ultimately entails that they are not actually in competition. 

 

 
34 Similarly, in Italian, verbal evaluative suffixes show a preference for atelic, dynamic, 

and durative verbs, and are thus sensitive to the Aktionsart of the base verb (Grandi 

2009: 56–57, cited in Rainer et al. 2014: 24). 
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2.3.2.2.3. Frequency and productivity 

The concept of productivity was put forward by Adam Smith for 

economics (Dressler 2008: 458ff.). In linguistics, the notion was implicit 

already in the work of Sanskrit grammarians, although the first explicit 

reference to productivity can be found in Dietz (1838; Bauer 2001: 10–

11). Since then, the concept has been used somewhat equivocally, 

especially because it has often been used as an equivalent to frequency 

(see Plag 1999: 5–35; Bauer 2001: 11–32; Gaeta & Ricca 2015 for 

comprehensive surveys).  

 This thesis views productivity as the potential of particular 

word‑formation processes to create new words to satisfy a naming need 

(Plag 1999, 2006; Bauer 2001; Gaeta & Ricca 2003a, 2003b). 

Productivity must be distinguished from creativity, according to how 

new words are created: creativity is related to analogy, whereas 

productivity is inherently rule‑governed. Bauer believes that the two 

concepts, creativity and productivity, are hyponyms of innovation, so 

they are two different ways by which new words are coined (Bauer 2001: 

64). Bauer (2001: 63–71) also points out that, when a coinage changes 

the rules, it is creative and, when it exploits the rules, it is productive, 

even if there is no clear‑cut distinction between both.  

 The concept of productivity is tightly linked to that of potentiality. 

A potential word, as opposed to an actual word, is a word that might exist 

even if it does not: it would fill a lexical gap (Bauer 2001: 40). 

Productivity is all about potential but, as not all potentially useful words 

are actually created and used, we need to distinguish between the general 

possibility for a word to be formed (related to structural factors) and the 

opportunity to use the new word in actual speech (related to pragmatic 

factors) (Plag 2005: 125–126). 

 Frequency or, better, productivity, has been used to compare 

word‑formation rules in order to: 

i) determine whether a process can give rise to new forms, and 

ii) measure which process gives rise (or will potentially give rise) to 

more new forms. 
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The former corresponds to disponibilité (availability), and the latter to 

rentabilité (profitability), using Corbin’s (1987: 177) terminology 

(translated in Carstairs‑McCarthy 1992). In this sense, productivity is not 

so much a factor that restricts the use of affixes, as the ones presented in 

the previous sections, but a way to define the extent of use of one process 

as compared to another. In a scenario of competition, if no other factors 

apply, the more productive process is expected to win out (Rainer 1988, 

cited in Bauer 2009: 182).  

 

2.3.2.2.3.1. Availability 

Availability is a discrete property that refers to the (im)possibility of a 

process to create new words. Although it may seem to be straightforward, 

the (un)availability of a process is sometimes difficult to assess. For 

example, the suffix ‑th was considered unavailable from the 17th century, 

but Walpole coined two words with that suffix in the 18th century, that 

is, gloomth and greenth (Bauer 2001: 206). This could be seen as proof 

that renewed availability can take place, that is, that an unavailable 

process may become available again (a possibility suggested by Bauer 

2014; see also Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018). However, the fact 

that it has only been attested as being used by one speaker and it has not 

been used to coin new words from the 19th century may evidence the 

existence of some threshold of usage above which a process is 

considered to be productive (see also §2.3.2.2.7 on analogy). Still, the 

spread of neologisms might work differently nowadays due to mass 

media and online communication, as it would make even low‑frequency 

words available to a large community of speakers within a very short 

period of time. 

 Availability is important for competition, because it may help 

decide whether competition has been resolved or not: if a process 

becomes unavailable, it is likely to have been superseded by another 

(competing) process (or the naming need has disappeared; see Bauer 

2009: 188). This has been largely investigated by Fernández‑Alcaina 

(2017; 2021a; 2021b; Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018), who 

identified c. 350 clusters of competition for the formation of verbs by 
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affixation and conversion based on lexicographic data from the third 

version of the OED (OED3). The results show that the availability of 

forms may change over time: for example, many clusters of competition 

between ‑en and conversion were identified over time, which proves that 

the two processes were available in the past, but the suffix ‑en is 

considered unavailable nowadays. A look at the (un)availability of the 

processes over time shows that ‑en has become largely replaced by 

conversion for the CAUSATIVE sense, which is the most prevalent 

meaning in the formation of deadjectival verbs (see Fernández‑Alcaina 

2021b: 70). Ultimately, this stresses the need for the qualification of 

judgments of the resolution of competition of forms not in absolute 

terms, but with regard to or for specific senses. 

 

2.3.2.2.3.2. Profitability and the Index of Competition 

Profitability is a gradable property that refers to the extent to which 

available morphological processes are exploited by language users, that 

is, to what extent they may be used or have been used to produce new 

words (Bauer 2001: 49). A correlation has been described between the 

profitability of an affix and its range of meanings. For example, 

conversion into verbs is extremely productive and it “[…] exhibit[s] the 

widest range of meaning of all verb‑deriving processes” (Plag 2000: 8). 

The more meanings a process has, the more likely it is to compete with 

other processes; at the same time, the more productive it is, the more 

likely it is to outlast it competitors. Productivity is, then, at the same time 

the cause and the consequence of the tendencies in the resolution of 

competition: the higher the productivity, the more likely it is to have 

competitors and the more likely it is to prevail over its competitors. It 

should be taken into account, however, that the fact of being in 

competition may also reduce the productivity of the process, if the other 

competing process is or becomes more productive35. 

 
35 Dressler (2008: 461) puts it as follows: “[a] productive rule without a productive 

competition is more productive than a rule that competes with another in the same 

domain of applications”. 
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 Measures of profitability have been proposed over the past 50 

years in order to quantify the profitability of processes (Aronoff 1976; 

Baayen & Lieber 1991; Baayen 1993; 1994; 2009; Baayen & Renouf 

1996; Hay 2001; Gaeta & Ricca 2003a; 2003b; Hay & Baayen 2003; 

Fernández‑Domínguez 2013), which would allow to compare them (see, 

for example, Plag 2000 for a comparison of the productivity of the 

verb‑forming suffixes ‑ize, ‑ify and ‑ate). The profitability measures 

proposed so far, however, are not without problems, as they include in 

the computation a series of elements that lead to results that might be 

distorted (for example, by the influence of lexicalised units or of 

typographical mistakes) and they do not seem to work well with low 

frequencies (see Fernández‑Domínguez et al. 2007). Besides, there is, to 

the best of my knowledge, only one measure available that is specific to 

research on competition: Fernández‑Domínguez’s (2017) Index of 

Competition (C). This measure quantifies the likelihood that a morpheme 

will outlast its competitors. Measure C is based on the idea that the more 

units are in direct competition, the more challenging their individual 

survival will be. Under this assumption, the maximum possible result 

from C is 1: it obtains when a cluster is made up of just one unit, that is, 

other competitors are no longer in use and the unit has prevailed. 

Likewise, the more competitors there are in a cluster, the lower measure 

C will be, because the very presence of other units means the existence 

of rivals, and then each unit has fewer chances of success. There are two 

main advantages in the use of this measure for the assessment of 

profitability in competition: 

i) the competitive status of a form is not assessed through an isolated 

numerical value, but it is in the context of the cluster in question 

through several variables, and 

ii) it allows for an analysis at the level of the senses (see §3.3.2.2.3 for 

the application of this measure in this thesis). 

 

2.3.2.2.4. Register distribution 

Traditional models for measuring morphological productivity did not 

make a distinction between the productivity of certain word‑formation 
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processes according to type of discourse. For this reason, Plag, 

Dalton‑Puffer & Baayen (1999) examine how morphological 

productivity varies across three different types of discourse: written 

language, context‑governed language, and everyday conversations. This 

paper relies on BNC data for 15 suffixes classified into different 

categories. It uses Baayen’s “productivity in the strict sense” formula, 

defined as “the quotient of the number of hapax legomena n1 with a given 

affix and the total number of tokens N of all words with that affix” (Plag 

et al. 1999: 216). The findings are that derivation is much less productive 

in spoken language than in written language, and that productivity is 

higher in context‑governed speech than in everyday conversations. This 

may be because derivational morphology is the main source for 

vocabulary growth, and written language is lexically richer than spoken 

language (Plag et al. 1999: 218). The results also show that some suffixes 

are widely used in written language but hardly ever in spoken language, 

as is the case of ‑type, ‑like and ‑free. The only counterexample here is 

the suffix ‑wise, which is more productive in spoken than in written 

language. Other affixes, such as ‑able (partitive), ‑ful, ‑ion, ‑ist, ‑ity and 

‑less, show a significant variation (Plag et al. 1999: 223–224). Structural 

factors cannot explain this variation and the authors justify these 

differences from a functional point of view: the referential function of 

derivational morphology, as well as the labelling function, are frequently 

needed in written language, whereas orality has other means of 

maintaining reference (establishing common ground, paralinguistic 

possibilities, prosody, deixis; Plag et al. 1999: 225‑226). This study set 

the ground for later research on register variation (see, e.g., Efthymiou 

et al. 2012; Laws & Ryder 2018), but the lack of a semantic classification 

of affixes makes it difficult to use their results for an analysis of 

competition36. Furthermore, as the focus is on the general productivity 

of affixes and not on competition, the forms under study do not 

(necessarily) derive from the same base(s). 

 
36 Bauer et al. (2013) describe affixes in terms of their productivity and their meaning. 

However, they do not specify how they measured productivity, apart from the fact that 

they assessed productivity “[…] based on noticing the extent to which neologisms 

formed by a particular process can be found”. 
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 Most studies on productivity across registers have excluded 

zero‑affixation for the methodological difficulties in its computation, one 

exception being the study by Benítez‑Castro and Valera (2010). They 

analyse morphological complexity in the written academic register based 

on data from the BNC sampler and show that affixation is the most 

frequent process, followed by conversion. This tendency holds also when 

only nouns are analysed: affixation shows the highest type frequency, 

followed by conversion and compounding. Similarly, research on which 

affixes are more frequently used in scientific English than in general 

English shows that abstract noun‑forming suffixes (e.g. ‑ity, ‑ion and 

‑ness) are more frequent in scientific registers than in the BNC 

(Montero‑Fleta 2011). Similarly, Guz (2009) concludes that ‑ness is 

preferred in fiction, whereas ‑ity is preferred in the academic register. 

 

2.3.2.2.5. Extralinguistic factors 

The first extralinguistic factor to consider is of a pragmatic kind. 

Pragmatic effects deal with the way in which words are used or the nature 

of the real‑world referent of the word (Bauer 2001: 134). This kind of 

constraint is thus related to extralinguistic factors that “[…] make certain 

elements desirable to use and therefore productive” (Plag 2005: 126). 

Three main pragmatic constraints have been listed in the literature in this 

regard: 

i) there has to be a need, or the form would be redundant for language 

use, 

ii) the object denoted must be nameable, that is, something we can 

think of when we hear the word, and  

iii) the object of the label needs to exist (in the real world or in fiction), 

that is, hypostatisation.  

Pragmatics is usually behind output conditions, such as the context of 

use. The French suffixes ‑age, ‑ion and ‑ment have been considered to be 

roughly synonymous, but a distinction has been made based on the 

degree of technicality of the action denoted, for example, ‑age nominals 

tend to be more technical than ‑ion ones (Wauquier et al. 2020b). 

Restrictions could also be described according to the input: learned 
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affixes, for example, are often limited to learned bases and, if they are 

applied to ordinary bases, there will be a jocular effect (Rainer 2005: 

349).  

 Fashion or aesthetics are also associated with pragmatic 

constraints (Fernández‑Domínguez et al. 2007: 32). Take the example of 

prefixes like mega‑, giga‑ or mini‑, which have been used irregularly, 

depending on the fashion of the period (Plag 2003: 60).  

 Another extralinguistic factor that has been described in the 

literature is gender‑based variation. Säilly (2011) analysed the use of ‑ity 

and ‑ness and showed that ‑ity is used less productively by women than 

by men (regarding ‑ness no gender difference was found). This might be 

justified by the fact that borrowed suffixes were initially only available 

to educated individuals, who were mostly men (Romaine 1985: 461–

462), a situation which may have led to a stylistic difference in the use 

of one suffix or the other: ‑ity in the higher variety, and ‑ness in the lower 

one (Säilly 2011: 120; see §2.3.2.3.1.1 on the competition between ‑ity 

and ‑ness).  

 The constraints described so far are generalisations on the 

speakers’ choice for one or another word‑formation process. However, 

individual differences must be taken into account too. These differences 

are rooted in the speakers’ creative approach to word formation, that is, 

the Principle of Creativity within Productivity Constraints (Štekauer 

2005). This principle dictates that it is the language user that decides 

which of the options available will be used in the particular act of 

naming. This selection will be affected by factors such as the ones cited 

above, as well as by a series of sociolinguistic or psycholinguistic 

factors. This is because a naming strategy is in place, which is “[…] the 

preference of a language speaker to coin semantically transparent or 

formally economical complex words” (Körtvélyessy et al. 2015: 99). The 

naming strategy speakers use will depend on their age group, education, 

profession, and verbal or non‑verbal abilities (Körtvélyessy et al. 2015: 

99). Two groups of language users were identified based on their 

tendencies in the naming acts in English (Štekauer et al. 2005: 28, 32): 

i) higher educated users show a preference for more explicit 

morphological types or rules (interpretation friendly), and 
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ii) lower educated users show a preference for brevity of expression by 

using simpler and more general naming units. 

The comparison of native and non‑native users is a different matter, and 

it has been shown in several realms that the non‑native group lays greater 

emphasis on accuracy and, thus, on explicitness (Štekauer et al. 2005: 

36). 

 

2.3.2.2.6. Blocking: type and token 

One mechanism that may limit the productivity of word‑formation 

processes is blocking or preemption. The term was defined by Aronoff 

(1976: 43) as “the non‑occurrence of one form due to the simple 

existence of another”. Rainer (1988) made a distinction between two 

types of blocking (cf. also Plag 2005: 126): 

i) token blocking, that is, “the impossibility of forming a potential 

regular form due to an already existing synonymous word” (e.g. 

arrival blocks *arrivement), and  

ii) type blocking, that is, “the impossibility of applying one rule if there 

is another pertinent rule” (‑ation blocks zero‑affixation in the 

formation of nouns ending in ‑ify or ‑ize). 

Token blocking applies especially to rare words (token‑infrequent), in 

the face of more common synonymous words (more token‑frequent) 

(Bauer 2009: 188). This could be due to a matter of processing because 

a speaker might, for example, produce a word such as *arrivement when 

they momentarily fail to retrieve the standard term (Rainer 2005: 337; 

see also Plag 2003: 66). Type blocking is based on the principle that each 

suffix has a domain of application which is exclusive to them. When 

competition arises, it is usually claimed that the (more) special case 

blocks the more general case (Plag 2000: 2).  

 The concept of blocking has always been subject to criticism (see, 

e.g., van Marle 1985; Bauer 2001; Rainer 2005; Bauer et al. 2013: 575–

578), and the definition has been revised multiple times. For example, 

(token) blocking is “[…] the failure of a particular word to become 

established in a community due to the fact that a word with the same base 
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and the same meaning is already established in that community” (Bauer 

et al. 2013: 34). Following this definition, the very existence of 

competitors would be impossible, and yet many counterexamples can be 

found. The same could be applied to word‑formation processes: one 

could claim that words or processes are not blocked as such, but rather 

that their use is restricted to, for example, a pragmatic domain (e.g. 

rooster replacing cock, for the sexual sense of the latter). 

 Aronoff & Lindsay (2014) admit that Aronoff’s initial definition 

was too simplistic, and that competing forms or processes are deflected, 

rather than simply blocked. This is illustrated as follows: the suffixes 

‑ness, ‑ce and ‑cy are competitors, because they all form abstract nouns 

from adjectives (e.g. pleasantness¸ elegance and buoyancy). The former 

suffix, ‑ness, is the default nominaliser in adjectival bases, and the other 

two are more productive in specific domains: ‑cy is favoured in words 

ending in ‑ate (e.g. piracy) and ‑ce is favoured in words ending in ‑ent 

and ‑ant (e.g. resistance, dependence). However, the competing suffixes 

are not always completely blocked, but rather either there is a difference 

in meaning or one of the members or the pair becomes more specialised 

(especially ‑ncy forms) (Aronoff & Lindsay 2014: 70–71). The 

conclusion is as follows (Aronoff & Lindsay 2014: 71):  

 […] the idea that a given word bearing one of these three suffixes 

simply blocks its rivals does not begin to do justice to the complex 

interaction both among the suffixes and within individual pairs of 

words. 

In view of the above, blocking would not prevent the formation of a 

word, but its institutionalisation, and it does not require just a relation of 

synonymy, but also stylistic equivalence (Bauer 1983: 88; Bauer et al. 

2013: 577). This stresses why an analysis of the register of use (for 

example, based on BNC data) and any other stylistic or regional 

difference (for example, based on OED data) are necessary for research 

on competition. 
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2.3.2.2.7. Analogy 

The role of analogy in word formation has been debated extensively in 

the literature, often to point to the difficulty in its assessment, because it 

“[…] is neither a static nor a homogeneous concept” (Mattiello 2017: 50; 

see also Moder 1992; Plag 1999: 17–22; Bauer et al. 2013: 519–530, 

633–635, and references therein). An analogical form has been defined 

as “a new formation clearly modelled on one already existing lexeme, 

and not giving rise to a productive series” (Bauer 1983: 96). Analogy has 

thus been used to explain the derivation of forms that could not have 

been formed by the application of a productive rule37, but rather due to 

the influence of paradigmatic relationships (Moder 1992: 180). The word 

morpheme itself appears to have been formed on the analogy of 

phoneme, grapheme or lexeme (Mattiello 2017: 38). Still, it is assumed 

that instances of analogy may develop into rules if their use becomes 

extensive enough (see Lehrer 1996: 67; Bauer 2001: 75–97). There is 

thus a gradient in analogy, just as there was in profitability, and there is 

a point where the repetitive formation via analogy becomes a rule; how 

to tell that point is, however, unclear. The same happens, by extension, 

with the distinction between creative and productive formations (see 

discussion in Mattiello 2017: 50). Mattiello (2017) proposes a model of 

analogy where it is seen as a gradual concept. At one end of the scale is 

surface analogy, that is, analogy based on a unique exemplar (e.g. the 

coinage of software after hardware), and at the other end is analogy via 

schema, based on several prototypes (software, firmware, adware and 

spyware become prototypes for the creation of later malware, bloatware, 

etc.).  

 In research on competition, both blocking and local analogy are 

expected to play a role (see, e.g., Plag 2000), but exactly how they do so 

is unclear. Kaunisto (2007: 38), for example, analyses the competition 

between ‑ic and ‑ical for the formation of adjectives, and claims that 

“[…] the significance of this factor [i.e. analogy] remains a mere 

 
37 See the example given above for the formation of greenth. If derivation by ‑th was 

not available, then Walpole could have derived that word by means of analogy (see Plag 

2006: 122). 
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theoretical possibility, as its effect is difficult to verify with absolute 

certainty”.  

 Analogy can also be modelled computationally. Analogical 

algorithms can account for rule‑like behaviours (or analogy via schema), 

as well as local analogies, but they have so far been restricted to small 

sets of data. Arndt‑Lappe (2014), for example, analyses the competition 

between ‑ity and ‑ness using an analogical model, and concludes that the 

variability of use of these affixes decreases over time in some types of 

bases, so the system might be regularising without an underlying rule. 

The results show that ‑ness is the default nominaliser, but ‑ity prevails in 

some domains as compared to its competitor. An overview on research 

on this pair of competitors is provided in §2.3.2.3.1.1. 

 

2.3.2.3. Research on competition in English word formation 

Previous research on competition can be grouped according to the word 

class of the derived form and, within the same word class, according to 

the competing patterns analysed. The following list provides some of the 

main references that deal, more or less directly, with each group of 

competitors: 

i) Nominal competition: three references that provide a 

comprehensive overview on the competition between nominalising 

patterns are Lieber (2004; 2016) and Bauer et al. (2013). References 

about specific patterns are38: 

a. ‑ation/zero‑affixation: Lara‑Clares (2017); 

b. ‑ity/‑ness: Aronoff (1976); Aronoff & Anshen (1981); Riddle 

(1985); Romaine (1985); Anshen & Aronoff (1988); Guz 

(2009); Säilly (2011; 2018); Baeskow (2012); Lindsay (2012); 

Arndt‑Lappe (2014) and Rainer (2015); 

c. ‑ing/conversion: Lieber & Plag (2022); 

 
38  A difference has been described between competition between processes (e.g. 

suffixation vs. periphrastic expressions in the formation of comparative and 
superlative) and between word‑formation patterns (e.g. ‑ity vs. ‑ness in 

nominalisations) (Fernández‑Alcaina 2021b: 22). As this thesis deals with affixal 

processes, the competition described is both between processes and patterns, although 

the latter term will be of preference for its higher specificity. 
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d. ‑ness/zero‑affixation: Lara‑Clares & Thompson (2019); 

e. ‑ship/‑dom/‑hood: Aronoff & Cho (2001); Trips (2009); 

Baeskow (2010); Lieber (2010); Amutio‑Palacios (2013); 

Lehrer (2003) and Díaz‑Negrillo (2017); 

f. ‑ster/‑ette/‑ess: Adams (1973) and Bauer (2009); 

g. zero‑affixation39/suffixation: Cetnarowska (1993); Renner 

(2020) and Iordăchioaia (2022); and 

h. diminutives: Bauer (2009) and Lehrer (2003). 

ii) Verbal competition: six references that provide comprehensive 

overviews are Plag (1999), Kjellmer (2001), Gottfurcht (2008), 

Bauer et al. (2013) and Fernández‑Alcaina (2021a; 2021b). 

References about specific patterns are: 

a. ‑en/conversion: Bauer et al. (2010); 

b. ‑en/‑ify/‑ize/‑ate/conversion40 : Schneider (1987); Raffelsiefen 

(1998); Plag (2000); Lindsay (2012) and Lindsay & Aronoff 

(2013); 

c. ‑ize/conversion: Fernández‑Alcaina (2017); and 

d. negative prefixes: Bauer (2009). 

iii) Adjectival competition: one comprehensive reference is Bauer et al. 

(2013). References about specific patterns are: 

a. ‑ed/‑y: Nagano (2022); 

b. ‑ic/‑ical: Gries (2001, 2003); Kaunisto (2007); Lindsay (2012) 

and Aronoff & Lindsay (2014); 

c. ‑ish/‑y: Malkiel (1977); 

d. ‑ive/‑ory: Kaunisto (2009); and 

e. ‑some/‑able: Smith (2020). 

iv) Adverbial competition: an overview can be found in Bauer et al. 

(2013), where they deal, for example, with the competition between 

‑ward and ‑ways. 

 
39  Cetnarowska names this process bare nominalisation and Renner names it 
morphostasis. 
40 Please note that not all references deal with the five processes, but with at least three 

of them. Plag (2000), for example, addresses the competition between ‑ify, ‑ize, ‑ate 

and conversion. 
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The list above might give the impression that competition has been 

researched in depth for most word classes, especially for nouns and 

verbs. However, the variability in how the phenomenon is dealt with 

makes it difficult to assess and compare results from one study to 

another, and there are also substantial differences in the very concept of 

competition (i), in the number of patterns (ii), and in the factors under 

study (iii): 

i) Some authors view competition as cases where two forms or 

processes mean the same (or roughly the same), independently of 

whether they compete for the same bases (e.g. Riddle 1985) or, for 

that matter, any study on affix productivity (e.g. Bauer 2001 and 

Romaine 2004, among others). Other authors take a narrower view 

on competition, where forms or processes need to be synonymous 

and be applied on the same bases (e.g. Bauer et al. 2010; 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2017, 2021a, 2021b on English; Fradin 2019 on 

French). This divergence may impact the results greatly, as a wider 

consideration of competition needs a more in‑depth analysis of 

constraints. For example, in Lara‑Clares’s (2017) analysis of ‑ation 

vs. zero‑affixation for the expression of ACTION, all the bases 

analysed are simple and verbal. However, if these processes were 

compared on any base they may apply in, the possible influence of 

the word class and of the morphological structure of the base would 

also come into play. This thesis takes the narrower approach to 

competition, as described in §2.3.2.1. 

ii) There is considerable variation in the number of patterns analysed 

and, thus, on the size of the clusters. For example, Bauer et al. 

(2013) deal with every affix available for the expression of certain 

meanings, whereas Kaunisto (2009) looks at the competition 

between two affixes. Furthermore, some authors stress the 

importance to consider not only the competing affixes in question, 

but also the whole derivational paradigm (see Pounder 2000 and 

Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018). A balance should be found 

between the number of processes analysed and the degree of detail 

to be attained.  
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iii) Regarding the factors that may play a role in the resolution of 

competition, the attention paid to some is uneven: Guz (2009) and 

Säilly (2011), for example, focus on differences of use of ‑ity and 

‑ness (the former on register, the latter on gender), whereas others 

analyse a wider variety of factors, even if results are often 

inconclusive. Bauer et al. (2010), for example, address the 

competition between ‑en and conversion and test whether variables 

such as phonological makeup or semantic class play a role in its 

resolution. Their conclusion is that no uniform pattern of resolution 

can be identified, even if the phonological variable seems to be more 

influential than others. 

The various approaches to competition in the literature may therefore 

give a blurred image of its actual extent. In fact, it has been claimed that 

competition may not be as pervasive as previously thought (see, e.g., 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a: 33), mainly because some differences can 

usually be found on the use of one or the other process(es), so that they 

are actually not in competition. Besides, most research focus on suffixal 

processes41, so it is yet to be seen whether there are different profiles (or 

not) regarding prefixation or any other word‑formation process. 

  

2.3.2.3.1. Competing patterns in nominalisation 

The competition between nominal affixal word‑formation processes has 

been analysed by several authors since the 70’s. However, most research 

focuses on two competing patterns: ‑ity/‑ness and ‑ship/‑dom/‑hood, and 

the conclusions provided by the authors are at times contradictory. Still, 

their analysis provides useful insight on the phenomenon. By way of 

illustration, the following two sections show how competition in nominal 

word formation, be it class‑changing or class‑maintaining, has been 

approached in the literature. The first provides a chronological overview 

 
41 This comes as no surprise, because suffixation is more pervasive than prefixation, as 

proved for example by Štekauer et al. (2012: 308ff) and Antoniová & Štekauer (2015: 

74), who claim that derivational paradigms are constituted by means of suffixation 

much more frequently than by prefixation. 
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on previous research on the competition between ‑ity and ‑ness, and the 

second between ‑ship, ‑dom and ‑hood. 

 

2.3.2.3.1.1. Class‑changing: ‑ity/‑ness 

The term rivalry was first used by Aronoff (1976) to refer to the 

competition between ‑ity and ‑ness. Aronoff claimed that these suffixes 

clash for bases ending in ‑ous, even though ‑ness would dominate in that 

context. Since then, Aronoff has used a variety of techniques to analyse 

these processes (see, among others, Aronoff & Anshen 1981; Anshen & 

Aronoff 1988). The results show that ‑ness is the default nominaliser, 

while ‑ity is preferred in some contexts42, namely bases ending in ‑al, 

‑able/‑ible and ‑ic (e.g. duality is preferred to dualness) (Aronoff 2019: 

57; see also Bauer 1997: 248). Lindsay (2012: 195–196) also adds 

adjectival bases ending in ‑ous and ‑ar. There are other niches where the 

preference is less robust, but there is still some specialisation, as in 

adjectival bases ending in ‑ive (expressivity/expressiveness). The 

conclusion is that there is no general productivity, but only productivity 

of affix/niche pairs (Aronoff 2019: 60).  

 Riddle (1985) holds that, although the suffixes are mostly 

semantically distinct, the distinction is not realised on all bases. It is as 

follows: ‑ness tends to denote an embodied attribute or trait, and ‑ity 

tends to denote an abstract or concrete entity.  

 Guz (2009) compared the context of use of the two affixes and 

concludes that ‑ness is preferred in more informal contexts (fiction), 

whereas ‑ity is preferred in more formal ones (academic). Guz (2009: 

454) justifies this in two ways: 

i) ‑ness derivatives are more transparent (in terms of decomposability 

and predictability) than ‑ity derivatives, so derivation with ‑ness is 

a safer option when little processing time is available, and 

 
42 Aronoff (2019: 60) named distributional niches the phonological or morphological 

contexts where an affix is potentiated. 
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ii)  the bases to which ‑ness attaches denote personal qualities or 

feelings, which are not common in a technical or scientific 

domain43. 

Saïlly (2011) in turn compared the two affixes according to the 

prevalence of use by men and women and concludes that ‑ity is used less 

productively by women than by men, while no difference was found in 

the use of ‑ness. Both differences could be explained on historical 

grounds: ‑ity corresponded to the higher variety because of its French 

(ultimately, Latin) origin, whereas ‑ness corresponded to the lower one 

(Riddle 1985: 445‑6; Romaine 1985: 461–462; Säilly 2011: 120; see also 

Säilly 2018 and Rodríguez‑Puente et al. 2020 for the diachronic 

development of the productivity of ‑ity and ‑ness). 

 Baeskow (2012: 34), in line with Riddle’s (1985) embodied trait, 

argues that there is a semantic difference between the two affixes that is 

dependent on the base: “[t]he suffix ‑ness is sensitive to the scalar 

structure of its adjectival bases and tends to select relatively high degrees 

of the properties they denote” (Baeskow 2012: 34). The suffix ‑ity, on 

the other hand, usually has a generic interpretation, matching Riddle’s 

abstract entity. It “[…] nominalizes properties in the abstract” and is 

indifferent as to the scalar structure of the gradable adjectives it selects 

(Baeskow 2012: 34). 

 Arndt‑Lappe (2014: 498) confirms the preference of ‑ity for 

certain bases but claims that the distribution of the two affixes is “neither 

complementary nor fully random”. Arndt‑Lappe’s analysis of the 

productivity of the two affixes supports the idea of affix/niche pairs 

mentioned above: ‑ness is globally productive, while ‑ity is more 

restricted in its productivity but, in the domains where ‑ity is productive, 

‑ness is restricted (Arndt‑Lappe 2014: 502–503; see also Plag 2003: 92; 

Bauer et al. 2013: 245–248). Regarding the factors that may cause the 

different productivity, Arndt‑Lappe (2014: 506) holds that semantics 

does not play a role, against Riddle’s claim, because the affixes are 

 
43  Guz (2009) does not compare the two processes as applied to the same bases. 

Therefore, this variability may not be found if the competition between ‑ity and ‑ness 

was analysed from a narrow perspective. 
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synonymous, and that the only convincing parameter is the 

morphological category of adjectival bases. 

 Last, Rainer (2015: 1279) points to a difference according to the 

origin of the base: ‑ity is mostly confined to Latinate bases, while ‑ness, 

which is Germanic in origin, is used mostly in Germanic bases, although 

it has extended its reach to some Latinate base types (see also Lindsay 

2012: 195; Bauer et al. 2013: 248; Arndt‑Lappe 2014: 498, 501). 

 This overview shows how much research is needed to examine 

some competing patterns: ‑ity and ‑ness seem to be differentiated mainly 

according to the origin and morphological structure of the base, but other 

differences, such as their semantics, need further research. The 

conclusion would be that these affixes are close to being in 

complementary distribution, but there are domains in which they are still 

in ongoing competition. 

 

2.3.2.3.1.2. Class‑maintaining: ‑ship/‑dom/‑hood 

The competition between the suffixes ‑ship/‑dom/‑hood has focused 

mainly on their semantics because, formally, they are currently very 

similar: as they always belonged to the native stock of English, the 

language of origin does not play a role in the choice of one or another 

affix. Regarding the profile of the base, they all preferably attach to 

concrete nominal bases, and mostly to those denoting persons or animals 

(Bauer et al. 2013: 248; Díaz‑Negrillo 2017: 121). In the Middle Ages, 

however, they would interchangeably attach to adjectives, but the suffix 

‑ness consolidated as the primary suffix forming nouns from adjectives, 

and each of the three competitors then found a niche in nominal bases 

(Riddle 1985: 450).  

 The three suffixes thus derive nouns from nominal bases, even 

though they may occasionally attach to verbs and adjectives, and they 

express an abstract or collective meaning (see, e.g., Lehrer 2003 and 

Lieber 2016: 70–71). In order to try to predict the resolution of this 

competition, attempts have been made to find a difference in meaning 

between the three affixes. Aronoff & Cho (2001) and Aronoff (2019: 54–

57) show that ‑ship attaches to stage‑level predicates that do not denote 
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permanent conditions, whereas ‑hood attaches to individual‑level 

predicates. The suffix ‑dom has become specialised and is the preferred 

option for DOMAIN or REALM. Trips (2009: 206) goes further and claims 

that “[…] they never meant exactly the same” and, as frequency 

increases, these affixes may attach to bases that do not mean persons 

only, but also abstract entities. Later research by Lieber (2010) proves, 

however, that in certain contexts they may be used completely 

interchangeably. The conclusion, then, is that for the most part 

semantically equivalent doublets or triplets are the norm rather than the 

exception, and that differences in individual forms should be attributed 

to lexicalisation (Lieber 2016: 134–136).  

 Díaz‑Negrillo (2017), in contrast, addresses the competition 

between the three affixes considering their polysemy. Her analysis, based 

on senses, reveals different profiles of competition in each semantic 

domain. For example, the suffix ‑dom dominates in REALM, and the 

suffix ‑ship in SKILL (Díaz‑Negrillo 2017: 153). At the same time, there 

is an overlap between the competitors in some domains and some 

clusters are identified where the three suffixes are attested on the same 

base (e.g. sheriff) and with the same core meaning (here, POSITION), 

although some differences are found that explain why the three suffixes 

remain in use: the sense POSITION is classified as obsolete in the OED in 

sheriffhood, while sheriffdom denotes, in addition to POSITION, also 

TERRITORY, REALM and COLLECTIVITY (Díaz‑Negrillo 2017: 154). Some 

specialisation for each affix seems to apply: a diachronic analysis of their 

semantics reveals that each suffix may have acquired different nuances 

within the same sense, for example, for the sense POSITION, ‑dom tends 

to denote ‘authority’ and ‘dignity’, ‑hood social position, and ‑ship 

‘occupations’ and titles of respects (Díaz‑Negrillo 2017: 155). 

 

 

2.4. SUMMARY 

Competition emerged in English mainly due to the influence of other 

languages (primarily Latin and French), which led to massive borrowing. 

As a result, the derivational morphology of English is characterised by 
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the clash between a Germanic and a Romance model. This clash could 

be resolved in favour of more iconic forms, which would be the most 

natural according to NM, or in favour of shorter forms, which would be 

preferred according to the Principle of Least Effort. The former would 

predict a prevalence of overt affixation, and the latter would be behind 

the preference for zero‑affixation. In English, however, there could be a 

language‑particular system at play where zero‑affixation could be the 

preferred option. This thesis thus sets out to investigate if one or the other 

process is preferred in a situation of competition. 

 The concept of competition dates as far back as the 5th century 

BCE, when it was noticed by Sanskrit grammarians, and it has of late 

received increasing attention. However, the concept has been defined 

rather heterogeneously in the literature. Competition has been described 

as the situation where two or more forms fill one slot in the paradigm, be 

it inflectional or derivational. In word formation, there is a general 

agreement that competitors need to be synonymous, although some 

authors allow flexibility and would describe near‑synonyms as 

competing. Regarding the base for derivation, there is also some 

variability, but the most restrictive approach indicates that competitors 

have to be derived from the same bases (e.g. fluidize, fluidify).  

 The situation of competition is expected to come to an end after 

some time, either by means of the obsolescence of one of the competitors 

or by means of specialisation (e.g. semantic, pragmatic or dialectal). 

Previous research on competition in word formation has focused on 

which factors may guide the choice of one process over another. Most 

research has focused on suffixation, and most studies deal with the 

competition between doublets for the formation of verbs, nouns, or 

adjectives. For example, a phonological factor guides the choice of ‑ify 

and ‑ize for the derivation of verbs: the former shows a preference for 

monolosyllabic or disyllabic bases, whereas the latter derives mainly 

from polysyllabic bases (Schneider 1987: 108). Regarding the formation 

of nouns, most research has focused on the competition between ‑ity and 

‑ness. Several factors have been described that may guide the selection 

of each affix. For example, ‑ity is preferred in bases ending in ‑able/‑ible 

and ‑ic (Aronoff 2019: 57) and is confined mainly to Latinate bases, 
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while ‑ness is less restricted regarding the morphological structure of the 

base and it is used mainly in Germanic bases (although it can extend to 

Latinate bases) (Rainer 2015: 1279). The influence of some other factors, 

such as semantics, is still unclear. Therefore, it seems that these affixes 

are still in competition, but ‑ity may be undergoing a process of 

specialisation. Another factor that is key to any study of competition is 

productivity, but most studies dealing with this do not restrict their data 

to forms derived from the same base nor do they compute frequencies 

considering semantics. This is the gap that the thesis aims to fill, by 

analysing competitors that derive from the same base and are of the same 

semantic category, so that the influence of factors that may guide the 

choice of overt affixation or of zero‑affixation becomes clearer. 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. METHODS 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter44 is a description of the methods used for the collection and 

analysis of affixes in competition for the formation of English nouns. 

The chapter is divided into two sections: 

i) §3.2 focuses on the selection of a data source for sample extraction, 

both of a corpus and of a dictionary; and 

ii) §3.3 describes the process followed for the extraction and analysis 

of two samples. Within this section, a further separation can be 

made:  

a. §3.3.1 describes the collection and analysis of Sample1 from the 

complete frequency list of the BNC, further analysed using 

OED data; and 

b. §3.3.2 describes the extraction of Sample2 exclusively from the 

OED, further analysed using both OED and BNC data. 

 

 

3.2.  DATA SOURCE SELECTION: CORPUS AND DICTIONARY DATA 

In this thesis, both corpus and dictionary data were used for the study of 

competition. Corpus data was used: 

 
44  Some sections of this chapter are in line with the methodological standpoints in 

Lara‑Clares (2016), Fernández‑Domínguez (2017), Lara‑Clares (2017) and Lara‑Clares 
& Thompson (2019). In those papers, the methods were both a means and an end for a 

standard procedure for the analysis of competition outside specific frameworks (e.g. in 

Optimality Theory), but in this thesis the description of the methods is intended as 

procedural detail for the assessment of the results obtained. 
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i) for the retrieval of a first sample for an overview of competition, 

ultimately aiming at the selection of competing patterns to be 

analysed in this thesis, and 

ii) for attestation of senses of competing forms. 

Dictionary data was used for collection of lexicographic information 

such as number of senses of a form, earliest or latest attestation, and the 

identification of potential competitors. Dictionary data was also used to 

extract a second sample of competing forms as explained in §3.3.2. 

 

3.2.1.  Corpus selection 

Manageability and representativeness of modes, registers and domains 

are key aspects for the analysis of competition and thus play a crucial 

role in the selection of an appropriate corpus. 

 Monitor corpora such as the Bank of English (BoE) were 

discarded for their sheer size (c. 553 million tokens45), which makes it 

difficult to keep a balance of text types (Sinclair 1991: 24–26). Besides, 

this type of corpus is often biased towards newspaper data (see Hunston 

2002: 30–31; see also McEnery & Hardie 2012: 6–7). A different type of 

monitor corpus such as the Web as Corpus was also discarded, because 

data is not classified for genres: while it could yield a larger number of 

results for low‑frequency words, the sample obtained therefrom is rather 

an “undifferentiated mass” (McEnery & Hardie 2012: 7). Further 

important drawbacks of both types of corpora are, firstly, that they would 

not allow replicability as they are dynamic corpora (McEnery & Hardie 

2012: 8) and, secondly, their size would prove unmanageable for manual 

concordance analysis (see §3.3.2.2.1).  

 Taking the above into consideration, two corpora that could fit 

our purposes are:  

i) the COCA, and  

ii) the BNC.  

 
45 https://wordbanks.harpercollins.co.uk/Docs/WBO/WordBanksOnline_English.html 
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The former is halfway between a monitor corpus and a sample corpus, 

as it grows in number of lemmas (over 25 million words per year), while 

keeping a similar distribution of text‑types. The latter is a sample or 

reference corpus, which is balanced for registers 46  but has not been 

updated since 1994. Table 3.1 shows a comparison of both corpora. 

Table 3.1. A comparison of the main properties of the COCA and the BNC 

 COCA BNC 

Size 1 billion 100 million 

Sample modes 
88% written 

12% spoken 

90% written 

10% spoken 

Dates of samples 1990s–present day47 
1960s–1994 

(mainly 1975–1994) 

A comparison of the results for a study of competition resulting from the 

use of one or the other corpus is available in Fernández‑Domínguez 

(2017: 69–75): where the same forms are attested in both corpora, COCA 

token frequencies tend to be higher, as could be expected due to the 

bigger size of the corpus. However, differences cannot always be 

attributed to the size of the corpus, and that “[…] raises questions on the 

actual status of presumed competitors in specific language varieties” 

(Fernández‑Domínguez 2017: 71). Besides, the sample contained forms 

that were attested in one corpus and not in the other, for example, 30 

nouns fewer in the BNC (92) than in the COCA (124). The lower 

attestation in the BNC reduces the size of the competing clusters and the 

range of meanings attested (10 in the BNC and 13 in the COCA). 

Although this description may seem to prove that the COCA is the best 

option for an analysis of competition, it should be noted that, where 

forms are lacking in the BNC, they are wrongly tagged in the COCA in 

nearly all cases (e.g. adjectives tagged as nouns), or they are typos, 

recorded as obsolete in the OED, not in English (e.g. extremite), or they 

did not attest the competing meaning, which leads to the conclusion that 

“[…] the main patterns [of competition] are still found regardless of the 

 
46 The term register is used here to refer simply to discourse occurring in particular 

contexts (as in Hunston 2002: 160). 
47 Last updated in 2020 (https://www.english‑corpora.org/coca/).  
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data source” (Fernández‑Domínguez 2017: 75; see also Kaunisto 2009: 

85 and Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018: 88 for a discussion on the 

limitations of corpora for research on competition). 

 For this thesis, the BNC was chosen over the COCA because: 

i) it is more manageable, as it is five times smaller than the COCA, 

and 

ii) it has a static character, as the updates of the COCA would entail 

variation in the results during the development of the thesis and 

afterwards. 

The BNC corpus consists of approximately 100 million words of written 

and spoken British English dating mainly from the 1970s to 1994. It is a 

synchronic, general corpus in that it is not restricted to a particular field 

or register and includes a wide range of text types. 

 The written part amounts to approximately 90% of the corpus and 

includes newspapers, periodicals, journals, academic books, popular 

fiction, letters, and essays, among others. Corpus texts contain a 

maximum of 45,000 words due to copyright limitations. Shorter texts, 

such as magazines or newspapers, are in full. The spoken part amounts 

to approximately 10% of the corpus and consists of formal and informal 

transcribed speech, classified as demographic or context‑governed. The 

former contains conversational English by 130 speakers who 

tape‑recorded themselves over a period of two to seven days. The 

speakers were from all age groups, of both sexes and of the four social 

classes considered in the corpus classification. As they recorded 

conversations with other people, the total number of participants was 

above a thousand. The latter, the context‑government part, is divided into 

four contextually‑based categories: educational, business, 

public/institutional, and leisure. They are 60% dialogues and 40% 

monologues, all sampled within three geographic regions. This part of 

the corpus consists of 757 texts which are classified into the following 

types:  

i) educational and informative (lectures, talks, classroom interaction, 

etc.),  
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ii) business (company talks and interviews, sales demonstrations, 

consultations, etc.),  

iii) public or institutional (political speeches, sermons, legal 

proceedings, parliamentary proceedings, etc.), and  

iv) leisure (speeches, club meetings, talks to clubs, etc.)48. 

 

3.2.2.  Dictionary selection 

For the selection of a source of lexicographic data, a choice was made 

between a synchronic or a diachronic dictionary. The latter was chosen, 

because a diachronic overview of competition may cast light on current 

patterns. The dictionary selected had to contain, at least: 

i) a description of senses over time, 

ii) the earliest and latest attestation date of each sense of the entries, 

iii) the etymology of the entries, and, ideally, 

iv) an accessible list of derivatives. 

To the best of my knowledge, the only (or, at least, most comprehensive) 

dictionary containing that information is the OED, which is available 

online. The OED contains approximately 600,000 entries and over 3.5 

million quotations. It was first published in 1884 and is continuously 

under revision (see Simpson 2004)49. The OED is, undoubtedly, a 

matchless dictionary in terms of size or scholarly authority (Baugh & 

Cable 2013: 334–335; Ogilvie 2013: 2) and it has been shown to include 

a considerable number of neologisms (Plag 1999: 99). It was selected for 

the purposes of this thesis accordingly.  

 

 

3.3.  SAMPLES 

The data sources described in §3.2 were used for data extraction and 

analysis in two stages, here named Sample1 and Sample2. Sample1 

consisted in the main in the analysis of a sample from a frequency list 

 
48 http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/docs/URG/BNCdes.html#spodes  
49 https://public.oed.com/about/ 
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(§3.3.1; see Lara‑Clares 2016 for a description of the tests carried out 

regarding the sampling methods). This sample supplied a list of 

competing patterns in PDE affixation. From these, four patterns were 

selected for further analysis in a second stage of data extraction and 

analysis (Sample2, §3.3.2). 

 

3.3.1.  Sample1: the frequency list 

The source chosen for extraction of Sample1 data was the complete BNC 

frequency list, which amounts to approximately 615,000 types. The list 

is lemmatised and ordered by frequency; where frequency is the same, it 

is ordered alphabetically. If only entries tagged as nouns (the focus of the 

present study) are considered, which are the focus of the present study, 

the list consists of more than 345,000 types. A frequency list was chosen 

at this stage over the web interface of the corpus for easier extraction of 

a sample using a number of filters, in view of the amount of data 

contained in the whole corpus. A tool was created for this purpose: 

Scáthach (Lara‑Clares 2016; see also Lara‑Clares & Lara‑Clares 2016). 

 

3.3.1.1. Sample extraction 

The software Scáthach allows sampling according to a series of filters 

such as word class, frequency, or sequences of letters that entries contain 

or do not contain.  

 Forms containing a hyphen (e.g. self‑government) were 

excluded, because compounding as a word‑formation process falls 

outside the scope of this study, which focuses on affixation. Entries 

containing numbers or symbols (e.g. the entry o[sep]dell/resident) were 

also filtered out using this software. The extraction of sequences of 

letters was used to select only affixed forms. This selection of affixed 

forms is justified by the fact that affixed forms may compete with other 

affixed or zero‑affixed50 forms, but zero‑affixed forms cannot compete 

 
50 Forms are a priori considered to be zero‑affixed when there is another attested word 

which is formally identical but of a different word class (see below, this section). 

Zero‑affixation, which cannot be extracted automatically using this software, is attested 

(or discarded) according to the results obtained from the OED, as described in §3.3.1.2. 
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with each other. This is because forms, to be competitors, need to have 

originated from the same base and be derived by a different process (see 

§3.3.1.2, for the characteristics of competitors), but any other 

word‑formation process is not relevant here. Thus, the extraction of 

affixed forms ensured that only potentially competing patterns were 

extracted. This entailed discarding the following at a later stage, in which 

every unit in the sample was analysed manually (see §3.3.1.3): 

i) solid compounds (e.g. shareholder), 

ii) forms tagged wrongly (e.g. ultrahigh in “an ultrahigh vacuum”, 

tagged as noun),  

iii) typos (e.g. *agremeent),  

iv) proper names (e.g. Didier), and  

v) foreign forms (e.g. vraie from French, comraind from Middle Irish). 

Allomorphic and orthographical variants (e.g. organization and 

organisation) were searched in the possible forms and their frequencies 

were added up.  

 Filters in Scáthach as well as the sampling size were selected in 

three steps. For extraction of Sample1, “SUBST” (i.e. noun) was selected 

as the word class in Step 1 (Figure 3.1), and entries containing numbers 

and symbols were excluded by ticking the relevant boxes. 

 
Figure 3.1. A screenshot of Step 1 in Scáthach 
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Step 2 (Figure 3.2) is designed for selection of strings of characters to be 

filtered out or included. Here, hyphens are excluded and, as an example, 

words containing the suffixes ‑er and ‑ment, and the prefix un‑ are 

included. As the software does not distinguish affixes from character 

sequences that are formally identical to affixes, they needed to be 

classified manually at a later stage (e.g. forms such as water or power 

are irrelevant for an analysis of competing affixes, even if they contain 

the sequence “‑er”). 

 
Figure 3.2. A screenshot of Step 2 in Scáthach 

Step 3 is used for the extraction of a sample of a specific size. This step 

is described farther below (this section), where the size of the samples 

used for this thesis is shown. 

  From the sample of affixed forms, only their base form was used 

for further analysis using the OED (e.g. from instrumentation and 

instrumental, the base instrument would be extracted; see §3.3.1.2). The 

affixes introduced in the software were taken from two sources: Quirk et 

al. (1985: 1540–1552) and Stockwell & Minkova (2001: 89–94) (see 

Table 3.2).  

 While some of the units on the resulting list, e.g. crypto‑ or 

‑ocracy, may not be considered affixes but combining forms (Quirk et 

al. 1985: 1545; Díaz‑Negrillo 2020), sampling is intended to be as 

inclusive as possible in the first stages of data collection. Any unwanted 

element was discarded after manual analysis at a later stage. 
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Table 3.2. A collection of nominal affixes based on Quirk et al. (1985: 1540–1552) 

and Stockwell & Minkova (2001: 89–94) 

Prefixes Suffixes 

a‑ dys‑ micro‑ pros‑ ‑ant, ‑ent ‑er 

a(n)‑ ec‑ mid‑ proto‑ ‑arian ‑ese 

ad‑ ecto‑ mini‑ pseudo‑ 
‑arium, 

‑orium 
‑ess 

ambi‑ en‑/em‑ mis‑ re‑ ‑ast ‑ette 

ana‑ endo‑ mono‑ re(d)‑ ‑er ‑ful 

ante‑ epi‑ multi‑ retro‑ ‑ess ‑hood 

anti‑ eu‑ neo‑ se(d)‑ ‑ician ‑ia 

apo‑ ex‑ non‑ semi‑ ‑ist ‑icity 

arch‑ exo‑ ob‑ sub‑ ‑let ‑ing 

auto‑ extra‑ oligo‑ super‑ ‑(e)ry ‑ism 

be‑ fore‑ omni‑ sur‑ ‑(i)an ‑ist 

bi‑ hyper‑ out‑ syn‑ ‑acy ‑ite 

cata‑ hypo‑ over‑ tele‑ ‑ad(e) ‑ity 

circum‑ in‑ paleo‑ tra‑ ‑age ‑let 

co‑ infra‑ pan‑ trans‑ ‑al ‑ling 

contra‑ inter‑ para‑ tres‑ ‑ance ‑ment 

counter‑ intra‑ per‑ tri‑ ‑ant ‑ness 

crypto‑ intro‑ peri‑ ultra‑ ‑asy ‑ocracy 

de‑ is(o)‑ poly‑ un‑ ‑ation ‑or 

demi‑ macro‑ post‑ under‑ ‑dom ‑ship 

di‑ mal‑ pre‑ uni‑ ‑eer ‑ster 

dia‑ meta‑ pro‑ vice‑ ‑ence  

dis‑      

 

Sample1 was extracted and analysed in three stages for manageability 

reasons. The size of the sample for each stage was calculated using a tool 

for the calculation of the sample size of a population (Raosoft Inc. 2014). 

The margin of error was set at 5%, the confidence level at 95% and the 

distribution at 50%, all of which are default values. The result, according 

to the abovementioned Raosoft tool, is that a representative sample of 

affixed nouns should consist of at least 380 forms. 
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 In each stage, therefore, c. 380 nominal forms were extracted51, 

amounting to a total of 1,147 nouns. Sampling was done using Step 3 in 

Scáthach (Figure 3.3), which allows extraction of one out of every x 

number of entries, starting at a different point of the original list in each 

stage. This avoids repetition of data in the various stages. To calculate 

the skip with which forms were to be extracted, the following calculation 

was made: 

skip = 
size of the corpus

sample size needed
 

As the resulting numbers are usually non‑integer, three ways of 

calculating the skip are in theory possible (Saifuddin 2009):  

i) Rounding to an integer: this was rejected as it would involve treating 

the sampling frame as a circular one and, thus, the selection of units 

would have to continue from the beginning after exhausting the list 

during the first cycle.  

ii) Truncation: this would result in the extraction of more elements than 

needed in most cases.  

iii) Approximation to the closest integer: this appeared to be free of the 

difficulties of the former two, and it was thus the selected option. 

The list of non‑hyphenated affixed nouns amounts to a total of 103,476 

entries. As the sample size aimed at was 380, the skip had to be 1/270. 

For the first sampling stage, sampling started from entry number 1, so 

entries number 1, 271, 541, etc. were extracted. For the second stage, it 

started from entry number 5 (Figure 3.3). For the third, it did from 

number 7. 

 
51 That is, 384 forms in stage 1, 382 forms in stage 2, and 381 forms in stage 3. 
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Figure 3.3. A screenshot of Step 3 in Scáthach 

 

3.3.1.2. The analysis of Sample1 

For forms to be considered as in competition and, thus, as part of a 

competing cluster (as the one in Table 3.3), the conditions are 

(Lara‑Clares & Thompson 2019): 

i) to share the same base (botherV), 

ii) to be derived with different affixes (‑ation, ‑er and zero), 

iii) to take affixes that express the same semantic category(s) 

(INSTRUMENT),  

iv) to operate in the same domain (they are not classified as dialectal or 

pertaining to any register or domain in the OED), and 

v) to be free of constraints (e.g. phonological or morphological; a 

priori, inasmuch as the forms are attested, it is expected that no 

constraints apply, but that is verified at a later stage). 

Following this, forms extracted from Sample1 (and, later, also Sample2) 

were analysed with OED data and classified into clusters using a 

template (Table 3.3). The simplified version of the template consists of 

seven columns: 

i) competing forms, 

ii) their competing sense in the OED, 

iii) the word class of the base, 
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iv) the meaning of the competitors: first the semantic category, 

following Bagasheva’s (2017) classification, and the gloss in the 

OED, 

v) the number of senses of each form in the OED, classified as in use, 

obsolete/dated, dialectal and register/domain (in light green, the 

state of the competing sense), 

vi) the absolute frequencies of forms in the BNC, and 

vii)  a timeline of each competing sense: first, the earliest attestation date 

and then, the latest attestation date, in the second column if 

classified as in use and in the third (†)52, if classified as obsolete or 

rare. 

Competitors were identified using the list of entries on the right‑hand 

side of the OED web interface (Figure 3.4). For example, in the BNC 

sample, the derivative botheration was extracted. It was then searched in 

the OED, where potential competitors could be identified using the entry 

list (Figure 3.4). In this example, bother and botherer as nouns have a 

sense that is apparently synonymous to that of botheration and, thus, they 

qualify as potential competitors. 

 
Figure 3.4. A screenshot of the OED web entries listed for the query botheration 

 
52 Note that, whenever it is the (sub)sense of a form that is in competition, the attestation 

date is taken from that sense, and not from the whole form, e.g. the earliest attestation 

date of botheration is 1797, but the date of its second sense, that is, the one in 

competition, is 1801 (see Table 3.3). 
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The complete template consists of four extra columns, as follows: 

i) the OED online version of the entry (e.g. for botherN, OED3, last 

updated in 2016); 

ii) comments on any extra information that could be relevant at some 

point (e.g. if a subsense is classified as in use and the other as 

obsolete but both compete); 

iii) notes regarding the directionality (e.g. verb>noun or verb<noun) 

using dictionary data, in order to discard cases in which a 

nominalisation seems very unlikely; and 

iv) the OED’s description of the etymology of the word, to check 

whether the entry has been categorised as derivation in English (e.g. 

for bother it reads “formed within English, by conversion”) or 

whether it may have been borrowed (e.g. the etymology for alimentN 

reads “either (i) a borrowing from French. Or (ii) a borrowing from 

Latin”, in which case the potential competitor is marked as dubious 

and may be excluded at a later stage)53.  

The semantic category of the affixes was identified based on the gloss in 

the OED. Following Plank (2010), the category was here identified at 

sense level, that is, not for the word but considering each of its senses, 

so the actual use of the particular competing sense of that form was 

tested. BNC concordances were used for that purpose (see below, this 

section). By way of an example, in the cluster 

bother/botheration/botherer above, the gloss in the OED of the three 

entries include “thing which” (Table 3.3), so it would seem that the three 

entries may have an instrumental meaning. Whether the actual sense is 

INSTRUMENT, AGENTIVE or any other is tested at a later stage (see 

§3.3.2.2). In this case, the analysis of concordances of all the forms 

derived by ‑ation and zero‑affixation identified in the OED as potentially 

competing for the sense INSTRUMENT showed that that sense is actually 

not attested in the BNC for any of the forms. For this reason, this 

competing pattern was discarded for further analysis.  

 
53 Forms were only analysed further if they are synchronically analysable as complex. 

Therefore, data is restricted to Wortbildung, as opposed to Wortgebildetheit, following 

Dokulil (1964, 1968). 
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Table 3.3. Simplified version of a competing cluster in the template with the base botherV 

 

 

 

Competing 

forms 
Sense 

W‑class 

base 

Meaning Senses (OED) Freq. Timeline 

Sem. category Def. (OED) In use 
Obs./ 

Dated 
Dial. 

Reg./ 

Dom. 
BNC Earliest Latest † 

botheration 2 V INSTRUMENT 
A person who or thing which causes 

annoyance, irritation, or vexation; a nuisance. 
2    2 1801 2014  

bother 1c V INSTRUMENT 
A person who or thing which causes 

annoyance, trouble, or difficulty; a nuisance. 
1 1   201 1866 2012  

botherer 1 V INSTRUMENT 
A person who or thing which bothers, 

annoys, or harasses someone. 
2    0 1815 2010  
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This thesis focuses on PDE competition, so only forms attested in the 

BNC were selected for further analysis. This means that Sample1 is used 

for the creation of a database of competing patterns over time using the 

template above, which then becomes the evidence for the selection of a 

number of patterns that are analysed synchronically (§4.3). In the 

example in Table 3.3, botherer was discarded, because it is not attested 

in the BNC, while botheration and botherN were selected. It should be 

noted that lexicographic and corpus data do not agree on whether 

botherer is in use or not. It is not attested in the iWeb corpus either, even 

though it is attested once in the COCA54. As the use of various corpus 

sources would likely lead to conflict, it was decided to rely on the BNC 

for attestation of the current use of competing forms. Besides, Sample1 

is an overview of competition between affixes, that is, it includes 

affixation vs. affixation. For Sample2 the scope of analysis was narrowed 

down from affixal competition over time to synchronic competition of 

zero‑affixation vs. overt suffixation. 

 

3.3.1.3. Methodological decisions 

The methods followed in this thesis are gradually restrictive, so that, if 

one form seemed to be opaque from a synchronic perspective, it was first 

considered as a derivative and searched in the OED for potential 

competitors. However, if the lexicographic information supports the 

analysis as an opaque form, it was left aside for further morphological 

analysis (that is, following Rainer et al. 2014: 11–12 on lexicalisation). 

Data collection thus also involved data selection, as OED data collection 

for potential competitors was simultaneous with manual deletion of 

irrelevant entries (e.g. typos, as described above), which are 

approximately 70% of the sample. 

 As hinted above, the distinction between base and derivative by 

zero‑affixation was not without problem, as the directionality of this 

process is not always clear and it is difficult to determine whether a 

presumable zero‑derivative really is a derivative. For that reason, when 

 
54 And at the time, that was known as a God botherer, and they didn't play it on the 

radio (SPOK: NPR_ATC). 
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a word may have been derived by zero‑affixation (determined by the 

existence of the same form but of a different word class) it was 

considered a derivative. However, as some very dubious cases of 

verb‑to‑noun derivation were identified, the criterion of semantic 

dependency as in Marchand (1963, 1964) was applied (see Cetnarowska 

1993: 24–39, Plag 2003: 108–111, Bauer & Valera 2005: 11–12; Bram 

2011). 

 Finally, because the OED is updated regularly, some data in this 

thesis, especially regarding etymology, classification of senses and 

timelines, might not agree with the current data of the online version of 

the OED3 (2023). Changes in the above data were detected after the 

update, showing the caution with which this kind of information should 

be taken.  

 

3.3.1.4. An illustration of data analysis of Sample1 

By way of illustration of the methods explained so far, see Table 3.4 

showing 20 entries from the third list of Sample1.  

 The base form of each of these entries was searched in the OED. 

When they were attested in the dictionary, the list of derivatives in the 

web interface was searched for potential competitors. If competitors 

were found, they were classified into the template. 

 Of the 20 entries above, 11 are not attested in the OED (higby, 

neumeier, prodger, sello, teethgrinder, zassoursky, arithmeticae, 

beskydy, cozumel, dubilier, houlder) and were thus discarded. Other 

entries were also discarded because they are: 

i) borrowings (epiphysis),  

ii) derived by a combining form (cholecystostomy), or 

iii) compounds (metalworker) (see §3.3.1). 
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Table 3.4. A list of 20 rows of Sample1 of the BNC, showing the row number of the 

complete frequency list, the entry and the absolute frequency 

Row number Entry Absolute frequency 

134329 crankiness 5 

135422 epiphysis 5 

137121 higby 5 

138494 legalist 5 

140041 neumeier 5 

141655 prodger 5 

142850 sello 5 

144128 teethgrinder 5 

145949 zassoursky 5 

148720 aliment 4 

149242 arithmeticae 4 

150027 beskydy 4 

151578 cholecystostomy 4 

152321 cozumel 4 

153569 dubilier 4 

155095 fraternization 4 

156869 houlder 4 

158004 kettler 4 

159845 metalworkers 4 

161782 overplus 4 

 

Three forms do not have any potential competitor in the OED list of 

derivatives (crankiness, fraternization, overplus; see, e.g., the list of 

derivatives for crankyAdj in Figure 3.5). The other two forms have 

potential competitors, as follows: 

i) For the base legalAdj, five nominal forms may be potential 

competitors (legalese, legalism, legalist, legality, legalness). The 

last two forms compete for the sense STATE and are thus classified 

into the template. However, they are not further analysed because 

none of them has a sense in common with legalN. Therefore, it is an 

example of the competition between ‑ity and ‑ness, but not between 

zero‑affixation and other suffixes. Also, there is the derivative 
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legalizationN: according to the OED, it is not derived from legalAdj 

but from legalize. 

ii) For the base alimentV, the zero‑affixed derivative alimentN does 

compete for the sense ACTION with alimentation, and for the sense 

INSTRUMENT with alimentation and alimenter. The first of these 

clusters is fully analysed in this thesis. 

 
Figure 3.5. A screenshot of the OED web entries listed for the query cranky 

Therefore, from the 20 entries above, only one instance of the 

competition between an overt affix and a zero affix is found: the one with 

the base alimentV. That may illustrate why, from a list of more than a 

thousand entries from the BNC, only 36 clusters of the competition 

between affixes in PDE were identified, 29 of which represent the 

competition between any overt affix and zero‑affixation (see §4.2 for an 

overview). 

 

3.3.1.5. The selection of competing patterns  

Once the database of nominal competition based on Sample1 had been 

designed, four of the competing patterns identified were selected for 

further analysis by using OED data to enlarge the sample (Sample2).  

 The patterns selected, in the chronological order in which they 

were analysed, are: 
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i) ‑ation vs. zero‑affixation with the sense ACTION
55, selected because 

it was the second most frequent pattern in the sample56,  

ii) ‑ness vs. zero‑affixation with the sense STATE
57 , which served to 

analyse derivatives which would mostly have an adjectival base, as 

the other competing patterns have verbal bases. Even though other 

patterns with adjectival bases were more frequent, ‑ness was 

expected to be more germane in PDE than others (e.g. ‑al) due to its 

higher productivity (Bauer 2001: 129; Baeskow 2012), 

iii) ‑er vs. zero‑affixation with the sense AGENTIVE, and 

iv) ‑er vs. zero‑affixation with the sense INSTRUMENT, selected 

alongside pattern iii) in order to compare results when forms derived 

by the same affix but of a different sense are in competition. 

All patterns have zero‑affixation as a competitor in common, as the aim 

of this thesis is, ultimately, to test whether economy or transparency of 

expression prevail when in competition.  

 

3.3.2. Sample2 

After analysing the first sample, a number of competing patterns were 

selected (§3.3.1.5) for further analysis. 

 

3.3.2.1. Sample extraction 

For each competing pattern, a second sample (Sample2) was extracted 

using the OED advanced search facility, as in previous studies on 

competition (Arndt‑Lappe 2014; Fernández‑Alcaina 2017; 2021a; 

Lara‑Clares 2017; Lara‑Clares & Thompson 2019). Data was at this 

stage extracted from the OED instead of from a corpus such as the BNC, 

because it allows: 

 
55 Partial results published in Lara‑Clares (2017). 
56 The most frequent was zero‑affixation vs. ‑ing with the sense ACTION, which was 
discarded due to the difficulty to tell PDE ‑ing forms that come from OE ‑ung forms 

from those that date back to ‑ing forms, and because a high number of ‑ing forms were 

expected to be wrongly tagged as verbs. 
57 Partial results published in Lara‑Clares & Thompson (2019). 
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i) straightforward extraction of zero‑affixed competing forms. 

Previous studies have excluded this process for methodological 

difficulties for extraction from corpora (Plag 1999; Kjellmer 2001), 

and 

ii) a restricted search that facilitates the extraction of specific 

competing patterns. 

By way of example, for the competing pattern ‑er vs. zero‑affixation with 

the semantic category AGENTIVE, the search was as follows: 

i) Language of origin:   English (i.e. to avoid borrowings). 

ii) Word class:    noun. 

iii) Sequence of letters:   *er. 

iv) Keywords in the definition:  ‘person that/who’, ‘one that/who’. 

This search resulted in more than 5,000 hits, which were analysed in 

search for additional competing clusters of the said pattern, following the 

same procedure as for Sample1 (see §3.3.1): 

i) the derivatives list was used to identify zero‑affixed nominal forms 

with the same base (e.g. cramN when analysing the entry crammer),  

ii) if there was an affix counterpart, senses of both the zero‑affixed 

form and the ‑er form were compared in search for a competing 

sense (e.g. AGENTIVE), and 

iii) if potential competition was identified, then the competitors were 

introduced into the template and other competitors with the same 

base were also searched for in the derivatives list and, when 

applicable, added to the cluster in the template (e.g. 

crammer/cram/crammist). 

The OED was used for the above instead of the BNC, because it allows 

identification of competing clusters over time, independently of their 

current state of use. In the example above, 55 new competing clusters 

were identified and classified into the template for the competition 

between ‑er and zero‑affixation for the sense AGENTIVE, 19 of which are 

attested in the BNC (see §3.3.1). 
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 A different search in the OED was used for each word‑formation 

pattern. Table 3.5 shows the search for each pattern analysed in this thesis 

and the number of hits resulting from the search. 

Table 3.5. Filters in the OED advanced search 

 ‑ation: ACTION ‑er: AGENTIVE ‑er: INSTRUMENT ‑ness: STATE 

Language of 

origin 
English English English English 

Word class noun noun noun noun 

Sequence of 

letters 
*ation *er *er *ness 

Keywords 

in definition 

‘action’ 

‘act’ 

‘person that/who’ 

‘one that/who’ 

‘that which’ 

‘thing which’, 

‘device for’  

‘used for’ 

‘state’ 

‘condition’ 

N hits 1,042 5,505 1,367 1,670 

 

Nearly 10,000 dictionary entries were thus looked up in search for 

zero‑affixed potential competitors. The search resulted in the 

identification of 144 clusters in diachrony (c. 1.5% of the OED entries) 

and 60 clusters in PDE (c. 0.6% of the entries). 

 

3.3.2.2. The analysis of Sample2 

After competing clusters were identified and classified into the template, 

those in current competition were selected, that is, the clusters where at 

least two forms are attested in the BNC were selected for further analysis. 

The analysis carried out consisted of: 

i) manual concordance analysis, to quantify the attestation of the sense 

in competition, 

ii) the computation of the Index of competition (C) of the competitors, 

for clues on the outcome of resolution, and 

iii) an analysis of the register distribution of the competitors, to test 

whether there is any difference in their use. 

Additionally, some clusters of competition were further analysed by 

looking for possible differences in the meaning or use of the competitors, 

by means of: 
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i) an examination of the definitions and any other information 

provided by some of the main PDE dictionaries, and 

ii) an analysis of the cooccurrences of the competitors, to test whether 

there are differences in the domains of use or as regards the 

collocates of each keyword. 

 

3.3.2.2.1. Concordance analysis: meanings 

Once all the hits in the OED had been analysed and classified into the 

template, each competitor was analysed manually using the 

concordances in the BNC. The aim was to count how many concordances 

actually are of the competing sense and in which registers. 

 Concordance analysis is key to this thesis, because while most 

research on competition does acknowledge the fact that most competing 

forms are polysemous, the frequency of use of each individual sense is 

not considered separately (see, e.g., Lara‑Clares 2017 for a comparison 

of the results obtained in a study of competition with and without sense 

classification). This allows for an analysis of the frequency of specific 

competing senses rather than of the forms, following Plank (2010; see 

also Givón 1970: 835; Koehl 2015).  

 The semantic classification of affixes is based on the principle 

that affixes not only determine the word class of the derivative, but they 

also convey semantic information. There are several approaches to this 

aspect of meaning in morphology (Booij 2007): 

i) the separationist approach, where there is no systematic 

form‑meaning correspondence (see Booij 2010: 78 for a critique); 

ii) the monosemy approach, where a very general meaning 

(Gesamtbedeutung) is assigned to morphological patterns (see 

Rainer 2014 for a critique); and 

iii) the polysemy approach, which is the most pervasive in the literature 

nowadays.  

In traditional approaches, the semantic information of word‑formation 

patterns was spelled out in the form of paraphrases (e.g. Marchand 1969). 

Analyses of argument structure or thematic relations from syntax later 

started to be applied to morphology (e.g. Lieber 1983). Currently, 
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research on the semantics of word formation is greatly influenced by two 

main approaches: Generative Grammar and Distributed Morphology 

(see Baeskow 2012: 6ff. and Lieber 2004: 1–14, and references therein). 

However, there is still not a comprehensive semantic theory that allows 

an unequivocal computation of the meaning of affixes, and it is “highly 

improbable” that it will be available anytime soon (Bagasheva 2017: 

36ff., and references therein). A decision was taken, then, to use a 

theory‑neutral semantic classification that would partly simplify the 

issue. The semantic classification in this thesis is thus based on 

Bagasheva’s (2017) list of 51 cross‑linguistic semantic categories. It was 

chosen over other options because: 

i) the categories are unspecified for word class, so they can be used 

for an analysis of competition independently of the word class of 

the base or the derivative, 

ii) they are descriptive categories which can be used both for 

language‑specific research and for cross‑linguistic research, so they 

would allow extension of the analysis to other languages and to 

other affixal word‑formation processes within English (see also 

Štekauer et al. 2012), and 

iii) they are flexible in the sense that they can be combined to account 

for the polysemy of affixes. 

Concordances were classified, in broad terms, into two categories: as 

being of the semantic category under study, or of a non‑competing 

semantic category. This analysis is, however, rather complex, either 

because some concordances can be interpreted in several ways or 

because slight differences in meaning could be identified within the 

semantic category under study (see Riddle 1985; Aronoff & Cho 2001; 

Baeskow 2012; Díaz‑Negrillo 2017 for the difficulty of applying general 

semantic definitions in order to capture differences in meaning between 

affixes). For this reason, the analysis carried out was further checked by 

an additional informant. 

 The total number of concordances analysed in this thesis is 

74,536, as detailed in Table 3.6: 
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Table 3.6. Number of concordances analysed by competing pattern 

 

‑ation/  

zero‑affix.: 

ACTION 

‑er/ 

zero‑affix.: 

AGENTIVE 

‑er/ 

zero‑affix.: 

INSTRUMENT 

‑ness/ 

zero‑affix.: 

STATE 

N concordances 27,997 21,104 16,828 8,607 

 

The following sections describe the semantic categories of the competing 

patterns as analysed in this thesis (ACTION, AGENTIVE, INSTRUMENT and 

STATE). 

 

3.3.2.2.1.1. The semantic category ACTION 

The semantic category ACTION is described in Bagasheva (2017: 53) as 

“performing of an activity”. Therefore, all entries described in the OED 

as “action of” or “act of” would a priori be included within this category. 

It must however be differentiated from two other semantic categories: 

CUMULATIVE and PROCESS. The former is described as “performing an 

action to achieve a considerable amount of something”, whereas the 

latter is a “natural, non‑volitional unfolding of a change of state”. 

Therefore, forms that would fit into any of these two categories were left 

out of the analysis.  

 The semantic classification of concordances proved complex, as 

it was often not possible to tell whether the form referred to the action 

being carried out or rather to its result. For this reason, the classification 

allowed for an “unclear” tag for those concordances in which no clear 

meaning could be captured from context. Example (1) is an illustration 

of a keyword classified as ACTION. Example (2) is unclear, because it 

could be both the action (preventing the action of disputing) and the 

result (preventing the dispute that emerges from the action of disputing). 

Example (3) corresponds to the category PROCESS. 

(1) The question is whether the prohibition on alienating the land 

followed by the exhortation to keep it for descendants amounts to 

a trust.58 

 
58 Unless otherwise indicated, all examples are taken from the BNC (Davies 2004). 
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(2) […] you felt the the procedures were worked out so finely that they 

in fact prevented disputes because they were so long and drawn 

out perhaps or er it took the fire out of disputes if you like? 

(3) Jesus's resurrection onward is referred to as to the, as the state 

of exhortation, now what does that term mean, well as Jesus 

according to his divine nature has always been […]. 

 

3.3.2.2.1.2. The semantic category AGENTIVE 

Bagasheva (2017: 53) describes the category AGENTIVE as “performer of 

an activity/Name of a profession, job, title or permanent activity”. It thus 

includes both performers and occupations. In this thesis, the category 

AGENTIVE is restricted to the former, unless the occupation could either 

be a professional job or a voluntary act. For example, aider and aidN are 

described in the OED as “a person who provides assistance or support”. 

There is a third competitor in the cluster (aidant) that is described as “a 

helper, an assistant”. Because being an assistant could be either a job or 

just a temporary role, it was included in the cluster with the sense 

AGENTIVE.  

 In the analysis of concordances, the category AGENTIVE was 

restricted to volitional59 performers of temporary activities, as in (4). The 

keyword in some concordances showed a meaning different from 

AGENTIVE (e.g. ACTION in (5) or INSTRUMENT in (6)). Finally, the tag 

“unclear” was used when meaning could not be assessed from context, 

as in (7): 

(4) You could even be right, head, the little cheat almost had me 

believing in blood‑spitting puppets. 

(5) By conventional standards, it is true, the inconclusive ending is a 

cheat, but it is the right ending nonetheless. 

 
59 The need for agents to be animate or volitional has long been debated in the literature 

(see, e.g., Cruse 1973; Jackendoff 1987; Huyghe & Wauquier 2021). In order to be on 

the safer side, this thesis restricts the category to animate volitional performers in order 

to delimit the range of meanings that would be considered as in competition. 
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(6) These include fitting cars with catalytic convertors, installing 

cleaning devices, such as gas scrubbers in power stations, and 

introducing nitrogen oxide controls. 

(7) Weights crush power lifter # A FITNESS fanatic died when 26 

stone of weights fell on him as he exercised. 

 

3.3.2.2.1.3. The semantic category INSTRUMENT 

The category INSTRUMENT must be differentiated from that of ENTITY. 

The former refers to an “object specifically used for a specialised 

activity” and the latter to an “object that has real existence, material 

expression entity” (Bagasheva 2017: 54). Therefore, a key distinguishing 

feature between the two categories is whether the object is used for 

performing a specialised activity, or not. For example, muffler is defined 

in the OED as “wrap or scarf (frequently of wool or silk) worn round the 

neck or throat for warmth” and it is thus classified as INSTRUMENT, as in 

(8). The form preserveN is also classified as INSTRUMENT and it is defined 

in the OED as “goggles used to protect the eyes from dust, bright light, 

etc.”, but no instance of this meaning in preserve was found in the BNC: 

the concordances either showed other meanings (9) or were verbs 

wrongly tagged as nouns (10). 

(8) Even Sir Henry came out of his chill library to stand for a time, 

wrapped in greatcoat and muffler […] 

(9) Gardening is sometimes considered the preserve of the middle 

aged and elderly.  

(10) I have discussed old lines with various people and a common view 

seems to be 'preserve what you can, without being silly about it'. 

 

3.3.2.2.1.4. The semantic category STATE 

The category STATE is described by Bagasheva (2017: 56) as a “particular 

condition of being, be in a state”. This category comprises both 

temporary states, that is, states that remain for a period of time, and more 

permanent states. The suffix ‑ness can be found in both categories: 

cleverness as a permanent quality, and drunkenness as a temporary state 
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(Rainer 2015: 1269–1271). In the sample, competing derivatives showed 

both readings, so a decision was taken to classify as STATE in this thesis 

only the concordances which reflect a temporary or non‑permanent sense 

(11), as opposed to a permanent one (12). 

(11) The only dealers who remain in their jobs are those who can 

sustain alertness during their long working hours. 

(12) Occupation is unquestionably one of the most important factors in 

preserving mental alertness and bodily health. 

The classification also allowed for a tag “unclear” and some 

concordances were classified as non‑STATE, because they were part of a 

set phrase (e.g. to have the hots for someone) or because they were (part 

of) a proper name (e.g. Heart of Darkness). 

 

3.3.2.2.2. Profile of the affixes: constraints and Naturalness 

The semantic categories described in the previous section are generally 

linked to particular word classes of the base. For example, ACTION nouns 

are typically derived from verbs, and STATE nouns are typically derived 

from adjectives. There may be exceptions in this regard, and they may, 

together with other constraints, play a role on the competition between 

affixes.  

 Constraints on word formation have mostly been researched on 

different bases (see §2.3.2.2), but Romaine (2004: 1638) argues that it 

would be more “instructive to compare word formation processes which 

compete for the same bases” because “[i]n such cases the factors 

constraining productivity become clearer”.  

 This section provides a general description regarding: 

i) the constraints that may be at play on the competing affixes analysed 

in this thesis, i.e. ‑ation, ‑er, ‑ness, and zero‑affixation, and 

ii) the rank in the scales of Naturalness of the competitors under study. 

This section is restricted to the clusters in PDE competition analysed in 

this thesis, that is, to those clusters in which: 

i) at least a zero‑affixed and a suffixed form compete according to 

OED data, and 
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ii) they are both attested in the BNC. 

It should be noted, however, that the fact that the forms are attested 

means that the constraints may hinder the derivation of certain forms, 

but it does not necessarily prevent it.  

 This section is intended as an overview on the profile of the 

competing patterns. For a more thorough review of these affixes see, for 

example, Raffelsiefen (1998; 2004); Giegerich (1999); Lieber (2004); 

Bauer et al. (2013). 

 

3.3.2.2.2.1. ‑ation 

The ‑ation competitors analysed in this thesis are all deverbal (see 

Appendix 1.A), as is expected because the semantic category with which 

they compete is ACTION. The competitors are all derived from non‑native 

bases, so they follow the general tendency for non‑native affixes to be 

attached to non‑native bases.  

 As regards the scale of morphotactic transparency (see §2.2.2), 

all ‑ation competitors are instances of agglutinative affixation, but they 

undergo at least one phonetic change in derivation, stress shift, as they 

carry their main stress on the penultimate syllable, e.g. transportation. 

Some competitors undergo more modifications, as in registration, where 

the second vowel mutates from /ɪ/ to /ə/ when affixed, so it would be an 

example of vowel change, and more specifically, vowel laxing, and thus 

ranked in level II on the scale of morphotactic transparency. Despite the 

phonological changes, all forms suffixed by ‑ation rank higher on the 

scale of morphotactic transparency than their zero‑affixed counterparts. 

In the scale of morphosemantic transparency (see §2.2.2), the ‑ation 

forms rank second level (as opposed to the zero‑affixed competitors, 

which rank sixth).  

 

3.3.2.2.2.2. ‑er 

Competitors in ‑er are analysed in this thesis associated with the sense 

AGENTIVE and with the sense INSTRUMENT. In both cases, nearly all the 

bases are verbal and mostly of a native origin (e.g. clipV, the base of 
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clipper), with some exceptions (e.g. boltV, the base of bolter, is of 

Romance origin according to the OED).  

 The base is phonologically fully recoverable from the derivative 

in nearly all ‑er forms. Most bases end in a consonant, which does not 

undergo any kind of modification in derivation. Stress is not affected in 

most forms. One exception is adulterer, where there is stress shift and 

vowel strengthening, so it would rank level II on the scale of 

morphotactic transparency. On the scale of morphosemantic 

transparency, all ‑er forms rank second level of the scale. 

 

3.3.2.2.2.3. ‑ness 

The forms in ‑ness researched in this thesis are all deadjectival, as is 

expected, because the sense for which they compete is STATE. The bases 

for derivation are both native (e.g. dryAdj) and non‑native (e.g. 

savageAdj).  

 As regards their phonology, competitors in ‑ness do not undergo 

any stress shift. Most derivatives bear stress on the first syllable, with the 

exception of alertness, which keeps the stress on the second syllable (as 

in the base form alertV). Most bases end in a consonant, with two 

exceptions, which end in diphthongs (dry and low), and none of them 

undergo a phonological change. Therefore, the suffix ‑ness does not 

affect the stress pattern or the segmental phonology of the bases to which 

it attaches (see also Bauer et al. 2013: 245–248). All forms are thus 

morphotactically transparent, so they rank first on the scale. As regards 

morphosemantic transparency, the competitors in ‑ness are in the second 

level of the scale. 

 

3.3.2.2.2.4. Zero‑affixation 

Zero‑affixation is researched in this thesis when associated with four 

different semantic categories: ACTION, AGENT, INSTRUMENT and STATE. 

As regards the first three, the bases of the competitors identified are 

verbal, with very few exceptions (e.g. downN, derived from downAdv). As 

for the last category, STATE, the bases are adjectival. Bases are mostly 

Germanic (e.g. cramV, as the base for crammer) although the number of 
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non‑native bases is not negligible (e.g. faintAdj as the base for faintness). 

This was to be expected, because nearly all native verbs have a nominal 

zero‑affixed counterpart, although the process has been fully productive 

in non‑native bases (Bauer et al. 2013: 203–204).  

 Regarding the transparency scale, zero‑affixation ranks very low, 

because the affixal exponent is maximally opaque. On the scale of 

morphotactic transparency, it is level VI (i.e., lack of compositionality), 

whereas on the scale of morphosemantic transparency, it is level X (i.e., 

suppletion + no transparent affix). The base form, however, is 

transparent, and it typically undergoes either stress shift or no 

phonological change.  

 

3.3.2.2.3. Productivity: the Index of Competition 

After the semantic classification of concordances, the Index of 

Competition (C, Fernández‑Domínguez 2017) is calculated using the 

following formula:  

C = 
N

Nc⁄

Vc
 , 

 

where N is the token frequency of a competing form, Nc is the token 

frequency of all forms in the cluster and Vc is the number of forms in 

current competition.  

 The interpretation of the resulting value is checked against the 

reference C, a figure which ranges between 0 and 1, according to the 

number of competitors and which therefore varies across clusters. 

Measure C posits that the more units are in direct competition, the more 

challenging their individual survival will be. Under this assumption, the 

maximum possible result from C is 1, which happens when a cluster is 

made up of just one unit, that is, other competitors have disappeared, and 

the unit has succeeded in competition. Likewise, the more competitors 

there are in a cluster, the lower the reference C because the mere presence 

of other units means the existence of rivals and, in principle, then each 

unit stands fewer chances of success. Thus, reference C is 1 if there is 

one lexeme in the cluster (i.e. resolved competition); 0.5 if there are two 

competitors; 0.33 if there are three; 0.25 if there are four; etc. For 
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instance, a C value of 0.19 may indicate complete dominance of a unit if 

the reference C is 0.2 (i.e. there are five competitors in its cluster, so 0.2 

is the maximum possible result), while 0.19 is a poor value for a 

reference C of 0.5 (i.e. there are two competitors in its cluster, so 0.5 is 

the maximum possible result) (see §2.3.2.2.3.2).  

 Table 3.7 illustrates the computation of the C value with the 

competing cluster coolness/cool/coolth. Absolute frequencies (N) are 

those of the sense STATE. As there are three members in the cluster, the 

reference C is 0.33. In the example, the C value of coolness is close to 

the reference C, so it is the most likely to survive, whereas coolth is 

expected to decay. 

Table 3.7. Computation of the C value of the cluster coolness/cool/coolth with the 

sense STATE 

  

  

C value 
Reference C 

N Nc Vc C 

coolness 82 122 3 0.224 0.33 

cool 39 122 3 0.107 0.33 

coolth 1 122 3 0.003 0.33 

 

In this thesis, C is calculated using not the frequencies of the competitors 

as a whole, but the frequencies of the sense in competition, following the 

semantic classification of concordances. This allows for a more 

fine‑grained analysis inasmuch as concordances that are not actually in 

competition are not included in the count. However, this also limits the 

size of the clusters: only doublets were semantically analysed, so the 

other potential competitors in the clusters (if any) were left out.  

 

3.3.2.2.4. Register distribution 

The register distribution of competitors was then analysed to test whether 

there is any specialisation in the use of any competing patterns. This 

thesis tests whether the realisation of one process as opposed to the other 

may depend on use (specifically, mode or register), that is, whether one 

context may favour one linguistic variant, and another context another 

variant. For this reason, a linguistic feature design is used, which allows 
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to investigate factors that may play a role in the use of competitors (see 

Brezina 2018: 22). The first step was to manually classify all the 

occurrences of the competing patterns: 

i) by mode (i.e. spoken vs. written), and 

ii) by register, following the BNC classification of registers (i.e. 

spoken, written fiction, written magazine, written newspaper, 

written non‑academic, written academic, and written 

miscellaneous).  

In order to analyse their distribution, cross‑tabulation tables 

(contingency tables) were used, which allow examination of the 

relationship between two categorical variables (see Brezina 2018: 

108ff.). In cross‑tabulation tables, one linguistic variable and one or 

more explanatory variables are cross‑plotted. The most basic one is a 2x2 

table, which was used here for the analysis of mode, containing one 

linguistic variable and one explanatory variable, of two categories each 

(see, e.g., Table 3.8).  

Table 3.8. Absolute frequencies of ‑ation/zero‑affixation competitors with the sense 

ACTION by mode 

 Spoken Written 

‑ation 136 2,859 

zero‑affixation 280 7,795 

 

For register analyses, the tables are 2x7 (see, e.g., Table 3.9). 

Table 3.9. Absolute frequencies of ‑ation/zero‑affixation competitors with the sense 

ACTION by register 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

‑ation 136 91 160 213 598 877 920 

zero‑affix. 280 167 422 1395 2055 1118 2638 

 

In this thesis, the linguistic variable is the competing pattern, which can 

take on two possible values that are encoded as two categories (e.g. 

‑ation suffixation with the sense ACTION and zero‑affixation with the 

sense ACTION). The explanatory variable is either “mode” or “register”: 

the former has two categories (spoken and written) and the latter has 

seven categories (listed above). Conventionally, linguistic variables are 
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presented as columns and explanatory variables as rows but, as the 

analysis of registers contains many more categories within the latter, this 

thesis presents them as follows: 

i) rows show the linguistic variable, that is, the competing pattern, and 

ii) columns show the explanatory variable, that is, mode or register. 

The analysis of the relationship between these variables was done in two 

ways: 

i) by means of a comparison of the normalised frequencies of the 

competitors across corpus parts, and 

ii) by means of statistical tests to compare both the frequencies of the 

spoken vs. the written mode and the frequencies across registers.  

The methods used to this end are illustrated here with the competing 

patterns ‑ation/zero‑suffixation when associated with the sense ACTION 

for an analysis of mode distribution.  

 In order to quantify the proportion to which one pattern prevails 

in one mode, percentages are calculated from column total using 

normalised frequencies60 . For example, the normalised frequency of 

‑ation with the sense ACTION in the spoken mode is 14.62, and that of 

zero‑affixation is 30.11. The sum of both is 44.73. The proportion to 

which ‑ation prevails in that mode is calculated as follows: 

Probability columns (%)= 
freq. of WFP1 in one mode (e.g. 14.62)

freq. of WFP1+WFP2 in same mode (e.g. 44.73)
 

The result is 32.7%. Zero‑affixation in turn prevails in the spoken mode 

to 67.3%. 

 The distribution is also analysed by rows, which serves to 

illustrate the distribution of each competing pattern. For example, the 

normalised frequency of ‑ation with the sense ACTION in the spoken 

mode is 14.62 and in the written one it is 33.27, so the total is 47.89. In 

order to calculate, out of all the occurrences of ‑ation, which percentage 

occurs in the spoken mode, the following formula is used: 

 
60 Normalised frequencies are calculated with respect to the size of each corpus part per 

million. For example, the raw frequency of ⁃ation with the sense ACTION in ‘Spoken’ is 

136. The size of that register is 9,300,606 units. The normalised frequency is calculated 

as follows: (136/9,300,606)*1,000,000. The result is 14.62. 
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Probability rows (%)= 
freq. of WFP1 in one mode (e.g. 14.62)

freq. of WFP1 in the both modes (e.g. 47.89)
 

The result is that 31% occurs in the spoken mode, and thus 69% in the 

written mode.  

 The percentages described above are presented as figures for 

easier comparison. In the percentages by rows, the size of each 

register/mode is also illustrated for easier comparison. This is because 

affixes are expected to occur more or less frequently according to the 

size of the corpus part, that is, if a corpus part is larger, affixes would be 

expected to occur more often in that part than in smaller ones. However, 

that is not always the case, and variations in this respect could point 

towards specialisation of use. 

 The percentage analyses are thus used to: 

i) identify the proportion to which each competing pattern may prevail 

in each register(s)/mode(s), and 

ii) examine the distribution of the patterns with respect to the size of 

each corpus part. 

Statistical significance is tested, in order to evaluate whether there is 

evidence against the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis (H0) states that 

there is no difference as regards register/mode for the two competing 

patterns (and the reverse is the alternative hypothesis (H1)). Statistical 

tests are calculated using a script in R61. 

 Pearson’s chi‑square test was computed after checking that the 

data satisfies the assumptions of this test (see Brezina 2018: 112–113): 

i) Independence of observations, for example, that the linguistic 

features in one text are assumed not to be influenced by the 

linguistic features in another. This assumption needs to be relaxed 

in corpora, because a corpus cannot be a random sample of linguistic 

words/features: they are text samples which combine interconnected 

words/features. Otherwise, the violation of this principle may 

increase the number of falsely significant results. 

 
61 The script is based on Gries (2013: 367–371) in the main, except that it has been 

adapted to adjust it to the data of this thesis. 
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ii) Expected frequencies need to be larger than 5 (in tables larger than 

2x2, at least 80% of the values need to be larger than 5). If this 

assumption is not met, other tests should be used instead of the 

chi‑square test. 

The results of the test provide three values: the degrees of freedom 

(hereafter, df), the test statistic and the p‑value. The last one is the 

probability value that the observed values are due to chance alone and it 

is used to decide whether to reject the null hypothesis or not. If the 

p‑value is lower than 0.05, which is the conventional cut‑off point, the 

null hypothesis is rejected, concluding that the observed difference is 

unlikely to be due to chance and thus the result is statistically significant. 

This means that the difference observed in the corpus is likely to be a 

difference in all language use. If the p‑value is higher than 0.05, the 

conclusion would be that there is not enough evidence in the corpus to 

reject the null hypothesis. P‑values are associated with test values, and 

they are dependent on the degrees of freedom. In a 2x2 table (df=1), the 

0.05 significance critical value is 3.84: any chi‑square test value higher 

than 3.84 is here considered significant.  

 Taking as an example the competition between ‑ation and 

zero‑affixation for the expression of ACTION by mode, that is, in spoken 

vs. written speech, the chi‑square value is 6.96, meaning that the p‑value 

is lower that 0.001 (χ2 (1) = 6.96, p < .001), so the null hypothesis is 

rejected. Based on this, it is established that the two competing patterns 

differ as regards mode. In order to establish how large that difference is, 

an effect size measure is used: Cramer’s V62. The result is interpreted 

according to the degrees of freedom. In the example, the result is 0.025, 

which, for a 2x2 table, means that the overall effect is very weak.  

 If the chi‑square value shows that there is a significant difference 

in the use of the competing patterns, then it would be relevant to see in 

which cells there is a (significant) difference. This could be done by 

manually comparing observed and expected frequencies but, when the 

table contains many categories, it may be difficult to interpret the results. 

 
62 This thesis uses Cramer’s V instead of Phi (φ), because tables larger than 2x2 are used 

for the analysis of registers. 
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For this reason, it is more appropriate to use Pearson’s residuals, which 

are computed for each cell in the table. Residuals are positive when the 

cell frequency is higher than expected, and negative when it is lower than 

expected. In this thesis, the standardised residuals are used for their 

easier interpretation: by convention, if the standardised residual is larger 

than 2 (or, more specifically, 1.96), it would indicate that the frequency 

in that cell is significantly larger than expected, if the null hypothesis 

were true. If it were lower than ‑2, then the observed frequencies are 

significantly smaller than expected. In 2x2 cross‑tabulation tables, all the 

standardised residuals will have the same value, but two will be negative. 

In the example, the standardised residuals are shown in Table 3.10 (see 

§4.3.2.2 for the description of these results). 

Table 3.10. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for ‑ation and zero‑affixation 

for the sense ACTION in the spoken and written modes (BNC) 

 Spoken Written 

‑ation 2.64 ‑2.64 

zero‑affixation ‑2.64 2.64 

 

 
Figure 3.6. The association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 

(‑ation/zero‑affixation with the sense ACTION) and mode (spoken/written). Black 

represents higher frequencies than expected, and grey lower than expected 
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A graphical representation of the deviation from the expected 

frequencies is provided by association plots (see example in Figure 3.6; 

see §4.3.2.2 for the description of the results). Boxes above the line 

represent cell frequencies higher than expected, and boxes below 

represent cell frequencies lower than expected. The heights of the boxes 

are proportional to the residuals, and the widths are proportional to the 

square roots of the expected frequencies (Gries 2013: 370).  

 

3.3.2.2.5. Cooccurrences 

The statistical tests described above establish whether there is a 

difference between the competing patterns as regards register or mode. 

If a significant difference is identified, then it is expected that the context 

of use and, thus, the co‑text of the competitors, will not be the same. This 

is explored by means of the cooccurrences of the competitors. The 

rationale behind the analysis of cooccurrence to compare the use of 

forms is in line with the hypothesis of distributional semantics that forms 

that are semantically similar are also similarly distributed in corpora. For 

this reason, the nearest neighbours of words, which are the most similar 

distributionally, are expected to be the most semantically similar 

(Huyghe & Wauquier 2021: 362; see also Wauquier et al. 2020a and 

Guzmán Naranjo & Bonami 2023 for an analysis of competitors using 

Distributional Semantic Models). For this reason, some doublets among 

the ones with the highest frequencies were chosen at random for further 

analysis. Low frequency doublets were not chosen, because a 

cooccurrence analysis is done on the basis of sentences where the 

keywords occur, and a low count of sentences may give equivocal 

results. 

 Cooccurrences were examined in two ways: 

i) by means of the list of collocates63 of the competitors extracted from 

BNC and COCA, and 

 
63 The term “collocate” follows the BNC/COCA terminology, even if this thesis does 

not explore whether they are actually collocates or just cooccurring forms. 
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ii) by means of the representation in the form of graphs of the words 

cooccurring with the competitors in the BNC concordances showing 

the competing sense. 

The former was done by setting a window of four before and after the 

keyword and by leaving the rest of the options as default. This includes 

setting the minimum A mutual information score at three, in order to 

remove high frequency noise words, such as the, with, etc. (see example 

in Figure 3.7). 

 
Figure 3.7. Caption from the BNC search to extract the collocates of importN 

This search provides a list of collocates, sorted by frequency (see 

example in Figure 3.8) 

 
Figure 3.8. Caption of the list of collocates of importN in the BNC 
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However, these searches, even though they can provide hints of 

differences between the competitors, are based on all the occurrences of 

the competitors in each corpus and are thus not specific to the competing 

sense. For this reason, software was developed (Aífe, Lara‑Clares 2023) 

to allow an examination of the cooccurrences of competitors based only 

on the concordances from the BNC classified as showing the competing 

sense.  

 The software was written in Python 3.6, using the Networkx64 

library, and analysed using Gephi65, which allows the visualisation and 

analysis of networks. The aim was to create weighted non‑directed66 

graphs which consist of nodes (i.e. the cooccurring forms) and edges, 

which represent the frequency of cooccurrence of the forms. The thicker 

the edge, the higher the cooccurrence frequency (see example in Figure 

3.9). In order to process the concordances which had already been 

semantically classified, a preprocessing stage was necessary: 

i) the text was converted into lower‑case, 

ii) unwanted characters, such as asterisks, were eliminated (this is 

known as ‘char filtering’), 

iii) forms of less than two characters were discarded, and 

iv) the remaining text was tokenized using the NLTK toolkit67, which 

allows one to: 

a. to discard stop words (using the Gensim library68) as they would 

introduce noise into the results, and 

b. obtain a list of words ordered by appearance in the sentence. 

After that, the cooccurrence graph is created with a window of four 

words before and after the keyword. There are two conditions that nodes 

must fulfil in order to be represented in the graphs: 

 
64 https://networkx.org 
65 https://gephi.org/  
66 Non‑directed means that the order of occurrence is not taken into account. Thus, if 
“believe firmly” appears five times in the sample, and “firmly believe” occurs three 

times, then the weight would be eight, independently of word order. 
67 https://www.nltk.org  
68 https://pypi.org/project/gensim/ 
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i) to have a minimum weight of 6, so that only high‑frequency 

cooccurrences are shown, and 

ii) to cooccur with at least one of the two competitors. 

The graphs created using this software were analysed and represented 

using Gephi. A visualisation method named Force Atlas 269 was applied, 

which allows showing the graph depending on particular characteristics, 

such as the number of vertices of the nodes. This method allows the 

differentiation of the two key nodes, that is, differentiation of the 

competitors. It thus allows the representation of the cooccurrences of the 

doublets so that one image shows both the cooccurrences in common 

between the two competitors, and the cooccurrences that are unique to 

each keyword (see example in Figure 3.9).  

 Colours are used in the edges to represent whether they are 

cooccurrences of zero‑affixation (dark blue) or of the overt suffix (light 

blue). It also allows interaction by selecting specific nodes, which 

highlights the ones that are connected to that node (in the example, 

prevent is selected). The graph of cooccurrences is available in Appendix 

1.B for importation and in Appendix 1.C for importN for easier 

visualisation. 

 
Figure 3.9. Graph of the cooccurrences of importation and import for the sense 

ACTION 

 
69 https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0098679 
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Note that all graphs are based on doublets and not on the competing 

patterns as a whole. They are used to compare, for example, importation 

and import with the sense ACTION, but not to compare ‑ation and 

zero‑affixation. This is because the graphs created with the competing 

processes were too complex to interpret due to the large amount of 

cooccurrences, so no clear conclusions could be drawn from them. A 

view of doublets, however, did provide some hints as to differentiated 

fields or contexts of use of the pairs of competitors (see Chapter 4). If 

forms show similar patterns of cooccurrence, it could be a hint that the 

competition is still not resolved.  

 

 

3.4. SUMMARY 

This chapter describes the methods followed for the extraction and 

analysis of nominal competition in PDE. The data has been extracted in 

the main from a corpus source, i.e. the BNC, and a lexicographic source, 

i.e. the OED. Data processing was done in two differentiated stages:  

i) extraction and analysis of Sample1, which was based on the 

complete frequency list of the BNC and served to identify approx. 

40 competing patterns for the formation of nouns in PDE, and 

ii) extraction and analysis of Sample2, which was done by means of an 

advanced search in the OED in order to identify all the competitors 

of four competing patterns selected from Sample1, which were then 

analysed by manually classifying all the concordances of the 

competitors in order to assess their context of use. 

Within each stage, the methods followed were from less to more strict on 

conditions, such that data is first extracted in an inclusive way, with the 

aim of being comprehensive, but becomes gradually restrictive.  

  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. RESULTS  

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the results of this thesis as follows: the first section, 

§4.2, outlines the results obtained from Sample1, that is, it provides an 

overview of competition for the formation of nouns in PDE. From the 

patterns identified in that sample, four patterns of competition were 

selected for further analysis. The main results are presented in §4.3: 

i) §4.3.2 describes the competition between ‑ation and zero‑affixation 

for the expression of ACTION, 

ii) §4.3.3 addresses the competition between ‑er and zero‑affixation for 

the expression of AGENTIVE (§4.3.3.1) and INSTRUMENT (§4.3.3.2), 

and  

iii) 4.3.4 focuses on the competition between ‑ness and zero‑affixation 

for the expression of STATE. 

 

 

4.2. OVERVIEW: COMPETING PATTERNS IN PDE 

The analysis of Sample1 identified 36 clusters of affixal competition in 

PDE, that is, c. 3% of the entries in the BNC frequency list are in 

competition (see Table 4.1). The clusters are classified according to the 

semantic category for which they are attested to compete, i.e. 

ABSTRACTION, ACTION, AGENTIVE, AUGMENTATIVE. ENTITY, 

INSTRUMENT, PATIENT, PROCESS, RESULTATIVE and STATE. 

 The classification by the frequency of the semantic categories 

recorded is as follows: 
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i) The semantic category that contains most clusters is ACTION (14 

clusters), 

ii) a second group of categories by frequency features: 

a. INSTRUMENT (five clusters), 

b. STATE and AGENTIVE (four clusters), 

c. RESULTATIVE (three clusters), and 

d. PATIENT, and 

iii) the rest of categories contain one cluster each. 

The classification by the frequency of the word‑formation processes 

recorded is as follows: 

i) zero‑affixation is the prevailing word‑formation process: it 

competes in 30 clusters and is recorded in nearly all semantic 

categories, 

ii) ‑ing suffixation is the second most frequent process: it competes in 

22 clusters, but is recorded only in four semantic categories, 

iii) ‑ation suffixation is the third most frequent process recorded as in 

competition (13 clusters), 

iv) ‑ment and ‑er suffixation compete in eight clusters, and 

v) some processes are attested only once in competition in the sample: 

‑ster, ‑ety, and over‑.  

This summary shows that some processes can compete for virtually any 

semantic category (e.g. zero‑affixation), whereas others are very 

restrictive semantically (e.g. ‑ee). Also, suffixation was found to be much 

more pervasive in competition than prefixation. This may be for the 

higher productivity of suffixation in general, but it may also be partly 

because prefixed forms are often not listed in dictionaries such as the 

OED. Therefore, conclusions on the comparison of suffixation and 

prefixation are not made in this regard. 

 The processes selected for further analysis are among the top six 

more pervasive ones in the sample, and the semantic categories selected 

are the ones which contained the highest number of clusters. 
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Table 4.1. Competing patterns identified from Sample1 by semantic category (PDE) 

ACTION AGENTIVE INSTRUMENT RESULTATIVE STATE 

Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters 

Ø ‑ing 9 Ø ‑er 1 Ø ‑er 2 Ø ‑ing 1 ‑ity ‑ness 2 

‑ation ‑ing 5 ‑er ‑ster 1 ‑ment ‑er 1 Ø ‑ance 1 ‑ity ‑ism 2 

Ø ‑ation 4 ‑er ‑ant 1 ‑ation ‑or 1 Ø ‑ment 1 Ø ‑ness 1 

Ø ‑al 2 ‑ment ‑ist 1 ‑ment ‑ion 1    ‑ety ‑ness 1 

‑ing ‑al 2    Ø ‑ation 1       

Ø ‑ery 1             

‑ery ‑ing 1             

Ø ‑y 1             

‑ation ‑y 1             

Ø ‑age 1             

‑ing ‑age 1             

‑age ‑al 1             

‑ing ‑ment 1             

Ø ‑ment 1             
     

ABSTRACTION AUGMENTATIVE ENTITY PATIENT PROCESS 

Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters Patterns N clusters 

‑ness ‑ing 1 sur‑ over‑ 1 Ø ‑y 1 Ø ‑ee 1 ‑ing ‑ment 1 

         ‑ation ‑ee 1    
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4.3. COMPETITION IN PDE NOMINALISATION 

 

4.3.1. Introduction 

This section describes the results obtained from the analysis of Sample2 

(see §3.3.2.2). The results are described below by competing pattern. 

Within each competing pattern, a diachronic overview is first provided, 

followed by results regarding ongoing competition, that is, competition 

in PDE. For easier reading, the results are presented in this order:  

i) comparison of frequencies before and after sense classification, 

ii) computation of the index of competition, 

iii) analysis of mode and register distribution, and 

iv) further description of some competitors for individual assessment. 

The template with the information about each pattern extracted from the 

OED for the PDE competitors is available in Appendices 1.A, 2.A, 3.A 

and 4.A. 

 

4.3.2. ‑ation vs. zero‑affixation: ACTION 

This section describes the results obtained from the analysis of the 

competition between ‑ation and zero‑affixation for the expression of 

ACTION.  

 

4.3.2.1. Diachronic overview 

The OED search for the potential competitors of ‑ation/zero‑affixation 

for the sense ACTION identified 16 clusters of potential competition over 

time: 

i) seven clusters are made up of two forms (doublets), 

ii) seven are made up of three (triplets), and 

iii) two are made up of five forms.  

Figure 4.1 shows profiles of competition or of resolution (see §2.3.2.2 

for a description of the terminology used): 
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i) incidental competition, that is, at least one member is short‑lived70 

(e.g. for the bases assassine, exorcize), 

ii) past competition, that is, all forms come out of use (e.g. for the bases 

dispute, transport), 

iii) resolved competition, that is, one member is attested as in use but 

the other(s) fall(s) out of use (e.g. for the bases cure, experiment), 

and 

iv) ongoing competition, that is, at least two forms remain in use (e.g. 

for the bases aliment, register). 

In some cases, the members of the cluster are attested at different points 

in time, that is, one is recorded to have come into existence after the other 

has fallen out of use, so the dates do not attest actual competition (e.g. 

fidget). In others, some forms are attested only for a short period of time 

in which they are in competition with other forms, while the competitor 

remains in use, although it may eventually fall out of use (e.g. exhort, 

interlope, both instances of past competition). As regards the base float, 

the ‑ation form seems to have superseded the zero‑affixed form, but they 

were never in competition, or they were only for a short period of time 

(floatN was latest attested in 1817 and floatation was earliest attested in 

1806). Where competition between zero‑affixation and ‑ation remained 

for some time and is resolved, it is in favour of ‑ation in three clusters 

(assassin, float and scatter) and in favour of zero‑affixation in one 

(experiment). Three triplets (import, puncture and register) and one 

doublet remain in competition (aliment).  

 This overview illustrates the heterogeneous profile of this pattern 

of competition over time. No clear resolution pattern is found in favour 

or one or the other form. Corpus data is thus used to check whether 

additional evidence may tell how the competition might resolve in the 

clusters where the two forms are attested in the BNC71. 

 
70  See Fernández⁃Alcaina (2021a: 203–204) for a discussion on whether one⁃time 

attestations should actually be considered as competing or not. 
71 Note that some clusters may appear as resolved competition, but they are classified 
as in ongoing competition based on corpus data. This is because some forms are not 

attested for the competing sense in the OED in the last century, even if evidence of 

attestation of the whole form can be found in corpora (BNC attestation of the competing 

sense is checked at a later stage).  
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Figure 4.1. Timeline of potentially competing clusters by suffix obtained from the sample for the expression of ACTION in the period 500–2020, 

where zero‑affixation is represented by a continuous dark blue line and diamond ends, and ‑er is represented by a light blue discontinuous line and 

arrow ends 
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4.3.2.2. PDE competition by affix 

Once the PDE competitors were identified, concordances were extracted 

from the BNC, which were classified semantically in order to compute 

the frequency of the sense ACTION for each register. Table 4.2 shows: 

i) in the second column, the absolute frequencies of each competitor 

in the BNC (without sense classification), 

ii) in the third column, the absolute frequencies of concordances for 

the competing sense (here, ACTION), 

iii) in the fourth column, the absolute frequencies of concordances 

classified as unclear, and 

iv) in the fifth column, the absolute frequencies of concordances in 

which the keyword is not a noun (here, verbs). 

Table 4.2. Absolute frequencies of ‑ation/zero‑affixation competitors in the BNC, and 

after manual semantic classification (ACTION) 

 N BNC 
After manual semantic classification 

N ACTION N unclear N tagging error 

alimentation 1 0 0 0 

aliment 3 0 0 0 

curation 5 0 0 0 

cure 1,089 93 17 41 

disputation 24 1 3 0 

dispute 4,413 236 145 61 

exhortation 187 26 32 0 

exhort 3 0 0 0 

experimentation 360 356 3 0 

experiment 5,582 157 30 95 

importation 172 124 0 0 

import 2,808 1,172 450 54 

registration 2,290 2,092 0 0 

register 2537 71 14 11 

transportation 551 396 132 0 

transport 7,972 6,346 1,081 19 

Totals 
27,997 11,070 1,907 281 

100% 39.54% 6.81% 1% 

 

The rest of concordances do not show the meaning ACTION (nearly 53%). 

For example, the only concordance available for alimentationN reads: 
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(13) In humans at least, feeding is not only important for 

the alimentation provided, nor is the mere provision of food 

enough. (BNC) 

Example (13) is for sense 2b in the OED (food or nutrients) and not for 

the competing sense (2a in the OED). 

 The results show that 1% of keywords are wrongly tagged, and 

nearly 7% were classified as unclear. Otherwise, the sense ACTION is 

attested in nearly 40% of concordances. Forms derived by ‑ation 

suffixation attest the competing sense in a lower percentage than forms 

derived by zero‑affixation (c. 27% for ‑ation, c. 73% for zero‑affixation). 

Even if concordances classified as unclear were included in the count, 

‑ation would still attest the competing sense twice as many times as 

zero‑affixation. 

 The Index of Competition allows the computation of the 

likelihood that one form (and, thus, one affix) may prevail in a cluster. 

Table 4.3 presents the C value of each competitor. 

Table 4.3. C values of the competitors from the sample for the sense ACTION. The 

reference C is 0.5 

Derivative C Expected to prevail 

alimentation ‑  

aliment ‑  

curation 0  

cure 0.5 ✓ 

disputation 0.002  

dispute 0.498 ✓ 

exhortation 0.5 ✓ 

exhort 0  

experimentation 0.347 ✓ 

experiment 0.153  

importation 0.048  

import 0.452 ✓ 

registration 0.484 ✓ 

register 0.016  

transportation 0.03  

transport 0.471 ✓ 
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The results show that zero‑affixation is expected to prevail in four 

clusters (cure, dispute, import and transport) and ‑ation in three (exhort, 

experiment, register). One cluster, aliment/alimentation, cannot be 

computed because the competing sense is not attested in the BNC for 

that base.  

 Two clusters could be interpreted as resolved competition, 

because one member of the doublet is not attested for the competing 

sense: exhortation supersedes exhort, and cure supersedes curation. 

Outcomes are thus opposite with respect to the word‑formation process, 

in that the ‑ation derivative prevails in the former and the zero‑affixed 

form does in the latter. The rest of the clusters are a priori instances of 

ongoing competition, but only if they are used equally in the same 

contexts. This will be explored by examining their distribution first by 

mode and then by register.  

 The use of the competing pattern (‑ation/zero‑affixation for the 

sense ACTION) in the spoken and the written mode are first presented in 

percentages. This allows comparison in terms of: 

i) the proportion of use of each affix in each mode (Figure 4.2), and 

ii) the distribution of the two modes (Figure 4.3). 

The Y axis in Figure 4.2 is presented in the form of percentages with 

respect to the total normalised frequencies of each competing process, 

that is, the percentage of the occurrence of ‑ation/zero‑affixation for the 

sense ACTION, with respect to the total normalised frequency of each 

mode. This illustrates the proportion to which each competing pattern 

prevails in each mode. Thus, Figure 4.2 shows that zero‑affixation is 

preferred in both modes: zero‑affixation occurs at 67% in the spoken 

mode, and at 73% in the written mode, as opposed to ‑ation.  
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Figure 4.2. Percentages of each competing pattern for the sense ACTION by mode, 

where blue represents ‑ation suffixation and patterned blue represents zero‑affixation 

As regards their distribution (Figure 4.3), c. 70% of all the instances of 

‑ation suffixation are in the written mode (and c. 30% in the spoken 

mode). The zero affix shows a similar distribution: c. 75% of occurrences 

are in the written mode, and c. 25% in the spoken mode. A comparison 

of their distribution to that of the size of the corpus parts (spoken vs. 

written) shows that these competing patterns are used to a comparatively 

bigger proportion in the spoken mode (and a smaller in the written) than 

could be expected. 

 
Figure 4.3. Distribution in terms of mode of ‑ation (blue) and zero‑affixation 

(patterned blue) for the sense ACTION. The size of each mode in the BNC is presented 

in dotted yellow for easier comparison 
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For a statistical comparison of the use of the two competing patterns in 

the spoken and the written mode, the following hypotheses are 

formulated: 

i) H0: There is no difference as regards mode for zero‑affixation and 

‑ation for the sense ACTION; mode distributionzero‑aff.ACTION = mode 

distribution‑ation.ACTION. 

ii) H1: Zero‑affixation and ‑ation differ as regards mode for the sense 

action; mode distributionzero‑aff.ACTION ≠ mode distribution‑ation.ACTION. 

The results show that there is a significant association between mode and 

competing pattern (χ2 (1) = 6.96, p < .001), so the null hypothesis is 

rejected. The overall effect, however, is very weak (Cramer’s V = 0.025), 

that is, the word‑formation process and mode are only weakly associated. 

The standardised residuals show that the frequency of ‑ation is 

significantly higher than expected in the spoken mode and lower than 

expected in the written mode (2.64 in the spoken mode and ‑2.64 in the 

written mode). This is represented in Figure 4.4 by means of an 

association plot.  

 
Figure 4.4. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 

(‑ation/zero‑affixation for the sense ACTION) and mode (spoken/written), where black 

represents higher frequencies than expected, and grey represents lower frequencies 

than expected 
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In what follows, data will be presented by registers. Figure 4.5 shows 

that zero‑affixation prevails in all registers, as expected from the data 

presented above.  

 
Figure 4.5. Percentages of each competing pattern for the sense ACTION by register, 

where blue represents ‑ation suffixation and patterned blue represents zero‑affixation 

 
Figure 4.6. Register distribution of ‑ation (blue) and zero‑affixation (patterned blue) 

for the sense ACTION. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted 

yellow for easier comparison 
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both percentages are close to 50%, although ‑ation seems slightly 

dispreferred (c. 44%).  

 Based on the data presented above, it would be expected that the 

competing patterns are not evenly used across registers. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4.6. 

The register distribution of ‑ation shows that c. 28.5% of all the 

occurrences of this process for the sense ACTION in the BNC occur in 

‘W_academic’ and c. 22% in ‘W_miscellaneous’. In contrast, only 2.8% 

occur in ‘W_fiction’, even if it is one of the most represented registers 

of the BNC (nearly 16% of the corpus). Zero‑affixation also occurs 

infrequently in that register (c. 1.9%) and most instances of this pattern 

are found in ‘W_newspaper’.  

 Considering the data presented in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, it 

seems that zero‑affixation and ‑ation are not equally distributed across 

registers and that the former is expected to prevail in all. A statistical test 

of significance and effect size measures thus need to be performed. For 

that, the following hypotheses are formulated: 

i) H0: There is no difference as regards register for zero‑affixation and 

‑ation for the sense ACTION; register distributionzero‑aff.ACTION = 

register distribution‑ation.ACTION. 

ii) H1: Zero‑affixation and ‑ation differ as regards register for the sense 

ACTION; register distributionzero‑aff.ACTION ≠ register 

distribution‑ation.ACTION. 

In order to test the hypotheses above, Pearson’s chi‑square test was 

performed. The result of chi‑square test by register rejects the null 

hypothesis (χ2 (6) = 489.81, p < .001). This result is supported by 

Cramer’s V, which reveals a very strong association between the 

variables (Cramer’s V = 0.21). It can be concluded, then, that there is a 

strong association between word‑formation pattern and register and, 

thus, the observed difference regarding register in the two competing 

patterns is statistically significant. 
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Figure 4.7. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 

(‑ation/zero‑affixation) and register, where black represents higher frequencies than 

expected, and grey represents lower frequencies than expected 

Specifically, the association plot (Figure 4.7) shows that frequencies are 

higher than expected for ‑ation in ‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’ and 

‘W_academic’, and in ‘W_newspaper’ and ‘W_non‑academic’ for 

zero‑affixation. This is confirmed by the computation of Pearson’s 

standardised residuals (Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for ‑ation and zero‑affixation 

for the sense ACTION across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

‑ation 2.64 3.006 0.24 ‑13.48 ‑6.003 18.77 ‑1.95 

zero‑affix. ‑2.64 ‑3.006 ‑0.24 13.48 6.003 ‑18.77 1.95 

 

The standardised residuals also reveal that the deviations from the 

expected values in ‘W_magazine’ and ‘W_miscellaneous’ are not 

statistically significant, since they are not within the ±1.96 threshold (and 

are thus printed in grey in Table 4.4).  

 

4.3.2.3. PDE competition by competitor 

Results regarding distribution have so far been presented by grouping 

competitors by affix. However, it could be the case that individual 

doublets behave differently to what is observed for the word‑formation 

patterns as a whole (see Lara‑Clares 2017 and Lara‑Clares & Thompson 
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2019). For this reason, one doublet among the ones with the highest 

frequencies was selected at random for further analysis: 

importation/importN for the sense ACTION. 

 In the doublet importation/importN, the figures obtained from the 

computation of the C values seem to prime importN (0.45 vs. 0.05) (Table 

4.3). However, it could be the case that importation is limited to a domain 

where ‑ation is preferred over zero‑affixation. In order to verify whether 

that is the case, the frequencies of both forms are examined below. 

 The sense ACTION is conveyed in importation in c. 72% of 

concordances, and nearly 6% were classified as unclear. The remaining 

22% express a sense other than ACTION. No tagging errors were recorded. 

In the case of importN, nearly 42% of concordances convey the 

competing sense, whereas c. 40% express a sense other than ACTION. The 

remaining concordances were classified as unclear (c. 16%) and as 

tagging errors (c. 2% of verbs tagged as nouns).  

 The analysis by register reveals that importN is more likely to 

prevail consistently (Figure 4.8).  

 

 

Figure 4.8. Percentages of importation (blue) and importN (patterned blue) by register 

for the sense ACTION 
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Figure 4.9. Register distribution of importation (blue) and importN (patterned blue) for 

the sense ACTION. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted yellow 

for easier comparison 

The register distribution of importation shows that most occurrences are 

in ‘W_non‑academic’ (c. 28%), ‘W_academic’ (c. 24%) 

‘W_miscellaneous’ (c. 23%) (Figure 4.9). In the three registers, the 

frequency of importation is higher than it would be expected considering 

their size, whereas it is lower in ‘W_fiction’ and ‘Spoken’. In ‘Spoken’, 

importation is in fact not attested for the sense ACTION. ImportN is 

attested in all registers for the competing sense, and most occurrences 

are in ‘W_non‑academic’ (c. 27%) and ‘W_miscellaneous’ (c. 23.5%). 

Regarding register sizes, the zero‑affixed form is attested less frequently 

than expected in ‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’, and ‘W_academic’. 

 Pearson’s chi‑square test reveals that importation and importN 

differ significantly as regards register (χ2 (6) = 26.84, p < .001). The 

overall effect, however, is very weak (Cramer’s V = 0.09). The 

standardised residuals (Table 4.5) show that the difference is only 

significant for the registers ‘W_newspaper’ and ‘W_academic’. In the 

former, the frequency of importN is lower than expected and, in the latter, 

it is higher than expected.  
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Table 4.5. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for importation and importN 

for the sense ACTION across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

importation ‑1.69 1.11 ‑1.1 ‑2.22 ‑0.15 4.42 ‑0.72 

import 1.69 ‑1.11 1.1 2.22 0.15 ‑4.42 0.72 

 

In order to further explore these two competitors, their descriptions in 

four PDE reference dictionaries were examined. Table 4.6 shows: 

i) whether the sense ACTION is listed for each form, 

ii) if it is listed, whether it is classified as of any particular use (register, 

dialect, etc.), and 

iii) whether the two forms are classified as synonymous as regards the 

competing sense in the dictionaries, either explicitly or by means of 

their glosses. 

Table 4.6. The sense ACTION in the gloss of importation and importN in dictionaries 

 
importation importN 

Synonymy 
ACTION Use ACTION Use 

Merriam‑Webster + general + general + 

Longman + 

formal; 

technical; 

business 

+ business + 

Collins + 

American 

English 

(general); 

commerce 

+ 

American 

English 

(general) 

+ 

Cambridge + 
general; 

computer 
+ 

general; 

business 
+ 

The results show that the two competitors are attested in the four 

dictionaries, and that all of them describe them as synonymous for the 

competing sense. Besides, three of them provide a general definition 

describing an action, not related to any specific use, and three of them 

classify at least one ACTION sense as being of the business or commerce 

domain. The Cambridge dictionary also assigns one competitor to the 

specialised domain of computing: importation. An exploration of the 

cooccurrences of the two competitors might shed additional light on 

possible differences of use. 
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Table 4.7. Top‑ten collocates of importation and importN in the BNC and COCA 

importation importN 

BNC COCA BNC COCA 

foreign slaves exports oil 

ban foreign oil U.S. 

temporary states ban exports 

coal banned foreign percent 

goods ban million China 

illegal goods cent export 

waste illegal duties foreign 

equipment production export tariffs 

toxic manufacture EC Chinese 

banned sale cheap goods 

 

 The top‑ten collocates of importation in the BNC mostly refer to the 

characteristics of the product or the action carried out: foreign, 

temporary, illegal and toxic. Others are related to what is being imported: 

coal, goods, waste, equipment. Two collocates refer to the characteristics 

of the product or action, that is, foreign, temporary, illegal, banned and 

toxic. The other two collocates are ban and banned. The collocates of 

importN contrast with those of importation. The only two collocates in 

common in the top‑ten list of the two competitors are ban and foreign 

(although goods, for example, is found further down the list). The top 

collocate of importN is exportsV, followed by oil. Three collocates 

describe the importation, that is, foreign and cheap, and one refers to a 

place, that is, EC (European Commission). The rest are quantities 

(million, per cent) and export appears also as a noun (Table 4.7). 

 In COCA, the collocates of importation are also related to what 

is being imported (slaves, goods) and to characteristics of the product or 

the action (foreign, illegal). There are also collocates relating to 

processes related to the products (production, manufacture, sale) and the 

words ban and banned are again in the top‑ten. As regards importN, 

exports and oil are again at the top of the list. There are also collocates 

related to places (U.S., China, Chinese). As in the BNC, export and 

exports are in the top‑ten of the list.  

 The collocates extracted from the web interface of the two 

corpora, however, are not limited to the sense ACTION, but they are 
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obtained from all the attestations of the competitors in both corpora. A 

graph of the cooccurrences of both competitors was thus created using 

the concordances from the BNC classified as showing the sense ACTION 

(Figure 4.10)72 . Table 4.8 shows some of the cooccurrences of each 

competitor and the ones both have in common. 

 

 
Figure 4.10. Graph of cooccurrences of importation and importN for the sense 

ACTION. Cooccurrences of importN are in light blue and those of importation in dark 

blue 

Table 4.8. Cooccurrences of importation and importN for the sense ACTION (BNC) 

 importation both importN 

Origin or 

destination 
American foreign, French, UK 

Brazilian, domestic, 

Mexico, Soviet, Japan, 

Taiwan, United States  

Limitations  
ban, banned, banning, 

prevent, restrictions 
prohibited, restrict 

Product cannabis coal, foodstuffs, goods 

arms, banana, crude, 

fish, oil, steel, waste, 

wheat 

Description illegal free, hazardous, toxic 
cheap, manufactured, 

rising 

Other   duties, quotas 

 
72  The graph of cooccurrences is available in Appendix 1.B for importation and in 

Appendix 1.C for importN for easier visualisation. 
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The cooccurrences of both competitors are very similar. They both refer 

to the origin or destination of the import(ation), to limitations to the 

action (e.g. ban, restrictions) and to the products that are imported (e.g. 

coal, goods) and their characteristics (toxic, illegal, manufactured). It 

seems, however, that there might be a difference between the two forms: 

importation is used frequently to refer to the importation of cannabis or 

illegal products, whereas importN is used for a wider variety of products, 

such as food (banana, fish) or materials (steel, oil). Still, some products 

are common to both competitors, such as foodstuffs and coal. Another 

difference in use is that only importN is used in some collocations, such 

as import duties and import quotas.  

 

4.3.2.4. Summary 

The results show that there is no clear resolution pattern over time and 

that, in PDE, there is a specialisation as regards register. Regarding the 

doublet importation/importN, the use of both competitors is very similar 

overall, as shown by their definition in dictionaries and their 

cooccurrences. Regarding register, the doublet used for additional 

analysis shows that there is a register difference, such that importation 

prevails in academic register and importN in printed media (newspaper). 

 

4.3.3. ‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

The competition between ‑er and zero‑affixation is analysed considering 

the expression of two senses: AGENTIVE (§4.3.3.1) and INSTRUMENT 

(§4.3.3.2). 

 

4.3.3.1. AGENTIVE 

This section describes the results obtained from the analysis of the 

competition between ‑er and zero‑affixation for the expression of 

AGENTIVE.  
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4.3.3.1.1. Diachronic overview 

A search was made in the OED to identify potential competitors with the 

aim to obtain an overview of the profile of competition of this pattern 

over time. The search resulted in the identification of 56 clusters of 

competition: four are triplets, and the rest are doublets.  

 Figure 4.11 shows the earliest and latest attestation of the 

competing sense for each competitor, from which the following profiles 

of competition or resolution can be identified: 

i) incidental competition, that is, at least one member is short‑lived 

(e.g. chouse, nim), 

ii) past competition, that is, all forms come out of use (e.g. cater, fawn, 

scrub), 

iii) resolved competition, that is, one member is attested as in use but 

the other(s) fall(s) out of use (e.g. judge, prog), and 

iv) ongoing competition, that is, at least two forms remain in use (e.g. 

aid, bother). 

Where competition between zero‑affixation and ‑er for the expression of 

AGENTIVE remained for some time and is now resolved, it is in favour of 

zero‑affixation in five clusters, and in favour of ‑er also in five clusters. 

There are 10 clusters of ongoing competition.  

 Regarding triplets, one of them (competing for the base cramV) 

shows that all competitors fall out of use in the 19th century, and two of 

the competitors are attested only once in the OED. In the cluster 

competing for the base interpretV, the ‑er form is the only one to remain 

in use, and it was the one attested earliest (in the 15th century) too. In the 

two remaining triplets, competing for the base adulterV and aidV, the ‑ant 

form fell out of use in the 19th century, and zero‑affixation and ‑er 

remain in competition.  

 This overview shows that all competitors have fallen out of use 

in most cases. Where one of the forms has remained in use, there is no 

clear preference for ‑er or for zero‑affixation. For this reason, corpus data 

is used to try to find hints on the resolution of competition in those 

clusters where the two forms are attested in the BNC.
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Figure 4.11. Timeline of potentially competing clusters by suffix obtained from the sample for the expression of AGENTIVE in the period 500–

2020, where zero‑affixation is represented by a continuous dark blue line and diamond ends, and ‑er is represented by a light blue discontinuous 

line and arrow ends 
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4.3.3.1.2. PDE competition by affix 

Sample2 reveals 19 doublets in competition in PDE. A little over 21,100 

concordances were analysed in order to identify which attest the 

competing sense AGENTIVE, and to test whether there are differences in 

meaning or use between the competitors.  

 The results show that the sense AGENTIVE is attested only in 2.4% 

of concordances: 1.7% in ‑er forms and 0.7% in zero‑affixed forms (see 

Table 4.9). The tag ‘unclear’ was given to c. 26% of concordances, and 

less than 1% of the concordances correspond to tagging errors. If these 

results are viewed for each process separately, c. 61% of the ‑er 

concordances were classified as AGENTIVE, nearly 7% as unclear, and the 

rest (c. 32%) do not show the sense AGENTIVE. As regards 

zero‑affixation, c. 0.7% of the concordances show the competing sense, 

c. 26% are unclear, nearly 1% are tagging errors, and c. 72% show a 

sense different from AGENTIVE.  

 The computation of the C value shows a clear preference for the 

suffix ‑er for the expression of AGENTIVE: of the 19 clusters, ‑er is 

expected to prevail in 15, zero‑affixation in three, and one cannot be 

computed because none of the competitors show the sense AGENTIVE. 

Besides, total prevalence of ‑er is attested in 10 clusters, because the 

competing sense is not recorded for the zero‑affixed counterpart (Table 

4.10).  
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Table 4.9. Absolute frequencies of ‑er/zero‑affixation competitors in the BNC, and 

after manual semantic classification (AGENTIVE) 

 N BNC 
After manual semantic classification 

N AGENTIVE N unclear N tagging error 

adulterer 33 33 0 0 

adulter 1 1 0 0 

aider 34 32 2 0 

aid 10,000 4 5,199 80 

bilker 1 1 0 0 

bilk 9 0 1 0 

cheater 13 10 3 0 

cheat 197 111 47 8 

crammer 18 2 1 0 

cram 48 0 0 1 

gouger 32 28 1 0 

gouge 68 0 1 0 

grabber 17 5 1 0 

grab 235 0 7 10 

grubber 15 1 2 0 

grub 224 0 2 9 

kicker 63 53 2 0 

kick 1,667 0 12 8 

lifter 57 21 8 0 

lift 2,678 0 20 39 

nagger 2 2 0 0 

nag 72 1 9 1 

nipper 37 0 0 0 

nip 82 0 0 0 

scrubber 51 4 11 0 

scrub 266 0 21 10 

shadower 4 4 0 0 

shadow 4,290 10 16 0 

skulker 2 1 0 0 

skulk 3 0 1 0 

snipper 2 1 0 0 

snip 96 0 21 4 

snooper 21 21 0 0 

snoop 10 2 2 0 

swanker 2 1 0 0 

swank 7 2 0 0 

sweeper 182 139 9 0 

sweep 565 16 2 12 

Totals 
21,104 506 5,401 182 

100% 2.40% 25.59% 0.86% 
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Table 4.10. C values of the competitors from the sample for the sense AGENTIVE. The 

reference C is 0.5 

Derivative C Expected to prevail 

adulterer 0.49 ✓ 

adulter 0.01  

aider 0.44 ✓ 

aid 0.06  

bilker 0.50 ✓ 

bilk 0.00  

cheater 0.04  

cheat 0.46 ✓ 

crammer 0.50 ✓ 

cram 0.00  

gouger 0.50 ✓ 

gouge 0.00  

grabber 0.50 ✓ 

grab 0.00  

grubber 0.50 ✓ 

grub 0.00  

kicker 0.50 ✓ 

kick 0.00  

lifter 0.50 ✓ 

lift 0.00  

nagger 0.33 ✓ 

nag 0.17  

nipper ‑ ‑ 

nip ‑ ‑ 

scrubber 0.50 ✓ 

scrub 0.00  

shadower 0.14  

shadow 0.36 ✓ 

skulker 0.50 ✓ 

skulk 0.00  

snipper 0.50 ✓ 

snip 0.00  

snooper 0.46 ✓ 

snoop 0.04  

swanker 0.17  

swank 0.33 ✓ 

sweeper 0.45 ✓ 

sweep 0.05  
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Although there is a clear preference for ‑er for the expression of the 

competing sense, the use of both affixes will be compared in order to see 

whether one of them has fallen to a niche where it is dominant.  

 The proportion to which each affix is used in the spoken and in 

the written mode is shown in Figure 4.12. This figure shows that ‑er 

prevails over zero‑affixation in both modes. Specifically, the overt suffix 

is used at c. 85% in the spoken mode (zero‑affixation at c. 14%) and at 

c. 70% in the written mode (zero‑affixation at c. 30%).  

 

 
Figure 4.12. Percentages of each competing process for the sense AGENTIVE by mode, 

where blue represents ‑er and patterned blue represents zero‑affixation 

The distribution of the competing processes (Figure 4.13) shows that ‑er 

affixation is used nearly as often in the spoken mode (c. 51%) as in the 

written mode (c. 49%). With respect to the size of the corpus parts, ‑er 

affixation is used more frequently than it would be expected in the 

spoken mode (28%) and less frequently than expected in the written 

mode (72%).  
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Figure 4.13. Distribution in terms of mode of ‑er (blue) and zero‑affixation (patterned 

blue) for the sense AGENTIVE. The size of each mode in the BNC is presented in 

dotted yellow for easier comparison 

For a statistical comparison of the use of the two processes in the spoken 

and written mode, the following hypotheses are formulated:  

i) H0: There is no difference as regards mode for zero‑affixation and 

‑er for the sense AGENTIVE; mode distributionzero‑aff.AGENTIVE = mode 

distribution‑er.AGENTIVE. 

ii) H1: zero‑affixation and ‑er differ as regards mode for the sense 

AGENTIVE; mode distributionzero‑aff.AGENTIVE ≠ mode 

distribution‑er.AGENTIVE. 

Pearson's chi‑square test reveals that there is a significant difference 

between the two patterns as regards mode (χ2 (1) = 4.85, p < .05), so the 

null hypothesis is rejected. The overall effect is, however, very weak 

(Cramer’s V = 0.098). Figure 4.14 is an association plot to represent in 

which mode each process is used more or less frequently than it would 

be expected. The suffix ‑er is used more frequently than expected in the 

spoken mode and less in the written, and the opposite in the case of 

zero‑affixation. The computation of the standardised residuals shows 

that the difference is significant (±2.6).  
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Figure 4.14. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 

(‑er/zero‑affixation for the sense AGENTIVE) and mode (spoken/written), where black 

represents higher frequencies than expected, and grey represents lower frequencies 

than expected 

A comparison by register shows that ‑er prevails in all registers, and the 

smallest difference in use is found in ‘W_fiction’ (Figure 4.15). 

Regarding the distribution of the processes, both are skewed towards 

‘W_newspaper’ (c. 35% in the case of ‑er and c. 45% in zero‑affixation). 

The overt suffix has a distribution similar to that of the corpus in 

‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’ and ‘W_academic’ and it is attested less 

frequently than it would be expected in ‘W_non‑academic’ and 

‘W_miscellaneous’. In ‘W_magazine’, its frequency is higher than that 

of the corpus part. Zero‑affixation, similarly, is attested less frequently 

than it would be expected in ‘W_non‑academic’, ‘W_academic’ and 

‘W_miscellaneous’. In ‘Spoken’, its frequency is similar to that of the 

corpus, and in ‘W_fiction’ and ‘W_magazine’ it is attested more 

frequently than it would be expected (Figure 4.16). 
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Figure 4.15. Percentages of each competing pattern for the sense AGENTIVE by 

register, where blue represents ‑er suffixation and patterned blue represents 

zero‑affixation 

 
Figure 4.16. Register distribution of ‑er (blue) and zero‑affixation (patterned blue) for 

the sense AGENTIVE. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted yelow 

for easier comparison 

In order to test whether there is a significant difference between the two 

competing processes as regards register, two hypotheses are formulated: 

i) H0: There is no difference as regards register for zero‑affixation and 

‑er for the sense AGENTIVE; register distributionzero‑aff.AGENTIVE = 

register distribution‑er.AGENTIVE. 
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ii) H1: Zero‑affixation and ‑er differ as regards register for the sense 

AGENTIVE; register distributionzero‑aff.AGENTIVE ≠ register 

distribution‑er.AGENTIVE. 

These hypotheses were tested using Pearson's chi‑square test, and the 

result indicates that the difference is significant (χ2 (6) = 17.609, p < 

.01), so the null hypothesis is rejected. The overall effect is medium 

(Cramer’s V = 0.19). The computation of the standardised residuals 

indicates that the difference between the processes is significant in 

‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’ and ‘W_academic’ (Table 4.11). The suffix ‑er is 

used significantly more frequently than it would be expected in ‘Spoken’ 

and ‘W_academic’, and zero‑affixation in ‘W_fiction’. This is 

represented graphically by means of an association plot in Figure 4.17. 

Table 4.11. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for ‑er and zero‑affixation for 

the sense AGENTIVE across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

‑er 2.2 ‑2.86 0.78 ‑1.25 ‑0.21 2.25 0.85 

zero‑affix. ‑2.2 2.86 ‑0.78 1.25 0.21 ‑2.25 ‑0.85 

 

Figure 4.17. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 
(‑er/zero‑affixation AGENTIVE) and register, where black represents higher frequencies 

than expected, and grey represents lower frequencies than expected 
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4.3.3.1.3. PDE competition by competitor 

The results of the analysis by affix suggest that ‑er may prevail when in 

competition with zero‑affixation for the expression of AGENTIVE, but 

there may be some register specialisation. This section tests whether an 

analysis by competitor yields the same results. 

 Two doublets were selected for further analysis: cheater/cheatN 

and sweeper/sweepN. The results obtained from their analysis will be 

compared throughout this section.  

 The C value obtained for both doublets (Table 4.10) points to a 

clear prevalence of cheatN when in competition with cheater and of 

sweeper when in competition with sweepN, both for the expression of 

AGENTIVE. The degree to which these competitors show the competing 

sense is similar in the case of the ‑er forms (76.92% of the cheater 

concordances, and 76.37% of the sweeper ones), but unequal in the 

zero‑affixed forms (56.35% of the cheatN concordances, and 2.83% of 

the sweepN ones). The unclear tag was given to c. 23% of both the cheater 

and cheatN concordances, and to nearly 5% of the sweeper ones and less 

than 0.5% of the sweepN ones. There were no tagging errors in the ‑er 

suffixed forms. Tagging errors amount to c. 4% in cheatN and c. 2% in 

sweepN. The rest of concordances were classified as conveying a 

meaning different from AGENTIVE, as follows: c. 16% of cheatN, c. 95% 

of sweepN and c. 19% of sweeper. In cheater, no concordance showed a 

different meaning. These results illustrate that the competing sense is 

expressed to a different degree according to competitor, so there may 

also be differences in use in a by‑competitor basis. This is tested farther 

below in this section. 

 A comparison of the frequency of the sense AGENTIVE in each 

competitor for each register in the BNC shows that, in the doublet 

cheater/cheatN (Figure 4.18), the zero‑affixed form prevails in all 

registers except ‘Spoken’, where both competitors are attested equally. 

The opposite is found in sweeper/sweepN, where ‑er prevails throughout, 

even if the proportion of use of both competitors are similar in 

‘W_non‑academic’ and ‘W_academic’ (Figure 4.19).  
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Figure 4.18. Percentages of cheater (blue) and cheatN (patterned blue) by register for 

the sense AGENTIVE 

 
Figure 4.19. Percentages of sweeper (blue) and sweepN (patterned blue) by register for 

the sense AGENTIVE 

The register distribution of cheater/cheatN shows that the frequency of 

cheater comes mainly from ‘Spoken’ and ‘W_academic’, and it has 

lower frequencies than expected in ‘W_fiction’ and ‘W_miscellaneous’. 

It is not attested in any other register. The zero‑affixed form, in contrast, 

is heavily skewed towards ‘W_newspaper’, where over 50% of its 

concordances are found. It shows a similar distribution to that of the 

corpus part in ‘W_fiction’ and ‘W_magazine’, and lower frequencies that 

expected in the rest of the registers (Figure 4.20). 
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Figure 4.20. Register distribution of cheater (blue) and cheatN (patterned blue) for the 

sense AGENTIVE. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted yellow 

for easier comparison 

The distribution of sweeper/sweepN is opposite to that of the other 

doublet: the ‑er form is heavily skewed towards ‘W_newspaper’ (nearly 

45% of the sweeper concordances). The frequency of sweeper is slightly 

higher than that of the corpus part in ‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’ and 

‘W_magazine’, and lower in the rest of the registers. The competitor 

sweepN, in contrast, shows a balanced distribution throughout and is only 

slightly skewed towards ‘W_magazine’ (c. 20% of concordances) 

(Figure 4.21).  

 
Figure 4.21. Register distribution of sweeper (blue) and sweepN (patterned blue) for 

the sense AGENTIVE. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted 

yellow for easier comparison 
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Pearson’s chi‑square test was performed to test whether the difference 

recorded is statistically significant. Regarding the doublet 

cheater/cheatN, the test reveals that the difference is significant (χ2 (6) = 

38.14, p < .01), so the null hypothesis is rejected. The effect is very strong 

(Cramer’s V = 0.56). The standardised residuals are then calculated in 

order to identify the registers where the difference is significant: the 

results reveal that they are ‘Spoken’, ‘W_newspaper’ and 

‘W_academic’. In ‘Spoken’ and ‘W_academic’, cheater is used 

significantly more frequently than it would be expected, whereas cheatN 

is in ‘W_newspaper’ (Table 4.12).  

Table 4.12. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for cheater and cheatN for the 

sense AGENTIVE across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

cheater 3.81 ‑1.08 ‑0.88 ‑2.78 ‑0.75 4.43 0.21 

cheatN ‑3.81 1.08 0.88 2.78 0.75 ‑4.43 ‑0.21 

 

The results obtained for the doublet sweeper/sweepN also reveal a 

significant difference as regards register (χ2 (6) = 17.17, p < .01), and 

the computation of Cramer’s V shows that the overall effect is very strong 

(Cramer’s V = 0.33). The standardised residuals indicate that the 

difference is only significant in ‘W_non‑academic’ and ‘W_academic’, 

where sweepN is attested significantly more frequently than expected 

(Table 4.13). 

Table 4.13. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for sweeper and sweepN for 

the sense AGENTIVE across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

sweeper ‑0.12 1.07 ‑1.04 1.93 ‑2.22 ‑2.9 ‑0.22 

sweepN 0.12 ‑1.07 1.04 ‑1.93 2.22 2.9 0.22 

 

The description of the doublet cheater/cheatN in PDE dictionaries point 

to a possible prevalence of the zero‑affixed form for the expression of 

AGENTIVE, because cheater is not recorded in the Longman dictionary, 

whereas cheatN is. Aside from that, two dictionaries (Collins and 

Cambridge) indicate that there may be a difference in use between the 

two competitors such that cheater reportedly prevails in American 
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English and cheatN prevails in British English. The Merriam‑Webster 

dictionary does not record any difference in use and lists them as 

synonymous (Table 4.14).  

Table 4.14. The sense AGENTIVE in the gloss of cheater and cheatN in dictionaries 

 
cheater cheatN 

Synonymy 
AGENT. Use AGENT. Use 

Merriam‑Webster + general + general + 

Longman NA NA + general NA 

Collins + mainly US + general + 

Cambridge + mainly US + mainly UK + 

 

Regarding the doublet sweeper/sweepN, all dictionaries record the ‑er 

form for the expression of AGENTIVE. In contrast, the zero‑affixed form 

seems to be restricted to the reference to chimney sweeps. In addition, 

the Cambridge dictionary classifies the use of sweepN to refer to the sense 

related to chimney sweeps as “old‑fashioned” (Table 4.15).  

Table 4.15. The sense AGENTIVE in the gloss of sweeper and sweepN in dictionaries 

 
sweeper sweepN 

Synonymy 
AGENT. Use AGENT. Use 

Merriam‑Webster + general + chimney sweep ~ 

Longman + general + chimney sweep ~ 

Collins + general + chimney sweep ~ 

Cambridge + general + 
old‑fashioned: 

chimney sweep 
~ 

 

The differences in use identified so far are further explored by means of 

the cooccurrences of the competitors in the BCN and in COCA and also 

in the BNC concordances that were classified as AGENTIVE. 

 All the top collocates of cheater in the BNC73 show frequency 1. 

The first is a drug used for sport doping (i.e. for cheating), for which 

athletes are penalised (second collocate). Echoing collocates with 

Cheater (a surname). In some collocates, cheaters and their offspring are 

portrayed as thieves. In COCA, they are also portrayed as liar(s). The 

 
73 The top‑three collocates of cheater in the BNC are characters: two symbols (“!” and 

“:”) and one range of numbers (130‑1). They are excluded from the list in order to only 

consider lexical items. 
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other collocates characterise cheaters (serial cheater) or what may 

happen to them: they are caught (catch) or they never prosper. Two forms 

listed in principle as collocates do not actually collocate, because they 

appear in a different sentence from that of the keyword (observer, hey). 

There are some collocates in common with the competitor, cheatN: 

liar(s)/lie, theft. Most collocates of cheatN refer to the type of cheat, be 

it a person (drug, tax, welfare) or an object used for cheating (sheet, 

codes), and some are again related to stealing or burglary (Table 4.16). 

Table 4.16. Top‑ten collocates of cheater and cheatN in the BNC and COCA 

cheater cheatN 

BNC COCA BNC COCA 

erythropoietin cheater liar sheet 

penalize always bit tax 

cheating liar drug lie 

echoing liars slur liar 

portrayed serial cricket steal 

thieves prosper cheat cheat 

offspring cheating burglary liars 

withdraw cheat tips sheet 

observer catch theft codes 

hey cheated colin welfare 

 

The collocates of sweeper are varied: most are related to such position in 

football (team, role as a sweeper, sweeper system, playing as a sweeper 

and Franco Baresi). Webroot and Counterspy are antivirus programs and 

a mine sweeper is a type of ship. The rest of the collocates refer to the 

instrument used for cleaning (carpet sweeper), the machine used for 

cleaning roads (road sweeper) or the person who cleans the streets (street 

sweeper). Related to cleaning there are also two collocates of sweepN in 

both corpora: clean and chimney. The rest of the sweepN collocates are 

related sports (three/four‑game sweep), movements (wide, across, arm, 

foot) or are/extensions (broad, gravel) (Table 4.17).  
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Table 4.17. Top‑ten collocates of sweeper and sweepN in the BNC and COCA 

sweeper sweepN 

BNC COCA BNC COCA 

road street clean clean 

system spy broad broad 

carpet mine wide history 

role team great three‑game 

street carpet chimney across 

mine floor foot arm 

playing Webroot making chimney 

played clean arm completed 

baresi road river four‑game 

franco counterspy gravel series 

 

The graph of cooccurrences of both doublets for the sense AGENTIVE 

could illustrate how similar or different each form is with respect to its 

competitor. Regarding cheater/cheatN74, two collocates are in common: 

love and cheating. The former is mainly used to refer to teams that love 

people who cheat, and the latter to the action performed by cheat(er)s. 

Related to cheaters in sports is penalize. The cooccurrences of cheatN are 

also related to sports (athletics, soccer, cricket, drugs), to the type of 

person who performs the action (player, husband, father, thief) or their 

descriptions (masterminded, dirty, heartless, liar) (Figure 4.22) (see 

Appendices 2.B and 2.C for a graph of each competitor). 

 The graph of cooccurrences of sweeper/sweepN illustrates a 

difference in use between the two forms: there is no cooccurrence in 

common. Most of the cooccurrences of sweeper are related to the 

Sweeper, a creature with the shape of a man. In the case of sweepN, the 

most frequent cooccurrence is chimney, in line with the definitions in 

dictionaries presented above. In fact, all the concordances classified as 

AGENTIVE refer to chimney sweeps. Other cooccurrences refer to what 

chimney sweeps are confused for in the dark (elephant, seal), and some 

do not actually collocate (advertisement, occupier). (Figure 4.23) 

 
74 The difference in the number of cooccurrences for each form is due to the difference 

in frequency in the attestation of the competing sense, which is low in the case of 

cheater. 
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Figure 4.22. Graph of the cooccurrences of cheater and cheatN for the sense 

AGENTIVE 

 
Figure 4.23. Graph of the cooccurrences of sweeper and sweepN for the sense 

AGENTIVE 

4.3.3.1.4. Summary 

The results described in this section show that there is no clear preference 

over time for one or the other process for the expression of AGENTIVE. In 

PDE, the proportion to which this sense is attested for the competing 

forms is very low, and there seems to be a preference for ‑er suffixation. 

Still, there might be a specialisation as regards register, where ‑er 

prevails in the spoken register and zero‑affixation in written fiction. In a 

by‑competitor basis, opposite results are found, and the competition 

between sweeper and sweepN seems to be resolved. 
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4.3.3.2. INSTRUMENT 

 

This section describes the results obtained from the analysis of the 

competition between ‑er and zero‑affixation for the expression of 

INSTRUMENT.  

 

4.3.3.2.1. Diachronic overview 

The search in the OED for the potential competitors of 

‑er/zero‑affixation for the sense INSTRUMENT identified 35 clusters of 

competition over time. All clusters but one are made up of two forms, 

and the remaining one is a triplet (cumberer, cumberN, cumberment). 

Figure 4.24 shows different profiles of competition or resolution: 

i) incidental competition, that is, at least one member is short‑lived 

(e.g. cumber, sweep), 

ii) past competition, that is, all forms come out of use (e.g. bolt, clack, 

preserve), 

iii) resolved competition, that is, one member is attested as in use but 

the other(s) fall(s) out of use (e.g. conserve, twitch), and 

iv) ongoing competition, that is, at least two forms remain in use (e.g. 

down, hack). 

In the competition for the base attachV, the competitors of the cluster are 

attested at different points in time, that is, attacher comes into existence 

after attachN has fallen out of use, so they never actually compete. In 

other cases, the overlap in time is small, and one form seems to have 

quickly superseded the other (e.g. clasp). Where competition between 

zero‑affixation and ‑er remains for some time and is eventually resolved, 

it is in favour of zero‑affixation in five clusters, and in favour of ‑er in 

three clusters. As regards past competition, in some clusters the latest 

attestation dates of both competitors are close to each other (e.g. 1859 

vs. 1890 for the base whisk), so an assessment of the resolution in favour 

of one or the other competitor is not possible. Rather, one would expect 

that another form has superseded these competitors or there is no need to 

express that meaning anymore. Nine clusters remain in competition. 
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Figure 4.24. Timeline of potentially competing clusters by suffix obtained from the sample for the expression of INSTRUMENT in the period 500–

2020, where zero‑affixation is represented by a continuous dark blue line and diamond ends, and ‑er is represented by a light blue discontinuous 

line and arrow ends
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This overview shows that competition may be resolved in some clusters, 

but there is some heterogeneity in the profile of resolution. For this 

reason, corpus data is searched for hints regarding the resolution of 

competition in those clusters where the two forms are attested in the 

BNC. 

 

4.3.3.2.2. PDE competition by affix 

The search in the OED served to identify 24 doublets in competition in 

PDE. Approximately 16,800 concordances were semantically classified 

in order to quantify the frequency of occurrence of the sense 

INSTRUMENT in these competitors.  

 The results show that the competing sense is attested only in c. 

11% of concordances (c. 3.4% in ‑er forms, c. 7.5% in zero‑affixed 

forms) (see Table 4.18). Nearly 5% of concordances were classified as 

unclear, and c. 1.5% were tagged wrongly. Therefore, nearly 87% of the 

total number of concordances did not show the competing sense. If these 

results are viewed separately for each word‑formation process, c. 33% 

of the concordances of the ‑er forms were classified as instrumental, c. 

4% as unclear and c. 0.5% were tagging errors. Regarding 

zero‑affixation, c. 8% of the concordances of the zero‑affixed forms 

show an instrumental meaning, c. 1% were classified as unclear, and c. 

1% were tagging errors.  

Table 4.18. Absolute frequencies of ‑er/zero‑affixation competitors in the BNC, and 

after manual semantic classification (INSTRUMENT) 

 N BNC 
After manual semantic classification 

N instrum. N unclear N tagging error 

bolter 24 1 3 0 

bolt 1,191 38 10 0 

bracer 1 0 0 0 

brace 394 177 17 0 

clapper 16 0 0 0 

clap 85 0 0 3 

clasper 78 5 0 0 

clasp 98 48 5 0 

clipper 113 31 3 0 

clip 508 268 31 1 
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creeper 98 0 0 0 

creep 222 0 2 30 

curber 1 0 0 0 

curb 130 81 3 1 

downer 34 9 5 0 

down 623 0 4 0 

flapper 28 0 0 0 

flap 530 0 1 0 

griller 1 0 0 0 

grill 455 262 4 27 

hacker 138 0 1 0 

hack 207 2 3 3 

muffler 20 19 0 0 

muffle 5 1 0 0 

pitcher 107 45 13 0 

pitch 3,019 0 5 0 

preserver 37 0 0 0 

preserve 233 0 0 2 

scraper 65 60 3 0 

scrape 147 0 4 4 

slicker 39 0 0 8 

slick 228 0 2 28 

slider 42 24 4 0 

slide 1,459 212 39 28 

stamper 14 3 2 0 

stamp 1,642 9 15 5 

strainer 39 39 0 0 

strain 2,822 0 6 1 

sweeper 182 9 8 0 

sweep 565 0 3 12 

twitcher 23 0 0 0 

twitch 125 1 1 3 

whisker 254 0 2 0 

whisk 51 35 4 2 

wiper 204 176 12 0 

wipe 69 23 5 5 

wrapper 178 158 8 0 

wrap 284 106 19 8 

Totals 
16,828 1,842 247 171 

100% 10.95% 1.47% 1.02% 
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The computation of the C value shows that zero‑affixation is expected to 

prevail in 11 clusters, whereas ‑er is expected to prevail in eight. In 

nearly all of these clusters, competition could be considered resolved, 

because only one of the forms in the doublet is attested for the competing 

sense (e.g. brace, downer) or one of the forms is comparatively forms is 

attested to a comparatively much lower frequency (e.g. muffle is attested 

for the competing sense four times more than muffler). The only 

exceptions are the doublets stamp/stamper and wrap/wrapper: in the 

former, zero‑affixation is expected to prevail; in the latter, ‑er affixation 

is expected to prevail. The C value could not be computed for five 

clusters because none of the forms is attested for the sense INSTRUMENT 

(Table 4.19). 

Table 4.19. C values of the competitors from the sample for the sense INSTRUMENT. 

The reference C is 0.5 

Derivative C Expected to prevail 

bolt 0.49 ✓ 

bolter 0.01  

brace 0.50 ✓ 

bracer 0.00  

clap ‑ ‑ 

clapper ‑ ‑ 

clasp 0.45 ✓ 

clasper 0.05  

clip 0.45 ✓ 

clipper 0.05  

creep ‑ ‑ 

creeper ‑ ‑ 

curb 0.50 ✓ 

curber 0.00  

down 0.00  

downer 0.50 ✓ 

flap ‑ ‑ 

flapper ‑ ‑ 

grill 0.50 ✓ 

griller 0.00  

hack 0.50 ✓ 

hacker 0.00  

muffle 0.03  

muffler 0.48 ✓ 
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pitch 0.00  

pitcher 0.50 ✓ 

preserve ‑ ‑ 

preserver ‑ ‑ 

scrape 0.00  

scraper 0.50 ✓ 

slick ‑ ‑ 

slicker ‑ ‑ 

slide 0.45 ✓ 

slider 0.05  

stamp 0.38 ✓ 

stamper 0.13  

strain 0.00  

strainer 0.50 ✓ 

sweep 0.00  

sweeper 0.50 ✓ 

twitch 0.50 ✓ 

twitcher 0.00  

whisk 0.50 ✓ 

whisker 0.00  

wipe 0.06  

wiper 0.44 ✓ 

wrap 0.20  

wrapper 0.30 ✓ 

 

Considering the results presented so far, it seems that the competition 

between zero‑affixation and ‑er for the expression of INSTRUMENT may 

have been resolved, but it could be so in terms of their use (e.g. one 

process being used more frequently in one register and the other in a 

different one), or it could be resolved in a by‑competitor basis (i.e. each 

competitor showing a different profile of resolution). For this reason, the 

use of this competing pattern is compared next, and the results of the 

analysis of the individual doublets are presented. 

 The use of each affix in the spoken and in the written mode is 

represented in Figure 4.25. This figure shows that zero‑affixation 

prevails over ‑er in both modes. Specifically, the overt suffix is used at 
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c. 41% in the spoken mode (zero‑affixation at c. 59%) and at c. 30% in 

the written mode (zero‑affixation at c. 70%).  

 
Figure 4.25. Percentages of each competing process for the sense INSTRUMENT by 

mode. Blue represents ‑er and patterned blue represents zero‑affixation 

The distribution of the competing processes (Figure 4.26) shows that ‑er 

is used more frequently in the spoken mode (c. 66%) than in the written 

mode (c. 34%). With respect to the size of the corpus parts, it is used 

more frequently than expected in the former, and less frequently than 

expected in the latter. Zero‑affixation is similarly distributed: it is also 

used more frequently in the spoken mode (c. 54%) than in the written 

mode (c. 46%). 

 
Figure 4.26. Distribution in terms of mode of ‑er (blue) and zero‑affixation (patterned 

blue) for the sense INSTRUMENT. The size of each mode in the BNC is presented in 

dotted yellow for easier comparison 
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For a statistical comparison of the use of the two processes in both 

modes, the following hypotheses are formulated:  

i) H0: There is no difference as regards mode for zero‑affixation and 

‑er for the sense INSTRUMENT; mode distributionzero‑aff.INSTRUMENT = 

mode distribution‑er.INSTRUMENT. 

ii) H1: Zero‑affixation and ‑er differ as regards mode for the sense 

INSTRUMENT; mode distributionzero‑aff.INSTRUMENT ≠ mode 

distribution‑er.INSTRUMENT. 

The result of Pearson’s chi‑square test shows that there is a significant 

difference as regards mode (χ2 (1) = 13.021, p < .001). The null 

hypothesis is thus rejected. The overall effect is however very weak 

(Cramer’s V = 0.084). An association plot shows the differences in use 

with respect to the expected values (Figure 4.27). The plot shows that ‑er 

is used more frequently than expected in the spoken mode and less 

frequently than expected in the written one (and the opposite for 

zero‑affixation). The computation of the standardised residuals indicate 

that the difference is significant (±3.6). 

 

 
Figure 4.27. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 

(‑er/zero‑affixation for the sense INSTRUMENT) and mode (spoken/written), where 

black represents higher frequencies than expected, and grey represents lower 

frequencies than expected 

In a comparison by register, Figure 4.28 shows that zero‑affixation 

prevails in all registers, although the use of ‑er is close to 50% of the 
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total of the register in ‘Spoken’ and ‘W_non‑academic’. A look at the 

distribution of the competitors reveals that the frequency of both affixes 

for the competing sense is higher than the register size in ‘Spoken’, 

‘W_fiction’ and ‘W_magazine’. In the latter, the frequency of both 

processes is more than three times higher than it would be expected with 

respect to the register size. In the rest of the registers the frequency of 

both affixes is lower than expected (see Figure 4.29).  

 
Figure 4.28. Percentages of each competing pattern for the sense INSTRUMENT by 

register, where blue represents ‑er suffixation and patterned blue represents 

zero‑affixation 

 
Figure 4.29. Register distribution of ‑er (blue) and zero‑affixation (patterned blue) for 

the sense INSTRUMENT. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted 

yelow for easier comparison 
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Two hypotheses are formulated in order to test whether there is a 

significant difference between the two competing processes as regards 

register: 

i) H0: There is no difference as regards register for zero‑affixation and 

‑er for the sense INSTRUMENT; register distributionzero‑aff.INSTRUMENT = 

register distribution‑er.INSTRUMENT. 

ii) H1: Zero‑affixation and ‑er differ as regards register for the sense 

INSTRUMENT; register distributionzero‑aff.INSTRUMENT ≠ register 

distribution‑er.INSTRUMENT. 

Table 4.20. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for ‑er and zero‑affixation for 

the sense INSTRUMENT across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

‑er 3.61 2.28 ‑2.27 ‑0.39 3.55 ‑4.37 ‑1.80 

zero‑affix. ‑3.61 ‑2.28 2.27 0.39 ‑3.55 4.37 1.80 

 

Figure 4.30. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 

(‑er/zero‑affixation INSTRUMENT) and register, where black represents higher 

frequencies than expected, and grey represents lower frequencies than expected 

Pearson’s chi‑square test was performed to test these hypotheses, and it 

indicates that the difference is significant (χ2 (6) = 50.67, p < .001), so 

the null hypothesis is rejected. The overall effect, however, is weak 

(Cramer’s V = 0.17). In order to identify in which registers the difference 

is significant, Pearson’s standardised residuals were computed (Table 

4.20), and it revealed that it is not in two registers: ‘W_newspaper’ and 

‘W_miscellaneous’. In three registers, the frequency of ‑er is 
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significantly higher than expected (‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’ and 

‘W_non‑academic’) and in two it is lower than expected (‘W_magazine’, 

‘W_academic’). The opposite holds for zero‑affixation. This is 

represented graphically in Figure 4.30. 

 

4.3.3.2.3. PDE competition by competitor 

The results presented so far by affix show that the use of ‑er and 

zero‑affixation for the sense INSTRUMENT may be according to register. 

However, it should be tested whether the same results are found in a 

by‑competitor basis. 

 The pairs selected for further analysis are clipper/clipN and 

wrapper/wrapN. The results obtained for each doublet are compared 

throughout this section. 

 The C value obtained for both doublets (Table 4.19) points to a 

clear prevalence of clipN over clipper, and a slight prevalence of wrapper 

over wrapN. The degree to which these competitors show the competing 

sense is unequal: nearly 53% of the concordances of clipN show the sense 

INSTRUMENT, whereas only c. 28% of the clipper concordances do. In the 

case of wrapper/wrapN, the ‑er form shows the competing sense in nearly 

89% of concordances, whereas the zero‑affixed form does in c. 37% of 

concordances. The ‘unclear’ tag was given to c. 6% of the concordances 

of both zero‑affixed forms, c. 5% to the wrapper ones and c. 2.6% to the 

concordances of clipper. No tagging errors were found in the forms with 

the covert affix, and only 0.02% in the clipN keywords. In contrast, nearly 

3% of the wrapN keywords were wrongly tagged. This shows that the 

frequency with which the competing sense is expressed by means of 

these competitors is unequal. Frequencies are then explored to try to 

ascertain whether there are differences as regards their use for the 

expression of the sense INSTRUMENT. 

 In the doublet clipper/clipN, the zero‑affixed form prevails 

throughout. It is attested at least four times as frequently as the ‑er form 

in all registers, and it is the only form attested in ‘W_academic’ (Figure 

4.31). The opposite profile is found for wrapper/wrapN, where it is the 

‑er form that prevails in all registers except two: both competitors are 
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attested to the same proportion in ‘W_fiction’ and the zero‑affixed form 

prevails in ‘W_magazine’ (Figure 4.32).  

 
Figure 4.31. Percentages of clipper (blue) and clipN (patterned blue) by register for 

the sense INSTRUMENT 

 
Figure 4.32. Percentages of wrapper (blue) and wrapN (patterned blue) by register for 

the sense INSTRUMENT 

The register distribution of clipper/clipN shows that clipper is used more 

frequently than expected in three registers (‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’ and 

‘W_magazine’), whereas its frequency is lower than expected in the rest 

of the registers. Its competitor, clipN, shows the same profile of 

distribution, although it is slightly more balanced, and it is attested in all 

registers (Figure 4.33). 
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Figure 4.33. Register distribution of clipper (blue) and clipN (patterned blue) for the 

sense INSTRUMENT. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted yellow 

for easier comparison 

The distribution of wrapper/wrapN is quite dissimilar if both competitors 

are compared: wrapper has a somewhat well‑balanced distribution 

throughout, and it is attested more frequently than it would be expected 

with respect to the register size in ‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’, ‘W_magazine’ 

and ‘W_academic’. WrapN, in contrast, is heavily skewed towards 

‘W_magazine’, where nearly half its attestations occur. It is also attested 

more frequently than expected in ‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’, and it shows 

low frequencies in the rest of the registers (Figure 4.34). 

 In order to test whether the register difference observed so far is 

statistically significant, Pearson’s chi‑square test was performed. For the 

doublet clipper/clipN, it reveals that the difference is not significant (χ2 

(6) = 10.74, p < .1), so the difference between the actual frequencies and 

the expected frequencies may be due to chance. The effect size, however, 

is medium (Cramer’s V = 0.19). The standardised residuals indicate that 

the difference between the two competitors as regards registers is 

significant only in ‘Spoken’ (Table 4.21). 
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Figure 4.34. Register distribution of wrapper (blue) and wrapN (patterned blue) for 

the sense INSTRUMENT. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted 

yellow for easier comparison 

Table 4.21. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for clipper and clipN for the 

sense INSTRUMENT across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

clipper 2.22 0.14 1.07 0.51 ‑0.41 ‑1.78 ‑1.77 

clipN ‑2.22 ‑0.14 ‑1.07 ‑0.51 0.41 1.78 1.77 

 

The results obtained for the doublet wrapper/wrapN differ from those of 

clipper/clipN. Here, the computation of the chi‑square test shows that 

there is a significant difference as regards register (χ2 (6) = 50.45, p < 

.001), and the computation of Cramer’s V shows that the overall effect is 

very strong (Cramer’s V = 0.44). The standardised residuals indicate that 

the difference in use is not significant in three registers (‘Spoken’, 

‘W_newspaper’ and ‘W_miscellaneous’). In contrast, wrapper is more 

frequent than would be expected in ‘W_non‑academic’ and 

‘W_academic’, and less frequent than expected in ‘W_fiction’, 

‘W_magazine’. The opposite is true for wrapN (Table 4.22). 

Table 4.22. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for wrapper and wrapN for 

the sense INSTRUMENT across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

wrapper 1.23 ‑2.39 ‑4.97 0.71 2.15 4.46 1.76 

wrapN ‑1.23 2.39 4.97 ‑0.71 ‑2.15 ‑4.46 ‑1.76 
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The description of the competitors in PDE dictionaries shows that both 

clipper and clipN are used to refer to an instrument (Table 4.23). They 

reflect a difference in meaning because the type of instrument and their 

use is different: a clipper is used for cutting, whereas a clipN is used for 

fastening things together or for holding them in a specific position.  

Table 4.23. The sense INSTRUMENT in the gloss of clipper and clipN in dictionaries 

 
clipper clipN 

Synonymy 
INSTRUMENT Use INSTRUMENT Use 

Merriam‑Webster + general + general ~ 

Longman + general + general ~ 

Collins + general + general ~ 

Cambridge + general + general ~ 

 

The sense INSTRUMENT is also recorded for both competitors in the 

doublet wrapper/wrapN (Table 4.24). They are described as synonymous 

to refer to a material used to cover or protect things, but wrapN is also 

recorded as being used to refer to a piece of clothing.  

Table 4.24. The sense INSTRUMENT in the gloss of wrapper and wrapN in dictionaries 

 
wrapper wrapN 

Synonymy 
INSTRUMENT Use INSTRUMENT Use 

Merriam‑Webster + general + general + 

Longman + general + general + 

Collins + general + general + 

Cambridge + general + general + 

Possible differences in use are further explored by means of 

cooccurrences, both in corpora (BNC and COCA) and in the BNC 

concordances classified manually as showing the sense INSTRUMENT. 

 The top collocate of clipper in BNC and in COCA (Table 4.25) 

is nail, which is what is clipped. In both corpora, ship(s) is on the top‑ten 

list of clipper, which is a type of ship. In the BNC, the collocate tea also 

refers to a type of clipper ship. Intergraph is second on the BNC list, 

which is a manufacturer of Clipper processors. Other collocates for 

proper names or brands are hotel, chip, C400 and NT. In COCA, the 

second most frequent collocate is yankee, because the Yankee Clipper is 

the alias of a popular baseball player. Also related to the domain of sports 
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are Angeles, Los (Los Angeles Clippers), Lakers and season. Regarding 

clipN, there is no collocate in common with its competitor. The collocates 

in the BNC mainly relate to the material of the instrument (paper, plastic, 

metal), the type of clip (spring, bulldog), the object that is clipped (ear) 

and the place where it is used (round (the ear)). In COCA75 , most 

collocates are related to videography (e.g. video, audio, film), and 

description of clips (begin, end, commercial (clip/break)) or their 

characters (unidentified, king). The only collocate referring to an 

instrument is paper. Therefore, most collocates do not refer to 

instruments in the competitors. 

Table 4.25. Top‑ten collocates of clipper and clipN in the BNC and COCA 

clipper clipN 

BNC COCA BNC COCA 

nail nail ear video 

intergraph yankee paper begin 

ships hedge round end 

hotel ships film audio 

chip ship plastic unidentified 

tea pair spring commercial 

use angeles using paper 

C400 lakers metal break 

NT los bulldog king 

ship season slipped film 

 

The collocates of wrapper in both corpora are related mostly to what is 

being wrapped (chocolate, sweet, ice (cream/lolly), candy (bar), gum, 

food, condom, cans), or the material or colour of the instrument (plastic, 

paper, cellophane, brown). One collocate of wrapper can also be found 

in wrapN (plastic). The collocates of wrapN are varied: at the top it is 

under (for the expression “to keep under wraps”). Fundic pertains to the 

domains of biology or medicine (and defective collocates with fundic 

wrap). Two collocates refer to the material of the wrap (plastic, saran), 

 
75 The first and third collocate on the list are an opening and a closing parenthesis, 

respectively. They were replaced by the next two collocates in the table in order to 

consider only the top‑ten lexical items. 
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and four relate to the action of wrapping (off, keep, kept, cover, (to) 

wrap). The rest are related to what is wrapped (bubble, gift). Some items 

on the list of collocates of both corpora do not actually collocate with the 

keyword: they appear in separate clauses (cans, refrigerate) (Table 4.26). 

Table 4.26. Top‑ten collocates of wrapper and wrapN in the BNC and COCA 

wrapper wrapN 

BNC COCA BNC COCA 

chocolate candy under plastic 

paper gum defective under 

put food off cover 

empty plastic fundic wrap 

bottles paper kept keep 

acquisition empty intact refrigerate 

sweet brown gift bubble 

plastic condom wrap saran 

ice bar plastic kept 

cellophane cans keep gift 

 

A view of cooccurrences restricted to the sense INSTRUMENT of the 

doublet clipper/clipN (Figure 4.35)76 reveals that clipper is used both for 

the tool used by a barber to cut hair (barber clipper) and for outdoor tools 

(cordless, outdoor), probably referring to garden shears or trimmers. The 

cooccurrences of clipN refer to varied types of clips (alligator, climbing, 

endoscopic, swivel, surgical) and their characteristics (joint, detachable, 

fitted). Many cooccurrences are verbs related to the use of the instrument 

(hold, lost, puts, fell, let, threw, press, took, opened, connected) and 

others are adverbs used to describe their use (firmly, carefully). The only 

cooccurrence in common is plastic, referring to the material of the object 

(see Appendices 3.B and 3.C for a graph for each competitor). 

 

 
76 The difference in the number of cooccurrences for each form is due to the difference 

in frequency: clipper is atttested for the competing sense nearly 9 times as frequently 

as clipperN. 
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Figure 4.35. Graph of the cooccurrences of clipper and clipN for the sense 

INSTRUMENT 

The cooccurrences of wrapper/wrapN (Figure 4.36) show that both 

competitors are used to refer to materials used to cover things, e.g. shrink 

(cling film), cellophane or plastic. Another word that cooccurs with both 

competitors is cotton, to refer to the material of a piece of clothing used 

to cover oneself, and there are also words referring to actions (peeled, 

pulled). The cooccurrences of wrapper refer to what is being wrapped 

(chocolate, lolly, bread, hair) and also to actions (destroy, scratch, 

collect, held, lick). In wrapN, some words refer to what is wrapped (food) 

and to actions (grab, tie, cover), but a larger number of words refer to 

pieces of clothing (shawl, blanket, garment). Some materials are also 

related to clothing (silk, fibre) (see Appendices 3.D and 3.E for a graph 

for each competitor).  
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Figure 4.36. Graph of the cooccurrences of wrapper and wrapN for the sense 

INSTRUMENT 

4.3.3.2.4. Summary 

The results presented in §4.3.3.2 show that the competition between ‑er 

and zero‑affixation for the expression of INSTRUMENT may be partly 

resolved, but in a by‑competitor basis. Diachronic data shows that 

zero‑affixation prevails over ‑er more often than not, but in some clusters 

both competitors remain in use. In PDE, zero‑affixation also seems to 

prevail in more clusters than ‑er, but there might be a specialisation as 

regards register, in which ‑er would prevail in more informal contexts. 

The analysis of two doublets point also to specialisation in meaning of 

the competitors. 

 

4.3.4. ‑ness vs. zero‑affixation: STATE 

This section describes the results obtained from the analysis of the 

competition between ‑ness and zero‑affixation for the expression of 

STATE.  
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4.3.4.1. Diachronic overview 

The OED search resulted in the identification of 27 clusters of the 

competing pattern ‑ness/zero‑affixation for the sense STATE. Four of 

those clusters are made up of three forms (triplets), and one is made up 

of four forms; the rest are doublets. A timeline of the earliest and latest 

attestation date of the forms is shown in Figure 4.37, and it serves to 

identify the following profiles of competition: 

i) incidental competition, that is, at least one member is short‑lived 

(e.g. savage, doleful), 

ii) past competition, that is, all forms fall out of use (e.g. calm, grim), 

iii) resolved competition, that is, one member is attested as in use but 

the other(s) come(s) out of use (e.g. altogether, ripe, watertight), 

and 

iv) ongoing competition, that is, at least two forms remain in use (e.g. 

alert, dark, soft). 

According to OED data, however, three clusters were never really in 

competition: in the pair watertight/watertightness, the two forms never 

coexisted, because the sense STATE is attested in watertightN only once 

(1539) and in watertightness it comes into use in 1826. Similarly, for the 

bases lame and laxative, the ‑ness form is earliest attested after the 

zero‑affixed form has fallen out of use. In the clusters where there was 

coexistence but competition is resolved, the zero‑affixed form decays 

when in competition with ‑ness in five clusters. In two of them, ‑ness 

stays in competition with other affixes (‑th for the base cool, and ‑ery 

and ‑ism for the base savage). In contrast, the ‑ness form falls out of use 

in two clusters and the zero‑affixed counterpart remains in use (in 

dry/dryness and rot/rotness), although in the former cluster, the latest 

attestation dates of both members are close to each other (1968 for dry 

and 1944 for dryness). In 11 clusters there is ongoing competition 

between ‑ness and zero‑affixation, whereas in nine both competitors 

become obsolete (i.e. they are instances of past competition).  
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Figure 4.37. Timeline of potentially competing clusters by suffix obtained from the sample for the expression of STATE in the period 500–2020, 

where zero‑affixation is represented by a continuous dark blue line and diamond ends, and ‑er is represented by a light blue discontinuous line and 

arrow ends 
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Lexicographic data thus points to a possible resolution of competition in 

which ‑ness would supersede zero‑affixation, but it could be the case that 

one or both processes stay in use but become specialised. 

 For this reason, corpus data is used to explore whether there is 

any difference as regards their use in PDE. 

 

4.3.4.2. PDE competition by affix 

The semantic analysis of the PDE English competitors shows that only 

c. 27% of the ‑ness concordances and c. 9% of the zero‑affixed ones 

convey the sense STATE (see Table 4.27).  

Table 4.27. Absolute frequencies of ‑ness/zero‑affixation competitors in the BNC, and 

after manual semantic classification (STATE) 

 N BNC 
After manual semantic classification 

N STATE N unclear N tagging error 

alertness 85 72 6 0 

alert 192 34 9 33 

coolness 133 82 21 0 

cool 153 39 13 52 

darkness 3,131 667 30 0 

dark 3,097 268 44 1,906 

dryness 123 100 7 0 

dry 2 0 0 2 

faintness 19 19 0 0 

faint 32 7 1 21 

hotness 16 11 4 0 

hot 40 0 1 22 

lowness 51 3 0 0 

low 355 35 18 179 

savageness 1 1 0 0 

savage 306 0 0 64 

warmness 3 2 1 0 

warm 3 0 0 2 

Totals 
7,742 1,340 155 2,281 

100% 17.31% 2.00% 29.46% 

 

In both processes, nearly 2% of the concordances were classified as 

unclear, whereas all the tagging errors were identified in the zero‑affixed 

forms (nearly 30% of concordances). The remaining 52% was classified 

as conveying a sense other than STATE (see examples (14) and (15)). 
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(14) She gazed into the darkness, eyes dry and burning. 

(15) Crews with breathing apparatus searched the block after 

the alert was raised at 5.45 pm yesterday. 

In order to assess the competition by cluster, the Index of Competition 

was computed. The results (Table 4.28) show that the ‑ness forms have 

a higher C value than their competitors in eight out of nine clusters. The 

zero affix is thus expected to prevail only in one cluster (lowness/low).  

Table 4.28. C values of the competitors from the sample for the sense STATE. The 

reference C is 0.5 

Derivative C Expected to prevail 

alertness 0.34 ✓ 

alert 0.16  

coolness 0.34 ✓ 

cool 0.16  

darkness 0.36 ✓ 

dark 0.14  

dryness  0.50 ✓ 

dry 0.00  

faintness  0.37 ✓ 

faint 0.13  

hotness 0.50 ✓ 

hot 0.00  

lowness 0.01  

low 0.49 ✓ 

savageness 0.50 ✓ 

savage 0.00  

warmness 0.50 ✓ 

warm 0.00  

 

Four clusters may be interpreted as instances of resolved competition, 

because only the ‑ness form is attested in the corpus for the competing 

sense. In the lowness/low cluster, the profile is the opposite, even if 

lowness for the sense STATE is attested in the BNC. All in all, these results 

support the trend identified from lexicographic data: there seems to be a 

clear preference for the suffix ‑ness for the expression of STATE. Still, it 

could be the case that the zero affix is (becoming) restricted to a certain 

domain of use where it would prevail over the overt counterpart. This is 

explored by analysing the use of both processes by mode and by register. 
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 Figure 4.38 shows that zero‑affixation occurs at c. 64% in the 

spoken mode, and at c. 27% in the written mode, and ‑ness suffixation 

occurs at c. 36% in the spoken mode and c. 73% in the written one. These 

figures illustrate the proportion to which each word‑formation process 

prevails in each mode: the suffix ‑ness prevails in the written mode, 

whereas the zero‑affix prevails in the spoken mode. 

 
Figure 4.38. Percentages of each competing process for the sense STATE by mode. 

Blue represents ‑ness and patterned blue represents zero‑affixation 

 
Figure 4.39. Distribution in terms of mode of ‑ness (blue) and zero‑affixation 

(patterned blue) for the sense STATE. The size of each mode in the BNC is presented in 

dotted yellow for easier comparison 

A look at the distribution of these affixes (Figure 4.39) reveals that c. 

80% of all instances of the suffix ‑ness are in the written mode (and c. 

20% in the spoken). The zero suffix, in contrast, is more evenly 
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distributed: c. 57% of all instances of the suffix are in the spoken mode, 

and c. 43% in the written mode. A comparison of their distribution with 

the size of the corpus parts shows that both suffixes are used more 

frequently than expected in the spoken mode (and less in the written). 

 For a statistical comparison of the use of the two processes in the 

spoken and the written mode, the following hypotheses are formulated: 

i) H0: There is no difference as regards mode for zero‑affixation and 

‑ness for the sense STATE; mode distributionzero‑aff.STATE = mode 

distribution‑ness.STATE. 

ii) H1: Zero‑affixation and ‑ness differ as regards mode for the sense 

STATE; mode distributionzero‑aff.STATE ≠ mode distribution‑ness.STATE. 

The result of the computation of Pearson's chi‑square test determines that 

there is an association between competing pattern and mode (χ2 (1) = 

48.104, p < .001), so the null hypothesis is rejected. The overall effect is 

weak (Cramer’s V = 0.19). In order to identify in which mode the 

frequency of each affix is higher or lower than expected, Pearson’s 

standardised residuals are calculated and represented by means of an 

association plot (Figure 4.40). The frequency of the zero affix is 

significantly higher than expected in the spoken mode and lower in the 

written one (and the opposite in the overt suffix).  

 
Figure 4.40. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 

(‑ness/zero‑affixation for the sense STATE) and mode (spoken/written) , where black 

represents higher frequencies than expected, and grey represents lower frequencies 

than expected 
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The results by mode thus indicate that there is a specialisation for each 

affix. A look at their register distribution may show whether there is also 

some specialisation at the level of register. 

 Regarding registers, Figure 4.41 shows that zero‑affixation 

prevails in ‘Spoken’ and ‘W_newspaper’. In the former, it is used nearly 

twice as frequently as ‑ness. The suffix ‑ness prevails in the rest of the 

registers. In three registers, the proportion of use of ‑ness with respect to 

zero‑affixation is 80/20 and in two it is 70/30. 

 Based on the results presented so far, an uneven distribution 

across registers is expected. Figure 4.42 shows that the suffix ‑ness is 

attested less frequently than it would be expected with respect to the size 

of the corpus parts in all but two registers: ‘W_fiction’ and 

‘W_magazine’. The former register displays nearly 45% of the 

concordances of this process for the sense STATE. Zero‑affixation, in 

contrast, is attested more frequently than would be expected in four of 

the seven registers (‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’, ‘W_magazine’ and 

W_newspaper’). The register ‘W_fiction’ displays over 40% of the 

attestations of this process. 

 
Figure 4.41. Percentages of each competing pattern for the sense STATE by register, 

where blue represents ‑ness suffixation and patterned blue represents zero‑affixation 
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Figure 4.42. Register distribution of ‑ness (blue) and zero‑affixation (patterned blue) 

for the sense STATE. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted yelow 

for easier comparison 

The data presented above suggests that there may be a difference as 

regards register in the use of the two competing processes. Two 

hypotheses are thus formulated, which are statistically tested: 

i) H0: There is no difference as regards register for zero‑affixation and 

‑ness for the sense STATE; register distributionzero‑aff.STATE = register 

distribution‑ness.STATE. 

ii) H1: Zero‑affixation and ‑ness differ as regards register for the sense 

STATE; register distributionzero‑aff.STATE ≠ register distribution‑ness.STATE. 

The result of the chi‑square test confirms that there is an association 

between register and competing pattern (χ2 (6) = 108.05, p < .001). The 

null hypothesis is thus rejected. This is supported by Cramer’s V, 

according to which the effect is very strong (Cramer’s V = 0.29). There 

is, then, a significant difference as regards register for the competing 

pattern ‑ness/zero‑affixation for the expression of STATE.  

Table 4.29. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for ‑ness and zero‑affixation 

for the sense STATE across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

‑ness ‑6.93 ‑0.73 0.02 ‑5.84 3.31 3.02 3.85 

zero‑affix. 6.93 0.73 ‑0.02 5.84 ‑3.31 ‑3.02 ‑3.85 
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The standardised residuals (Table 4.29) show that the observed 

difference is not significant in ‘W_fiction’ nor ‘W_magazine’, but it is in 

the rest of registers. Specifically, the frequency of zero‑affixation is 

higher than expected in ‘Spoken’ and ‘W_newspaper’, and it is the 

opposite for the suffix ‑ness. This is represented in Figure 4.43 by means 

of an association plot. 

 

Figure 4.43. Association plot of the relation between the competing pattern 
(‑ness/zero‑affixation) and register, where black represents higher frequencies than 

expected, and grey represents lower frequencies than expected 

 

4.3.4.3. PDE competition by competitor 

The results presented so far, by affix, show that there may be 

specialisation as regards register for each affix. However, the results may 

vary in a by‑competitor basis. For this reason, two doublets have been 

selected for further analysis: alertness/alertN and darkness/darkN, both 

competing for the sense STATE. These doublets will be compared in order 

to explore whether the same results are obtained for each of them.  

 The C values obtained for both doublets (Table 4.28) indicate that 

the ‑ness form is expected to prevail, but frequencies are explored to see 

whether there is any difference as regards their use. First, the proportion 

to which the sense STATE is conveyed for each competitor is described, 

and then the use by register is compared. 
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 The sense STATE is conveyed in alertness in nearly 85% of the 

concordances, whereas it is conveyed in alertN in c. 18% of the 

concordances. In the latter competitor, c. 17% of concordances were 

wrongly tagged as a noun, and c. 4.7% were classified as ‘unclear’. In 

alertness there were no tagging errors, and c. 7% of the concordances 

were classified as ‘unclear’. In the cluster darkness/darkN, the competing 

sense is conveyed in c. 21% of the darkness concordances, and c. 8.7% 

of the darkN concordances. A little over 60% of the darkN concordances 

were wrongly tagged, and c. 1.4% were unclear, whereas none of the 

concordances of the ‑ness counterpart was wrongly tagged, and nearly 

1% were unclear. These results show that, in three of the four 

competitors, less than one fourth of the concordances conveyed the 

competing sense. 

 Regarding their use, Figure 4.44 shows that alertN prevails in 

‘Spoken’ and ‘W_newspaper’, and the ‑ness competitor does so in the 

rest of the registers. In the darkness/darkN doublet, darkN prevails in 

‘Spoken’, and darkness in the rest of the registers (Figure 4.45).  

 

 
Figure 4.44. Percentages of alertness (blue) and alertN (patterned blue) by register for 

the sense STATE 
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Figure 4.45. Percentages of darkness (blue) and darkN (patterned blue) by register for 

the sense STATE 

The register distribution of the competitors shows that the distribution is, 

in general, uneven in both doublets. In alertness/alertN (Figure 4.46), the 

‑ness competitor shows a similar distribution in all registers except 

‘Spoken’, where it has a lower frequency than would be expected. In 

‘W_magazine’ and ‘W_newspaper’, the frequency of alertness is higher 

than expected with respect to the size of these corpus parts. Regarding 

alertN, nearly 57% of concordances are in ‘W_newspaper’, and its 

frequency is similar to the size of the corpus part in ‘Spoken’ and 

‘W_non‑academic’. In one register it is not attested (‘W_magazine’) and 

in the rest, its frequency is lower than expected. Regarding the doublet 

darkness/darkN, both competitors group c. 50% of their concordances in 

‘W_fiction’. The ‑ness form is attested less frequently than would be 

expected in all other registers, and the zero‑affixed form is attested for 

the competing sense in 25% of ‘Spoken’ concordances. For the rest of 

the registers, it is also attested less frequently than expected (Figure 

4.47). 
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Figure 4.46. Register distribution of alertness (blue) and alertN (patterned blue) for 

the sense STATE. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted yellow for 

easier comparison 

 
Figure 4.47. Register distribution of darkness (blue) and darkN (patterned blue) for the 

sense STATE. The size of each register in the BNC is presented in dotted yellow for 

easier comparison 

Pearson’s chi‑square test reveals that alertness and alertN differ 
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effect is very strong (Cramer’s V = 0.48). The standardised residuals 
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alertness is higher than expected and, in the latter, it is lower than 

expected.  

Table 4.30. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for alertness and alertN for 

the sense STATE across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

alertness ‑1.87 2.22 1.73 ‑3.70 ‑0.48 1.57 1.34 

alertN 1.87 ‑2.22 ‑1.73 3.70 0.48 ‑1.57 ‑1.34 

 

As regards darkness/darkN, the chi‑square test reveals that they also 

differ significantly as regards register (χ2 (6) = 66.57, p < .001), and the 

computation of Cramer’s V shows that the overall effect is very strong 

(Cramer’s V = 0.27). The standardised residuals (Table 4.31) indicate that 

the difference is significant for the registers ‘Spoken’, ‘W_fiction’, 

‘W_non‑academic’ and ‘W_miscellaneous’. In the first two, the 

frequency of darkness is lower than expected and, in the last two, it is 

higher than expected.  

Table 4.31. Standardised residuals of the chi‑square test for darkness and darkN for 

the sense STATE across registers in the BNC 

 Spoken W_fict W_magaz W_newsp W_non‑acad W_acad W_misc 

darkness ‑6.74 ‑2.02 ‑0.13 ‑0.03 3.11 1.51 3.78 

darkN 6.74 2.02 0.13 0.03 ‑3.11 ‑1.51 ‑3.78 

 

The description of the doublet alertness/alertN in four PDE reference 

dictionaries shows that both forms are recorded unevenly: alertness is 

recorded only in the Cambridge dictionary, where the sense STATE is 

glossed. In the other three dictionaries it is listed as a derivative form of 

alert, without any further description. The competing form alertN is 

described in the four dictionaries, but the sense STATE is recorded only in 

two of them. None of the dictionaries lists these forms as synonymous 

(Table 4.32). 
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Table 4.32. The sense STATE in the gloss of alertness and alertN in dictionaries 

 
alertness alertN 

Synonymy 
STATE Use STATE Use 

Merriam‑Webster – – + general – 

Longman – – – – – 

Collins 

– – 

+ 

American 

English 

(general) 

– 

Cambridge + general – – – 

The sense STATE is, in contrast, recorded for the doublet darkness/darkN 

in all dictionaries77. The definitions pertain to the general domain and, 

although the dictionaries do not classify these competitors as 

synonymous, their definitions match (Table 4.33).  

Table 4.33. The sense STATE in the gloss of darkness and darkN in dictionaries 

 
darkness darkN 

Synonymy 
STATE Use STATE Use 

Merriam‑Webster + general ~ general + 

Longman ~ general ~ general + 

Collins + general + general + 

Cambridge + general ~ general + 

The cooccurrences of both doublets are assessed to explore possible 

differences in use, both by looking at the top‑ten collocates in BNC and 

COCA and by examining the cooccurrence graphs generated from the 

BNC concordances conveying the sense STATE. 

 The collocates of alertness both in BNC and in COCA (Table 

4.34) are mostly related to the senses and to mental states (ears, 

concentration, cheerfulness, relaxed, mental, state). Others are related to 

gradability, e.g. increase, improve, level or high, and only one collocate 

is in common with those of alertN: state. In alertN, the collocates are 

related to colour (red, amber), cause (bomb, flood, intruder) or type of 

alert (security, police, warning, google, email). Two verbs are related to 

the emergence of the alert (raised, issued). 

 
77  Note, however, that some of them do not clearly gloss that sense as STATE. For 

example, the Cambridge dictionary glosses dark as “the absence of light”. This is 

interpreted as being a state here, but it is classified as “~” for its ambiguity. 
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Table 4.34. Top‑ten collocates of alertness and alertN in the BNC and COCA 

alertness alertN 

BNC COCA BNC COCA 

state mental red news 

mental performance issued fox 

temperature level bomb email 

sense state full security 

high sleep flood amber 

cheerfulness increase raised issued 

promotes improve security intruder 

relaxed energy police google 

ears cognitive state alert 

concentration levels warning receive 

 

The list of collocates of darkness (Table 4.35) shows that the keyword 

itself is in the top‑ten position. The opposite to a state of darkness, that 

is, light, is the second most frequent cooccurrence in both corpora. Other 

forms are related to the process of becoming dark (fell, into, cover) and 

the degree to which this happens (total). Two collocates of darkness, that 

is, heart and prince, are due to the title of a book (Joseph Conrad’s Heart 

of Darkness) and a film (John Carpenter’s Prince of Darkness). Again, 

only one collocate appears both in darkness and its competitor: light. The 

collocates of darkN are related to parts of the body (eyes, hair), and to 

states (afraid, cold, alone). The rest are related to the process (getting, 

gets, growing) and its result (dark). 

Table 4.35. Top‑ten collocates of darkness and darkN in the BNC and COCA 

darkness darkN 

BNC COCA BNC COCA 

into into eyes light 

light light light eyes 

total heart hair dark 

fell darkness getting cold 

hours total kept alone 

heart cover dark hair 

cover fell all kept 

darkness complete gets afraid 

stared falls afraid lights 

gathering prince growing sitting 
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The manual classification of concordances leads to a view of the 

cooccurrences of the competitors which is restricted to the sense STATE. 

In alertness/alertN (Figure 4.48), both competitors cooccur with state, 

wary, people, said and face. The edge connecting state is wider than the 

rest, which means that it is the most frequent cooccurrence in both 

competitors. However, the rest of cooccurrences are quite dissimilar 

from one competitor to the other. The widest edges of connecting 

cooccurrences of alertness are for mental, constant, quick, sudden and 

physical. The keyword also cooccurs with several states (e.g. 

nervousness, disinterestness, receptiveness, cheerfulness, vigilance, 

wakeful, restful, relaxed) and actions/processes (e.g. reduce, maintain, 

shivers, goes). The zero‑affixed counterpart, in contrast, does not 

cooccur with states (apart from hypothermia and state) and there are 

nearly no actions/processes. Instead, most cooccurrences are related to 

the type of alert (flood, security, military, control, red, yellow), which are 

also the ones with the widest edges (see Appendices 4.B and 4.C for a 

graph for each competitor).  

 
Figure 4.48. Graph of the cooccurrences of alertness and alertN for the sense STATE 

Unlike the doublet alertness/alertN, in darkness/darkN, there are many 

elements that cooccur in both competitors (Figure 4.49). Most of them 

could be used for space and time location (e.g. winter, night, time, early, 

suddenly, outside, hall), and others are used for descriptions (e.g. light, 

black, eyes, hated, adjusted, deep). Specific cooccurrences of darkness 

are also related to space (house, tunnel, train, passage, room, earth) or 
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to time location (hour, day, daylight, midnight), as well as to states or 

feelings (isolation, frightened, forgotten, despair, terror, locked). In 

contrast, in dark, most cooccurrences are related to the process of getting 

dark (beginning, getting, grow, starts, gone), and some are used to 

describe the time (endless, clock, days) (see Appendices 4.D and 4.E for 

a graph for each competitor). 

 
Figure 4.49. Graph of the cooccurrences of darkness and darkN for the sense STATE 

 

4.3.4.4. Summary 

The results over time show that zero‑affixation is expected to fall out of 

use when in competition with ‑ness for the expression of STATE. This is 

partly supported by PDE data, but there may be specialisation as regards 

register and mode. Regarding the clusters alertness/alertN and 

darkness/darkN, the results vary for each doublet: in the former, there is 

register specialisation and the analysis of cooccurrences supports the 

idea that there is a difference in use; in the latter, there also is 

specialisation as regards register, but the cooccurrences and the 

information extracted from dictionaries suggest that they are used 

similarly.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis investigates the competition between nouns derived from the 

same base by zero‑affixation and overt affixation for the expression of 

four different semantic categories: ACTION, AGENTIVE, INSTRUMENT and 

STATE. The results for each morphosemantic pattern have been presented 

individually, independently of the rest (4.3.2, §4.3.3.1, §4.3.3.2, §4.3.4). 

This chapter discusses the results obtained and compares them in order 

to see what picture emerges from the above, with a focus on whether the 

various cases point in the same direction and a tendency can be 

identified, or whether each pattern (or clusters) should be assessed 

individually.  

 The research questions of Chapter 1 were: 

i) RQ1: Is there any historical tendency in the resolution of the 

competition for the patterns under study? If so, does it agree with 

PDE corpus data?  

ii) RQ2: Does synchronic data point to any of the possibilities of 

resolution of competition for the patterns under study? Specifically, 

is any pattern expected to fall out of use or to become specialised?  

iii) RQ3: If a resolution tendency is identified for any given pattern, 

does each competition cluster follow that tendency?  

iv) RQ4: Does the data analysed reflect a preference for transparency 

or for economy in cases of competition? If so, is it dependent on the 

context of use? 

This chapter starts with a discussion of some relevant methodological 

aspects that need to be considered (§5.2), and then explores the research 

questions listed above (§5.3). The chapter ends with a summary that is 
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also intended as an overview of what happens in the competition of the 

cases considered here (§5.4). 

 

 

5.2. METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS 

The results presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in this chapter are 

undoubtedly influenced by the methodological decisions taken in this 

thesis. For this reason, some key aspects of the methodology are first 

discussed, so the results obtained are considered with these in mind. This 

section discusses: 

i) limitations arising from the versions available of the OED (§5.2.1), 

ii) the discrepancies between corpus and dictionary data (§5.2.2), and 

iii) limitations due to the use of the BNC as a corpus (5.2.3) and to the 

scope of the analysis to doublets (§5.2.4). 

 

5.2.1. Versions of the OED 

The OED is unarguably a rich source of information, but the information 

presented in it is partly influenced by the methodological decisions taken 

by the lexicographers, and by the data available at the time a dictionary 

entry is created, revised or edited (see Nevalainen 1999: 337ff.; see also 

Bauer 2009: 178). 

 Some of the forms analysed in this thesis belong to the second 

version of the dictionary (OED2), so some entries may not have been 

updated since the 19th century (e.g. exhortN/exhortation, not updated 

since 1894 at the time of submitting this thesis), whereas others belong 

to the OED3, which means they have been updated after 1990 and 

published online since 2000 on a quarterly basis (see Simpson 2004; 

Allan 2012: 18–21). This becomes especially relevant when using 

attestation dates, as an entry created or last updated before 1950 will not 

attest a competing sense after that date and, as a result, it would be taken 

here as an example of a form that has fallen out of use, even if that is not 
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necessarily the case78. This is why restricting the searches to the OED3 

version could be desirable (as has been done, e.g., in Smith 2020 and 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a, 2021b), even at the cost of leaving out some 

potentially relevant data. This thesis does not restrict the search to any 

particular OED version, but it complements the information extracted 

from the dictionary with data from a PDE corpus, the BNC. Therefore, 

in order to avoid the limitations emerging from the sole use of a 

dictionary or of a corpus, dictionary data is used to identify potential 

competitors and to extract relevant information about them (etymology, 

range of meanings, lifespan, etc.), and corpus data is used to identify 

which clusters remain in use in PDE and to explore how they are used in 

each context. 

 

5.2.2. Discrepancies between dictionary and corpus data 

This thesis uses dictionary and corpus data to identify patterns of 

competition and to explore their use in PDE. For most clusters, 

dictionary and corpus data agree, but there are exceptions. This section 

briefly discusses two such cases. 

 One example where both sources of information, dictionary and 

corpus, agree is the cluster savageN/savageness/savagery/savagism: the 

four forms are attested in the OED for the expression of STATE. The zero 

form, however, counts as an instance of incidental competition, as it is 

attested only once in the dictionary for the competing sense (in 1487; see 

discussion below in this section on single attestations in the OED). The 

other three competitors are attested for the competing sense after 1950, 

so they seem to remain in competition for the expression of STATE. A 

search in corpora reveals that the four forms are attested in PDE corpora 

(but note savagism is not attested in the BNC) (Table 5.1). 

 
78 Attestation dates are used for an analysis of the diachronic profile of competition. 
Whether the competing senses of the forms are in use in PDE is decided based on corpus 

data, that is, depending on whether the form is attested in the BNC and, if so, whether 

the sense is attested in the corpus. This is why a competitor may be classified as obsolete 

in the diachronic analysis, and as in use in PDE. 
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Table 5.1. Absolute frequencies of the competing cluster 

savageN/savageness/savagery/savagism in PDE corpora without sense separation 

 savageN savageness savagery savagism 

BNC 306 1 150 0 

COCA 3,062 21 856 11 

iWeb 23,229 229 6131 13 

The semantic classification of concordances reveals that there are no 

examples of savageN for the competing sense in the BNC, whereas 

savageness did show a stative meaning in the corpus (see §4.3.4.2, Table 

4.27). An analysis of the concordances of savagery in the BNC shows 

that this competitor is also attested for the competing sense: 82 of the 

150 concordances express STATIVE. Therefore, even if the competition 

between zero‑affixation and ‑ness for the expression of STATE on the base 

savageAdj may be resolved, the ‑ness form remains in competition with 

savagery. The use of other corpora could also give insight on the 

competition with savagism: both the COCA (16) and the iWeb (17) attest 

instances of this form for the expression of STATE: 

(16) Dvorak pursued the hyperrealities of tribal cultures, the structured 

ceremonies at the tenable borders of civilization in a small town, 

imagined tribal music as an instance of nationalism, and worried 

about his daughter too close to savagism. (COCA) 

(17) Without investigation some might reject the idea that man could 

have lived on the earth one hundred thousand years in a state of 

Savagism. (iWeb) 

Thus, these results agree with the information in the OED: savageness, 

savagery and savagism are instances of ongoing competition for the 

expression of STATE, whereas savageN has fallen out of use for the 

expression of that sense (which is tagged as obsolete in the dictionary).  

 The other case worth presenting here obtains whenever the OED 

tags the competing sense of a form as in use, but it is not attested in the 

BNC. One example would be reloader, which is not attested in the 

corpus, even if there is one quotation in the OED dated 1989 for the sense 

INSTRUMENT. The fact that it is only one quotation raises again the 

question of whether single attestations should count as proof of 
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availability, or whether they may actually be the result of the inclusivity 

of the dictionary (see Fernández‑Alcaina 2021b: 75–77; see also 

Hoffmann 2004; Bauer 2009: 181–182). 

 There are also cases where the OED tags the competing sense of 

a form as obsolete or dated but it is attested in the BNC. For example, 

the meaning INSTRUMENT is attested in the BNC in both boltN and bolter 

(see §4.3.3.2.2, Table 4.18), but the latest OED attestations for this sense 

for both competitors are dated 1847 and 1880, respectively. 

 The exact procedure or standpoint for each case is not resolved 

in this thesis, partly because it deserves a lot more attention than can be 

given to it here, and partly because the relevance of such cases in the 

dataset is low. The procedure used here was to rely on: 

i) OED data for the diachronic analysis, where competitors are 

considered as in use in a particular point in time depending on the 

dates of the quotations provided for the competing sense, and  

ii) BNC data for analysis of PDE, where competitors are considered as 

in use in PDE if they are attested with the competing sense in the 

corpus. 

The procedure for each case may well have to be decided on an 

individual basis and is therefore left to be discussed in further research. 

At this point, this section is intended to show specific difficulties in data 

processing for this thesis and concludes that no single source of 

information should be taken as being a 100% representative by itself.  

 

5.2.3. Corpus frequencies 

Previous research on competition used the frequencies of competitors as 

an indicator of the prevalence of one process over another (e.g. Rainer 

1988, cited in Bauer 2009: 182). However, the semantic classification of 

the concordances carried out in this thesis (§3.3.2.2.1) shows that not all 

forms attest the competing sense in the corpus. Table 5.2 shows the 

proportion of forms that do and do not attest the competing sense for 

each of the competing patterns (see Table 4.2, Table 4.9, Table 4.18 and 

Table 4.27 in Chapter 4): 
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Table 5.2. Number of clusters where both members, no member or only one member 

attest(s) the competing sense in the BNC 

 

None attests 

competing 

sense 

Only one attests competing 

sense 
Both attest 

competing 

sense 
Only 

zero‑affixation 

Only overt 

suffixation 

‑ation vs. zero‑affixation 

ACTION 

1 

(13%) 

1 

(13%) 

1 

(13%) 

5 

(63%) 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

AGENTIVE 

1 

(5%) 

0 

(0%) 

10 

(53%) 

8 

(42%) 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

INSTRUMENT 

5 

(21%) 

6 

(25%) 

5 

(21%) 

8 

(33%) 

‑ness vs. zero‑affixation 

STATE 

0 

(0%) 

0 

(0%) 

4 

(44%) 

5 

(56%) 

The results show that approximately only 50% of clusters of each 

competing pattern attest the competing sense in both cluster forms. The 

proportion of attestation of the competing sense is unequal for each 

pattern too: while c. 63% of the ‑ation/zero‑affixation ACTION clusters 

attest the competing sense in both members, only 33% do so in the 

‑er/zero‑affixation INSTRUMENT clusters. Where only one of the two 

members of the cluster is attested for the competing sense, it is usually 

the overt suffixed form (amounting to approximately 50% in two 

patterns), while the clusters attesting the competing sense in only 

zero‑affixed forms amounts to 13% and 25% of the clusters of those two 

patterns. A similar proportion is found with respect to clusters where only 

zero‑affixation is attested for the competing sense in the other two 

patterns (for the expression of ACTION and INSTRUMENT). The competing 

pattern with the highest proportion of clusters where no form in the 

cluster attests the competing sense is found for the expression of 

INSTRUMENT (c. 21%). 

 These results prove that an analysis of competition without sense 

classification is bound to give misleading results. If the attestations of 

these forms in the corpus had been taken as evidence of competition per 

se, and the analysis of the competition had been done with the absolute 

frequencies of the forms in the corpus without any semantic 

classification, results would have varied greatly. Lara‑Clares & 

Thompson’s (2019) comparative analysis of competition taking the 
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absolute frequencies of the competitors in the BNC and the frequencies 

after sense separation shows that the results were not just different, but 

even opposite in some cases. Therefore, the value of the results presented 

in this thesis lies mainly in the semantic analysis of concordances which, 

to the best of my knowledge, is not available in the specialized literature 

of competition in English, even if semantics has been central to research 

on competition (e.g. Riddle 1985; Schulte 2015; Fradin 2019; Nagano 

2022; Huyghe et al. 2023).  

 The manual classification of concordances is an extremely 

time‑consuming task, which explains why some authors are testing 

computational methods that would allow analysis of large datasets 

(Lapesa et al. 2018; Bonami & Thuilier 2019; Wauquier et al. 2020a; 

Huyghe & Wauquier 2021; Mititelu et al. 2023, and references therein), 

even if some acknowledge that manual annotation would be desirable: 

 In fact, a robust, systematic morphosemantic annotation of derived 

verbs would be a considerable endeavour in itself, that neither previous 

work nor the present paper has pursued (Bonami & Thuilier 2019: 6) 

These methods are promising, but they are still subject to limitations 

(see, among others, Baayen et al. 2013; Bonami & Guzmán Naranjo 

2023: 249–250; Huyghe & Varvara 2023a; Kotowski & Plag 2023: 5–7; 

Thuilier et al. 2023), which makes it desirable still to combine different 

methods in order to attain a more complete picture of the competition. 

 

5.2.4. Restriction to doublets 

Most research on competition has limited the analysis to pairs of 

competitors, that is, to doublets (e.g. Aronoff 1976; Kaunisto 2007, 2009; 

Bauer et al. 2010; Saïlly 2011; Fradin 2019; Smith 2020; Lieber & Plag 

2022). This is partly because they make most of the cases 

(Fernández‑Alcaina 2021b: 81) but maybe also for methodological 

convenience, as it is easier to control variables when only two elements 

are at play, and it uses a smaller quantity of data. Similarly, this thesis 

restricts most of the analysis to doublets: 
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i) for manageability reasons, as an analysis of concordances of all the 

competitors in each cluster would prove too time consuming,  

ii) because they represent nearly 80% of the sample79, and 

iii) because statistical comparisons are usually carried out with minimal 

pairs, and the inclusion of triplets or bigger clusters would imply the 

use of much more complex statistical measures (see Huyghe & 

Varvara 2023a: 15).  

However, a need to consider derivational paradigms and derivational 

series in studies on competition has been recently addressed in the 

literature (see, among others, Pounder 2000: 669–672; Fradin 2016; 

Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018; Bonami & Thuilier 2019; 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2021b: 31–33; Huyghe & Varvara 2023a: 8). Ideally, 

then, in order to get a complete picture of competition, not only clusters 

should be analysed in full: the whole derivational paradigm should be 

considered (see Štekauer 2014 on derivational paradigms and their 

complexity). What is more, searches should not be restricted to affixal 

processes, but every word‑formation process available should be 

included (see Štekauer 2017). Admittedly, such an approach would be 

extremely complex to tackle at a large scale from a methodological point 

of view. This is why, for now, a more fine‑grained analysis of doublets 

may be considered to yield relevant results and it can be used to test the 

adequacy of different methods for research on the resolution of the 

competition. 

 

 

5.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This section addresses the four main research questions of this thesis. 

Specifically, RQ1 is discussed in §5.3.1, RQ2 in §5.3.2 5.3.1, RQ3 in 

§5.3.3 and RQ4 in §5.3.4. 

 

 
79 The proportion of doublets is unequal in the sample, depending on the competing 

pattern: in ‑er/zero‑affixation INSTRUMENT and AGENT, c. 95% of the clusters are made 

up of two forms. In ‑ness/zero‑affixation STATE, c. 80%. In contrast, in 

‑ation/zero‑affixation ACTION, the proportion is much lower: c. 45%. 
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5.3.1. Historical tendencies 

 

The first research question deals with historical tendencies on the 

resolution of competition. From a diachronic point of view, three main 

resolution patterns can be identified80 (see §2.3.2.2): 

i) past competition, where all members are tagged as in disuse in the 

OED, 

ii) resolved competition, where one competitor prevails over another, 

which eventually falls out of use, and 

iii) ongoing competition, where the members are unmarked regarding 

their use and are therefore assumed to be in coexistence for a period 

of time. 

Resolution tendencies are analysed in this thesis by exploring the earliest 

and latest attestation dates of the competing sense of competitors, which 

may cast light on the availability of the processes and, thus, on the 

resolution of competition, as in Bauer et al. (2010) and 

Fernández‑Alcaina (2021a, 2021b) for verbal competition, or 

Díaz‑Negrillo (2017) for nominal competition, among others.  

 This thesis focuses on four patterns of competition for the 

formation of nouns. The OED data of the earliest and latest attestation of 

the competing sense shows that competition is often resolved by the 

decay of both competitors (past competition), either because a third 

competitor superseded them both, or because the naming need has 

disappeared (see Bauer 2009: 188) (Table 5.3). In three patterns, 

approximately half of the clusters are classified as past competition, but 

in the competition between ‑ness and zero‑affixation for the expression 

of STATE, the percentage is lower (33%).  

 

 

 

 
80 Competition in this thesis is analysed at a sense level, so the information provided 

here refers to the competing sense of the forms. 
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Table 5.3. Diachronic profiles of resolution of the competing patterns according to 

OED data 

 
Past 

competition 

Resolved competition 
Ongoing 

competition 
Zero‑affixation 

prevails 

Overt affixation 

prevails 

‑ation vs. zero‑affixation 

ACTION 

50%  

(8 clusters) 

6%  

(1 cluster) 

19%  

(3 clusters) 

25%  

(1 cluster) 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

AGENTIVE 

64% 

(36 clusters) 

9%  

(5 clusters) 

9% 

(5 clusters) 

18%  

(10 clusters) 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

INSTRUMENT 

51% 

(18 clusters) 

14%  

(5 clusters) 

9% 

(3 clusters) 

26%  

(9 clusters) 

‑ness vs. zero‑affixation 

STATE 

33% 

(9 clusters) 

7% 

(2 clusters) 

19% 

(5 clusters) 

41% 

(11 clusters) 

As regards resolved competition, the results are unequal for each pattern: 

for the expression of ACTION and STATE, overt suffixation prevails in 

nearly 20% of the clusters (vs. 6–7% of clusters where zero‑affixation 

prevails). For the expression of INSTRUMENT, the opposite resolution is 

found: zero‑affixation prevails in nearly 15% of clusters, as opposed to 

9% of clusters where overt suffixation prevails. For the expression of 

AGENTIVE, the results are inconclusive: both processes prevail in 9% of 

clusters. The proportion of clusters remaining in competition is similar 

for three patterns (between 18% and 26%), while c. 40% of clusters are 

classified as ongoing for the expression of STATE (§4.3.2, §4.3.3.1.1, 

§4.3.3.2.1 and §4.3.4.1).  

 The similarities found between the three deverbal patterns (for 

the expression of ACTION, AGENTIVE and INSTRUMENT) as opposed to the 

deadjectival pattern (for the expression of STATE) raises the question 

whether the resolution profile may be affected by the word class of the 

base. While this thesis does not explore this component for want of a 

wider number of competing patterns, previous research approached this 

point, with results that are, again, not entirely conclusive (see discussion 

in §2.3.2.2.2.2). 

 The results presented in this thesis, as in Table 5.3, focus on pairs 

of competitors. However, as stated above, it could be the case that there 

are more competing forms at play. The data collected did not identify any 

affixal competitor in use aside from the two processes under study, that 

is, aside from the specific overt suffix explored in each case and zero. 
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For example, in the competition between 

interpretN/interpreter/interpretor, both the ‑or and the zero‑affixed form 

fall out of use for the expression of the semantic category AGENTIVE, and 

only the ‑er form remains in use. Still, this thesis identifies cases where 

one of the two main competing forms falls out of use (i.e. ‑ation, ‑er, 

‑ness or zero‑affixation) and the other competing form plus some other 

competitor(s) remain in use (i.e., partial competition according to 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a: 142–143). One such example can be found in 

derivation from the base savageAdj, where four competitors are available 

in the OED for the expression of STATE: savageN, savageness, savagery 

and savagism. However, dictionary and corpus data evidence uneven 

earliest attestation dates and uneven corpus attestation data. The final 

profile is one where zero has decayed and overt affixation remains in use 

for this base and this semantic category (see §5.2.2). 

 

5.3.2. Resolution of competition in PDE 

The second research question deals with the information synchronic data 

provides as regards the resolution of competition. There are three main 

possibilities of resolution, as described above (past competition, resolved 

competition and ongoing competition). When a competing cluster is 

classified as in ongoing competition (i.e., both forms are attested as in 

use in PDE), there are three main ways in which this co‑existence may 

be resolved (see §2.3.1), that is, as a result of: 

i) regional differences, 

ii) register specialisation, or 

iii) semantic specialisation. 

There is also a fourth possibility: competition is not resolved yet. In this 

case, no differences can be identified, and the forms are then expected to 

remain in use without any differentiating mark for some time, even if 

resolution is expected (see discussion in §2.1 and §2.3.2.2).  

 The first possibility of resolution, that is, regional differences, is 

not explored in detail in this thesis for two reasons: 
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i) the main corpus used for the analysis is a general corpus of British 

English. Still, this thesis assumes that the BNC is representative 

enough of the use of the competing patterns in PDE (see 

Fernández‑Domínguez 2017: 69–75, §3.2.1), and 

ii) nearly none of the competing senses of the competitors analysed in 

this thesis were tagged as pertaining to a specific dialect in the OED. 

Specifically, of the 120 forms classified as in PDE competition, only 

two were classified as such in their competing sense in the OED: 

pitchN and pitcher, in competition for the expression of the semantic 

category INSTRUMENT. The competing sense in both forms is 

classified as ‘British regional’ in the OED, and both forms are 

attested in the BNC, although only pitcher actually attests the 

instrumental meaning.  

However, it could be the case that some clusters behave differently 

according to regional variety, but such analysis is outside the scope of 

this thesis and is left for further research (see Bauer 2009: 191 for a 

discussion of the difficulties of such analysis). 

 The second possibility for the resolution of PDE competition is 

specialisation regarding register. This thesis identifies 60 doublets of 

competition where both members are attested in the BNC. Of the 120 

competitors, 11 are classified as specific to a register or domain in the 

OED (see Table 5.4): 

i) two members are classified as being restricted to (Scottish) Law (i.e. 

aliment/alimentation), and 

ii) nine belong to a more informal register, that is, they are tagged as 

‘slang’ or ‘colloquial’ (e.g. swank/swanker, within the AGENTIVE 

category, and wipe within the INSTRUMENT one).  

All competitors within the STATE category are tagged as either in use or 

obsolete/rare, without any sense being dialectal or of a specific 

register/domain.  
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Table 5.4. Forms in PDE competition classified as pertaining to a specific register or 

domain in the OED 

 

Ongoing 

competition 

(OED) 

Sense classified as 

of register/domain 

(OED) 

Register/domain 

‑ation vs. zero‑affixation 

ACTION 
16  2 (Scottish) Law 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

AGENTIVE 
38 7 Slang; colloquial 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

INSTRUMENT 
48 2 Slang 

‑ness vs. zero‑affixation 

STATE 
18 0 – 

This thesis explores register based on the concordances classified as 

attesting the competing sense, whose frequencies were grouped using the 

BNC classification of registers. The aim is to identify whether any 

process is preferred in any given register, meaning that the choice of the 

process used for derivation would be according to the context of use. For 

this, a statistical analysis is performed to tell whether the association 

between word‑formation process and register is significant or not. Table 

5.5 summarises the results obtained for each competing pattern from the 

statistical analysis (see §4.3.2.2, §4.3.3.1.2, §4.3.3.2.2 and §4.3.4.2):  

i) in the second column, whether the chi‑square test for the association 

between word‑formation process and register is significant, or not,  

ii) in the third column, the effect size (calculated using Cramer’s V), 

and 

iii) in the fourth column, the results of the standardised residuals, to see 

in which registers the difference between the observed and the 

expected frequencies is significant.  

The fourth column thus shows the registers where the overt affix is used 

significantly more or less than expected. In these registers, opposite 

results would correspond to the zero affix. For example, for the 

expression of AGENTIVE, the overt affix is used significantly less than 

expected in ‘W_fiction’, and the zero affix is used significantly more 

than expected in that register.  
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Table 5.5. Results from the statistical analysis of the competing patterns 

as regards register 

 Chi‑square Effect size 
Residuals (overt affix) 

> expected < expected 

‑ation vs. zero‑affixation 

ACTION 
Significant Very strong 

Spoken; 

W_fiction; 

W_academic 

W_newspaper; 

W_non‑academic 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

AGENTIVE 
Significant Medium 

Spoken; 

W_academic 
W_fiction 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

INSTRUMENT 
Significant Weak 

Spoken; 

W_fiction; 

W_non‑academic 

W_magazine; 

W_academic 

‑ness vs. zero‑affixation 

STATE 
Significant Very strong 

W_academic; 

W_non‑academic; 

W_miscellaneous 

Spoken; 

W_newspaper 

The results presented in Table 5.5 show that the association between 

word‑formation process and register is significant in the four patterns, so 

the observed register differences are not due to chance. The effect size is 

then measured to calculate how strong that association is. The calculation 

of Cramer’s V shows that, in two patterns, for the expression of ACTION 

and STATE, the association is very strong, so there is an association 

between the process and the register where it is used. In another pattern, 

for the expression of AGENTIVE, the effect size is medium, so there is 

some association between the variables, even if it is not a perfect one. In 

one pattern, for the expression of INSTRUMENT, the effect is weak: there 

is only a small association between the variables. The choice of one 

word‑formation process over its competitor may be concluded to be 

dependent on the register where the derivative is used, but to a variable 

degree (see §5.3.4 for a comparison between overt affixation and 

zero‑affixation in this regard). Besides, the meaning to be expressed is 

key: the association between register and process is not the same, for 

example, for the expression of AGENTIVE and of INSTRUMENT, even 

though the processes used for derivation are formally the same: ‑er and 

zero‑affixation. 

 Even if differences can be identified regarding register for each 

of the competing patterns, the analysis of register distribution reveals 
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registers where both competing processes within each pattern are used 

more frequently than in the rest of the registers. Specifically,  

i) for the expression of ACTION, most instances of ‑ation occur in 

‘W_academic’, whereas most instances of zero‑affixation do in 

‘W_newspaper’ (around 25% of their attestations), 

ii) for the expression of AGENTIVE, both ‑er and zero‑affixation are 

skewed towards ‘W_newspaper’ (c. 40% of their attestations), 

iii) for the expression of INSTRUMENT, both processes are skewed 

towards ‘W_magazine’ (c. 30% of their attestations), ‘Spoken’ (c. 

20% of their attestations) and ‘W_fiction’ (c. 20% of their 

attestations), and 

iv) for the expression of STATE, both processes are heavily skewed 

towards ‘W_fiction’, where over c. 40% of their attestations occur.  

These results are to be expected for the kind of information that is 

typically presented in each register: 

i) newspapers typically depict agents and the actions they perform, 

ii) academic texts usually include descriptions of the actions carried 

out, 

iii) fiction texts frequently describe the states of the characters, and 

iv) instruments are described in a wider variety of texts, including 

popular magazines, fiction texts and in the spoken mode. 

Therefore, it may be concluded that: 

i) certain semantic categories are more frequent in certain registers, 

and 

ii) the word‑formation process used to express that meaning will vary 

according to register. 

These results are in line with previous research, where associations 

between word‑formation processes and the degree or formality or 

technicality of the context were found (Plag et al. 1999; Guz 2009; 

Montero‑Fleta 2011; Wauquier et el. 2020b). 

 The third possibility for the resolution of competition in PDE is 

semantic specialisation, which is closely related to register and domain 

specialisation: if a form is restricted to a specific field and its competitor 
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becomes restricted to a different field, then they would have become 

specialised as regards register, therefore also partly as regards semantics. 

If there is no more overlap in their use, then competition would have 

been resolved. If there is still some overlap, there is partial competition. 

Rifón Sánchez (2011: 253) explains the process of specialisation as 

follows: 

The arrival of another [noun] implies competition and‑ thanks to the 

push of the new noun – can cause the already existing noun to move to 

other areas of meaning, or it can be the new noun that moves when 

faced with the resistance of the older one, thus sharing out the 

meanings. It can also occur that the push of the new one or resistance 

of the old one completely eliminates the other, making it disappear. 

This tug of war and movement involves, at least, two elements: time 

and frequency. The former is necessary for the motion of derived words 

or the possible disappearance of one of them. The frequency affects the 

strength with which one derived word pushes the other and the 

resistance offered by the one being pushed.  

The forms classified in this thesis as in competition show some overlap 

in meaning in that they are both used to express the same semantic 

category, according to the OED. Nevertheless, a more fine‑grained 

analysis of the context where they are used reveals semantic differences. 

This analysis could not be performed by process, but it needed to be 

performed for each cluster individually. The results reveal that some 

competitors have become semantically specialised (e.g. clip/clipper, 

§4.3.3.2.3), whereas others still show a considerable overlap in meaning 

(e.g. wrap/wrapper, §4.3.3.2.3) (see discussion in §5.3.3 below).  

 

5.3.3. Competition between patterns and between forms 

The third research question deals with tendencies in the resolution of 

competition and whether they show in every cluster of any given 

competition pattern. To explore this, Table 5.6 summarises the results 

obtained from calculation of the C value (see Table 4.3, Table 4.10, Table 

4.19 and Table 4.28), which is used to identify which forms (or which 

process) have prevailed or may prevail in each cluster. A note of caution 
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is in order for the interpretation of these results: in simple terms, the 

assumption behind this measurement is that the higher the productivity 

of a process, the more readily available it will be for the formation of 

new words. Then, it would be expected that, if a form has a higher C 

value (and, thus, productivity) than its competitor, there is a higher 

chance that it will create new words and, thus, prevail over its 

competitor81. Although this is an assumption that is implicit in any study 

on the productivity of affixes, certain parameters, such as lexicalisation 

or pragmatic factors, which may influence the results greatly, cannot be 

controlled (see, e.g., Bauer 2001: 20–22; Plag 2005: 125–126). For this 

reason, any statement based on these figures needs to be taken cautiously 

and only as a potential outcome. This measure is therefore used here only 

as a starting point to try to identify general resolution tendencies, but it 

is expected that these may not be followed in some cases, such as when 

an affix (or a form) becomes specialised. 

Table 5.6. Results obtained from computation of the C value by competing pattern 

 

Senses not 

attested in 

cluster 

Clusters in PDE 

competition 

Clusters of resolved 

competition 

Overt 

affixation 

may prevail 

Zero‑ 

affixation 

may prevail 

Overt 

affixation 

prevails 

Zero‑ 

affixation 

prevails 

‑ation vs. zero‑affixation 

ACTION 

1 

(13%) 

2 

(25%) 

3 

(38%) 

1 

(13%) 

1 

(13%) 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

AGENTIVE 

1 

(5%) 

5 

(26%) 

3 

(16%) 

10 

(53%) 

0 

(0%) 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

INSTRUMENT 

5 

(21%) 

5 

(21%) 

6 

(25%) 

3 

(13%) 

5 

(21%) 

‑ness vs. zero‑affixation 

STATE 

0 

(0%) 

4 

(44%) 

1 

(11%) 

4 

(44%) 

0 

(0%) 

 

This said, Table 5.6 shows that not every cluster within each pattern 

behaves the same way, even if some resolution tendencies can be 

identified in two patterns: in both ‑er/zero‑affixation AGENTIVE and 

‑ness/zero‑affixation STATE, the overt affix prevails over the zero affix 

 
81 “According to Corbin (1987:177) a morphological process is rentable […] to the 

extent that it may be used or has been used to produce large numbers of new words” 

(Bauer 2001: 49; emphasis added). 
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(in 83% of clusters where both competitors are attested in the former, 

and 89% in the latter)82. In the two other patterns, zero‑affixation 

prevails, but the proportion of clusters where it does is lower (in 57% of 

clusters where both competitors are attested for the expression of 

ACTION, and 58% for the expression of INSTRUMENT). 

 Taking the expression of AGENTIVE as an example, the overt affix 

would be expected to prevail when in competition with zero‑affixation. 

This tendency shows, for example, in the doublet sweep/sweeper, where 

‑er is expected to prevail (with a C value of 0.45 out of 0.5). In contrast, 

the doublet cheat/cheater shows opposite results: the zero‑affixed form 

is expected to prevail, with a C value of 0.46 out of 0.5.  

 The literature has described three factors which provide hints on 

which form may prevail over its competitors (see, e.g., Aronoff 1976; 

Pounder 2000: 322, 669; Bauer 2009; Rifón Sánchez 2011; 

Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018; Fradin 2019): 

i) the earliest attestation date (the earliest form is expected to prevail), 

ii) the frequency of the form (the form with the highest frequency is 

expected to prevail), and 

iii) the polysemy of the form (the one that is used to express a wider 

number of senses is expected to prevail). 

If these factors are tested in the two doublets described above, it can be 

seen that they do not always behave as expected. In the case of 

cheat/cheater, the earliest attestation dates of the competing sense in the 

OED are quite similar for both forms (1664 and 1606, respectively), so 

this is inconclusive. In the case of sweep/sweeper, the form with the 

competing sense which is attested earliest (sweeper, in 1657) is expected 

to prevail (as opposed to sweep, where the instrumental sense is attested 

earliest in 1812), which would follow the expectancy. There are, 

however, clusters where it is the form attested later that is expected to 

prevail, e.g. swankN, attested earliest in 1913 for the expression of 

 
82 Note that the percentages provided in the text, as opposed to the table, consider only 

clusters where both competitors are attested within each competing pattern. The table, 

in contrast, computes percentages including also clusters where the competing sense is 

not attested. 
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INSTRUMENT, is expected to prevail over swanker, attested earliest in 

1846.  

  Regarding the frequency of the forms, opposite results are found: 

in cheat/cheater the form with the highest frequency is expected to 

prevail (cheatN); whereas in sweep/sweeper, it is the form with the lowest 

frequency that is expected to prevail (sweeper). This is because the 

competing sense is attested in different proportions in each cluster: c. 

56% and 77% of the cheat/cheater concordances, respectively, attest the 

sense AGENTIVE, whereas only c. 3% of the sweepN concordances do (as 

opposed to 76% in sweeper). The proportion of concordances of sweepN 

showing the competing sense is thus very low, which would explain why 

sweeper is expected to prevail, even if the form shows a lower frequency 

than its competitor in the corpus. 

 As for the polysemy of the forms, the results are again opposite. 

In cheat/cheater, the form with the highest number of senses is expected 

to prevail: cheatN has nine senses in the OED and it is expected to prevail, 

whereas its competitor has four. In contrast, in sweep/sweeper, the form 

with the lowest number of senses is the one expected to prevail: sweepN 

has 34 senses and sweeper has 7, but the latter would prevail. This could 

again be explained by the low proportion of sweepN concordances 

showing the sense AGENTIVE. 

 Therefore, even if general tendencies can be identified for the 

resolution of competition, clusters behave differently. Be it as it may, 

some forms may become specialised and prevail in a domain over its 

competitor, even if the competitor has been attested earlier, is more 

frequent (in other domains), or shows a wider variety of meanings. This 

niche of specialisation, as described by Aronoff (2016, 2019), among 

others, would thus allow forms to remain in use even if only within a 

restricted domain (see Bauer 2001: 135). The domain is typically of 

register (see §5.3.2) or semantics, which will be further explored with 

the two doublets selected. 

 Regarding register, both ‑er and zero‑affixation are skewed 

towards newspaper samples for the expression of AGENTIVE, and the 

overt affix occurs significantly more frequently than expected in 

‘Spoken’ and ‘W_academic’, whereas the zero affix does in ‘W_fiction’. 
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The analysis of individual clusters, however, reveals that this general 

tendency does not always show:  

i) Cheater is attested significantly more frequently than expected in 

‘Spoken’ and ‘W_academic’, but cheatN is in ‘W_newspaper’. 

ii) SweepN is attested significantly more frequently than expected in 

‘W_academic’ and ‘W_non‑academic’. Sweeper is not used 

significantly more frequently than expected in any register.  

In both clusters, the association between word‑formation process and 

register is significant, and the effect size is remarkably strong. Therefore, 

the competition between the two doublets may be partly resolved by 

register specialisation. However, sweeper has no niche regarding 

register, which may mean that it is used in a wide variety of contexts but 

thus may be the default form to refer to agents who sweep.  

 As for the semantics of the clusters, the information extracted 

from PDE dictionaries reveals specialisation for the cluster 

sweep/sweeper: the ‑er form is used to refer to any agent that sweeps, 

whereas the zero‑affixed form is restricted to chimney sweeps. The 

analysis of the cooccurrences of these forms support the possibility of a 

semantic specialisation, as there is no cooccurrence in common. 

Regarding the doublet cheat/cheater, no clear semantic specialisation 

was identified at first: PDE dictionaries gloss both forms with an 

agentive meaning. Their cooccurrences reveal that both forms can be 

used to refer to people who cheat in sport and in love affairs, so there is 

some overlap in meaning. Otherwise, the low frequency of cheater does 

not allow a detailed analysis of the form. Interestingly, dictionaries point 

to a possible dialectal difference between the two competitors: cheater 

would be used more frequently in American English and cheatN in 

British English. Besides, the OED reports in the gloss of cheater a 

semantic nuance for cheatN: “[a] systematic or habitual cheater is now 

called a cheat n.1”. Therefore, even if both forms refer to agents that 

perform the action of cheating, the zero‑affixed form is used for agents 

that perform the action repeatedly and the ‑er form for those who do so 

in particular situations. Besides, the ‑er form seems to be more frequent 

in American English, and the zero‑affixed form in British English, which 
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may explain why cheatN was expected to prevail in this thesis, which is 

based on data from the BNC. It may be concluded, then, that, even if 

these forms do remain in competition, they seem to be in the process of 

diverging both in regional terms and in their connotations.  

 The results presented so far demonstrate that the proportion of 

pairs which actually compete is not so big as could be expected. In most 

cases, forms have become specialised or they are in the process of 

specialisation. This is in line with previous research on competition (Plag 

1999; Koehl 2015; Fradin 2019), which demonstrates that a close 

analysis of competitors may reveal differences in their use, even if some 

retain some degree of overlap. This leads to the view of competition as a 

gradient, where forms or processes compete to varying degrees until 

competition is resolved (Huyghe & Wauquier 2021; Huyghe et al. 2023; 

Huyghe & Varvara 2023a). Further research is needed to assess the extent 

to which each factor (phonological, morphological, semantic, stylistic, 

etc.) influences the way competition is resolved.  

 

5.3.4. Economy vs. transparency 

The fourth research question deals with the potential bias towards 

transparency or towards economy in word formation. Specifically, the 

aim is to ascertain whether a transparent or an economic process is 

primed when a situation of competition arises and if the bias, if any, is 

context dependent. To explore this, this thesis analyses the competition 

between three overt suffixes (transparent) and zero‑affixation 

(economic) for the expression of four different semantic categories.  

 The expectation is twofold (see §2.2): 

i) According to the principle of Naturalness, overt suffixation should 

prevail over zero‑affixation: “affixing WFRs [Word‑Formation 

Rules] are preferred over conversion rules, and morphotactically 

more transparent ones over less transparent ones” (Dressler 1987: 

122). 
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ii) Zero‑affixation should prevail in spoken language and in informal 

contexts, whereas overt affixation would prevail written language 

and formal contexts: “[t]his is because in formal or emphatic speech 

easy perception takes priority and in casual speech it is easy 

pronounceability that takes priority” (Dressler 1985a: 86). 

To address the second expectation (ii), an analysis of the use of the 

competing patterns in terms of mode and of register was performed in 

this thesis.  

 In terms of mode, the results show that the association between 

word‑formation process and mode is significant for the four competing 

patterns, but that the effect size is either weak or very weak (Table 5.7). 

Therefore, the choice of the word‑formation process will be conditioned 

by the mode, but exceptions are expected. Interestingly, and contrary to 

what was expected, overt suffixation is attested significantly more 

frequently than it would be expected in the spoken mode in three of the 

patterns (for the expression of ACTION, AGENTIVE and INSTRUMENT), 

while it is zero‑affixation that is attested significantly more frequently 

than expected for the expression of STATE. Uncovering why this is so is 

outside the scope of this thesis, but some factors that could play a role 

and deserve exploration in further research are: 

i) the word class of the base, as the patterns derived from the same 

word class (verb) behave similarly, and different from the one 

deriving from a different word class (adjective), 

ii) phonological factors, as the three suffixes that prevail in the spoken 

mode start in a vowel, and the other one in a consonant, or 

iii) the effect played by the methods used, for example, the fact that 

results are based on BNC data, where the spoken mode is 

comparatively less represented than the written mode. 
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Table 5.7. Results from the statistical analysis of the competing patterns 

as regards mode 

 Chi‑square Effect size 
Residuals (overt affix) 

> expected < expected 

‑ation vs. zero‑affixation 

ACTION  
Significant Very weak Spoken Written 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

AGENTIVE 
Significant Very weak Spoken Written 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

INSTRUMENT  
Significant Very weak Spoken Written 

‑ness vs. zero‑affixation 

STATE  
Significant Weak Written Spoken 

In terms of register, the results presented in §5.3.2 demonstrate that the 

choice of one process or another is according to register. These results 

are partly counter to our expectations: zero‑affixation was expected to be 

significantly more frequent in spoken language and in informal contexts, 

as speed would be primed, whereas overt affixation was expected to be 

significantly more frequent in written language and formal contexts, 

where easy processing would be primed. Table 5.5 (reproduced below 

again for easier reading) shows that, in three of the four patterns 

analysed, the overt suffix is used significantly more frequently than 

expected in ‘Spoken’, and in two patterns in ‘W_fiction’ and 

‘W_academic’. The zero affix, in contrast, shows higher frequencies than 

expected in ‘W_newspaper’ in two patterns, and the rest of the registers 

differ in each pattern. Such variability does not lead to a firm conclusion 

in terms of word‑formation process and the degree of formality of the 

texts, although a tendency is clear: within written registers, overt 

suffixation is used more frequently than expected in formal and fiction 

texts, whereas zero‑affixation is used more frequently in more informal 

writing (newspaper and non‑academic). This is in line with what was 

expected, but a more fine‑grained analysis of the degree of formality or 

technicality of the texts is needed to confirm these results.  
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Table 5.5. Results from the statistical analysis of the competing patterns 

as regards register 

 Chi‑square Effect size 
Residuals (overt affix) 

> expected < expected 

‑ation vs. zero‑affixation 

ACTION  
Significant Very strong 

Spoken 

W_fiction 

W_academic 

W_newspaper 

W_non‑academic 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

AGENTIVE 
Significant Medium 

Spoken 

W_academic 
W_fiction 

‑er vs. zero‑affixation 

INSTRUMENT  
Significant Weak 

Spoken 

W_fiction 

W_non‑academic 

W_magazine 

W_academic 

‑ness vs. zero‑affixation 

STATE  
Significant Very strong 

W_academic 

W_non‑academic 

W_miscellaneous 

Spoken 

W_newspaper 

 

 

5.4. SUMMARY 

This chapter opened with the description of potential limitations due to 

the methodological decisions taken in this thesis. These limit the degree 

to which the results obtained can be generalised to other competition 

patterns or to other varieties of English, but even the results obtained 

provide insights into the resolution of competition in PDE 

nominalisations at a sense level. This chapter discussed the four main 

research questions of this thesis, showing that diachronic competition is 

resolved by the obsolescence of both competitors in approximately half 

of the clusters. In PDE, it seems that the competition between 

zero‑affixation and ‑ation (for the expression of ACTION) and 

zero‑affixation and ‑er (for the expression of AGENTIVE and 

INSTRUMENT) are closer to resolution than the competition between 

zero‑affixation and ‑ness for the expression of STATE. All competing 

patterns show specialisation as regards register, but each cluster needs to 

be analysed separately for an analysis of resolution in terms of semantic 

specialisation. In terms of the conflict between economy and 

transparency when in competition, expectations prove true only to a 

limited degree.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1. INTRODUCTION 

In §1.3, it was stated that the aim of this thesis is to explore whether and 
how the competition between overt affixation and zero‑affixation in 
PDE for the formation of nouns is resolved. To this end, this thesis 

focused on four competing patterns:  

i) ‑ation/zero‑affixation for the expression of ACTION,  

ii) ‑er/zero‑affixation for the expression of AGENTIVE,  

iii) ‑er/zero affixation for the expression of INSTRUMENT, and  

iv) ‑ness/zero‑affixation for the expression of STATE.  

It may be worth recalling at this point, as the background of this thesis, 

that, despite the attention given to the topic of competition in word 

formation, there is quite some variability on how its study is approached: 

i) Some authors restrict competition to a situation where two or more 

forms are derived from the same base and express the same meaning 

in the same domains, whereas others take a more inclusive approach 

whereby competition depends only on the word class of the outputs 

(e.g. nominalisations).  

ii) Most research has focused on identifying how derivation is 

constrained or facilitated by, for example, the profile of the base, in 

order to find niches of specialisation (e.g. ‑ical prevails over ‑ic in 

bases ending in ‑olog‑, Lindsay 2012: 193). Few references have 

restricted the analysis to the sense level, that is, in which contexts 

may one process be preferred over another for the expression of a 

given semantic category. 

iii) Previous research has focused mainly on affixal processes, but 

zero‑affixation has largely been left out of research. 
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The present chapter is structured as follows: §6.2 draws conclusions 

from chapters 4 and 5, and §6.3 is a description of the limitations of the 

thesis and of further research. 

 

 

6.2. CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions of this thesis with regard to the study of the 

competition between overt affixation and zero‑affixation for the 

formation of nouns can be presented as follows: 

i) From a methodological point of view: 

a.  It shows that a combination of corpus (e.g. BNC) and 

dictionary (e.g. OED) data is needed, as they complement each 

other and allow for a more fine‑grained analysis. In this thesis: 

i. The OED has been used to: 

a. identify forms in competition for the expression of four 

semantic categories (ACTION, AGENTIVE, INSTRUMENT, 

STATE), and 

b. extract relevant information such as etymology, a 

description of senses over time, and the lifespan of 

forms and senses. 

ii. Corpus data has been used to explore the use of competitors 

in PDE to:  

a. quantify to which extent they are used for the 

expression of the semantic categories under study, 

b. analyse the context of use of the competitors as regards 

register, and 

c. compare their meanings by way of the analysis of: 

i. their glosses in PDE dictionaries, and 

ii. their cooccurrences in the concordances 

classified as showing the competing sense. 

b. Manual classification of concordances has proved that the use 

of frequencies of the forms without semantic classification leads 

to inaccurate results: only between 2% and 40% of the 

concordances in the sample attest the competing sense, but this 
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proportion varies according to the competing pattern. 

Therefore, if absolute frequencies are used without semantic 

classification, between 60% and 98% of attestations which are 

not actually in competition will mistakenly be included in the 

count. The proportion of concordances attesting the competing 

sense also varies according to the word‑formation process: c. 

50% of the concordances of the overt affixed forms attest the 

competing sense, whereas only 15% of the concordances of the 

zero‑affixed forms do. Thus, conclusions drawn on BNC data 

without semantic classification bias the frequencies of use of 

both processes for the expression of the competing sense, 

especially in the case of zero‑affixation. 

c. The restriction of the analysis to forms derived from the same 

base is useful for better control of the variables that may play a 

role in the resolution of competition, as it eliminates the effects 

played, for example, by blocking or by phonological 

restrictions. This is because corpus attestation evidences to 

some extent that the forms in question are not subject to 

constraints that preclude derivation. It does not allow, however, 

for an analysis of factors such as potentiation (see Aronoff 2023: 

57), because the study is limited to attested forms derived from 

the same base and by different affixes and, thus, does not 

explore potential forms. Therefore, this kind of analysis helps 

compare processes which are used for derivation from the same 

bases, but it does not allow comparison of their potential for 

derivation independently on the profile of the base. 

ii) From a descriptive point of view: 

a. The results obtained in this thesis support the claim made in the 

literature that competition is not so widespread as it might seem 

(see Plag 1999; Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a, 2021b):  

i. after analysis of a sample of c. 1,150 entries from the BNC 

frequency list, 36 clusters of competition in PDE were 

identified (c. 3% of the entries in the list), and 
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ii. following the analysis of nearly 10,000 entries in the OED, 

144 clusters (c. 1.5% of the OED entries) were identified 

in diachrony, of which 60 clusters are attested in PDE (c. 

0.6% of the OED entries).  

This confirms the hypothesis that the system avoids two forms 

or processes for the same meaning. More importantly, the 

results presented in this thesis give competition in the profiles 

under study a size and, considered alongside Fernández‑Alcaina 

(2021), allow to envisage how and how fast the system filters 

redundant forms. 

b. As regards the resolution of competition, the possibilities are: 

i. The obsolescence of one or more competitors in the cluster. 

The diachronic results show that this is the case in 75% of 

clusters in the sample. This is in line with results from an 

analysis of competition between verbs: “Despite the 

heterogeneity of competition, resolution is always the most 

common outcome independently of the number of 

competitors, the degree of overlap, the patterns in 

competition and the meaning expressed.” 

(Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a: 228). 

ii. The specialisation of one or both competitors. This thesis 

explores mode, register and semantic specialisation: 

a. Specialisation as regards mode was found, but the 

effect size was very weak for the four patterns. 

Interestingly, the overt suffix has significantly higher 

frequencies than expected in the spoken mode in three 

patterns (for the expression of ACTION, AGENTIVE and 

INSTRUMENT), whereas the zero affix does in the other 

pattern (for the expression of STATE) (for results, see 

§4.3.2.2, §4.3.3.1.2, §4.3.3.2.2, and §4.3.4.2; for a 

discussion, see §5.3.2, and §5.3.4); 

b. Specialisation as regards register was found for the 

four patterns under analysis, and the effect size was 

very strong in two, medium in one and very weak in 

another pattern. Overt suffixation is used more 
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frequently than expected in formal and fiction texts 

within the written mode, whereas zero‑affixation is 

used more frequently in more informal writing 

(newspaper and non‑academic) (for results, see 

§4.3.2.2, §4.3.3.1.2, §4.3.3.2.2, and §4.3.4.2; for a 

discussion, see §5.3.2, and §5.3.4); and 

c. Semantic specialisation was explored in specific 

clusters, and it led to uneven results: some pairs of 

competitors (e.g. sweepN/sweeper for the expression of 

AGENTIVE) seem to be semantically specialised, so 

each competitor is used to express a different meaning, 

whereas others (e.g. wrapN/wrapper for the expression 

of INSTRUMENT) retain some degree of overlap (for 

results, see §4.3.2.3, §4.3.3.1.3, §4.3.3.2.3, and 

§4.3.4.3; for a discussion, see §5.3.3);.  

iii. The coexistence of the processes for a period of time. No 

pattern or cluster was identified where there was no hint of 

resolution, that is, where no specialisation as regards 

register, mode, or semantics was found. However, some 

patterns seem to be closer to resolution than others: 

zero‑affixation/‑ation for the expression of ACTION and 

zero‑affixation/‑er for the expression of AGENTIVE and 

INSTRUMENT show a higher degree of specialisation than 

zero‑affixation/‑ness for the expression of STATE. 

c. The profile of resolution varies greatly from pattern to pattern, 

and even more for individual clusters, which evidences how 

complex competition is. There is a large number of factors that 

influence competition and its resolution: from general 

tendencies of natural languages to economy or transparency, to 

very specific phonological restrictions. To date, it does not seem 

possible to control for every variable in a systematic way.  

This thesis thus concludes that the system avoids two forms for the same 

purpose, but the way in which this happens varies greatly. If the potential 

for word formation is considered in general terms, formal constraints are 

key, as they establish which forms can be created or not (for example, 
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‑ize precludes derivation with ‑ment, ‑al or ‑age; see §2.3.2.2.2.3). If 

competition of forms derived from the same base is examined, then 

differences of use can be identified, mainly depending on the degree of 

formality of the text, or also on the meaning of the forms (for example, 

overt suffixation seems to prevail in formal and fiction texts, whereas 

zero‑affixation does in informal writing; see discussion in §5.3.4). 

However, the differences that are identified do not lead to clear‑cut 

choices for word formation, but rather to a preference system that 

evolves over time.  

 

 

6.3. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The limitations of this thesis I am aware of are mainly methodological 

and, thus, partly also descriptive as regards the results obtained: 

i) The ‘Spoken’ part of the BNC amounts to only c. 10% of the corpus. 

This becomes especially relevant when an analysis in terms of mode 

is taken into consideration because, even if frequencies have been 

normalised according to the size of each corpus part, some forms or 

patterns may be underrepresented in that mode. This is particularly 

relevant for a thesis where mode influences the resolution of 

competition as heavily as expounded in §5.3.4. 

ii) For the analysis of competing patterns, frequencies have been 

grouped by affix. However, the frequency of each individual form 

is unequal, so a word with a very high frequency will influence the 

results obtained for the whole process. This is why an analysis by 

doublet may give results that are quite different to the results of the 

competing pattern. 

iii) The semantic classification of concordances, even if it has proved 

necessary for a more fine‑grained analysis of competition, is of 

necessity subject to a certain degree of subjectivity on the part of the 

annotator. No measure of inter‑ or intra‑rater reliability has been 

performed due to the limitation of resources available in this thesis, 

but the annotation has been supervised by and consulted with an 

additional informant. This thesis assumes that the remaining 
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variability in the annotation (both inter‑ and intra‑rater) is preferable 

over an analysis based on the frequencies of the forms disregarding 

their polysemy. 

iv) The frequencies of the forms after semantic classification are low 

for the majority of the competitors, and this makes statistical 

analysis difficult (see, e.g., Bonami & Thuilier 2019: 6). 

Nonetheless, it was not possible to manually classify larger numbers 

of data due to the time limitations inherent to this doctoral thesis, 

and the tests made with automatic semantic annotators did not yield 

satisfactory results. 

This thesis does not exhaust all possibilities of analysis of the data 

obtained and there are also various ways in which the sample could be 

expanded. In what follows, some research avenues are listed for further 

research: 

i) An examination of the role played by a larger number of constraints 

and how they are interrelated, as in Varvara (2020), in particular as 

regards the effects of: 

a. the semantics and argument structure of bases (as in 

Iordăchioaia et al. 2020; Huyghe et al. 2023) or derivatives 

(Alexiadou et al. 2013; Iordăchioaia 2019; Schirakowski 2020), 

b. language varieties, in order to explore potential regional 

preferences, and 

c. other factors, such as borrowing or lexicalisation. 

ii) An exploration of the role played by other forms within the 

derivational paradigm (see Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a, 2021b) and 

by derivational series (see Fradin 2019). 

iii) A comparison of the results obtained from the BNC and the results 

available in more up‑to‑date corpora, such as News on the Web 

(NOW, Davies 2016–), or better balanced corpora as regards mode.  

iv) The sample could be enlarged by: 

a. increased number of senses and affixes analysed, or 

b. additional word‑formation processes such as compounding (see 

Štekauer 2017). 
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v) A comparison of the results obtained from corpus research with 

results from speakers’ questionnaires (as in Schirakowski 2020). 

This would allow complementing the analysis of larger quantities of 

data with information on: 

a. the speakers’ intuitions on the differences between 

word‑formation processes, or  

b. the decisions speakers of different backgrounds take when 

choosing a method for word formation (see Štekauer et al. 2005; 

Körtvélyessy et al. 2015). 

The main specific findings are, therefore, that the four competing 

patterns show specialisation as regards register and that, when pairs of 

competitors are examined, semantic differences are frequent (as claimed 

by Aronoff 2023: 57). However, the limitations of corpus research, 

especially when manual annotation of data is involved, cannot be 

overlooked. It should also be recalled that language evolution may cause 

changes in the preference system and, thus, a natural or productive 

process may become dispreferred (see, e.g. Luschützky 2015: 124). For 

these reasons, it is not possible to predict whether one pattern will prevail 

over another, it is only possible to examine how the competition is 

resolved up to PDE.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. CONCLUSIONES (MENCIÓN INTERNACIONAL) 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1. INTRODUCCIÓN 

En §1.3, se indicó que el objetivo de esta tesis es explorar si se resuelve, 

y cómo, la competición entre la afijación explícita y la afijación cero en 

inglés actual para la formación de sustantivos. Para ello, esta tesis se 

centró en cuatro patrones de competición:  

i) ‑ation/afijación cero para la expresión de ACCIÓN,  

ii) ‑er/ afijación cero para la expresión de AGENTIVO,  

iii) ‑er/afijación cero para la expresión de INSTRUMENTO, y  

iv) ‑ness/ afijación cero para la expresión de ESTADO.  

Conviene recordar en este punto, como antecedente de esta tesis, que, a 

pesar de la atención prestada al tema de la competición en la formación 

de palabras, existe bastante variabilidad en la forma de abordar su 

estudio: 

i) Algunos autores restringen la competición a una situación en la que 

dos o más formas derivan de la misma base y expresan el mismo 

significado en los mismos dominios, mientras que otros adoptan un 

enfoque más inclusivo, en el que la competición depende 

únicamente de la clase de palabra del derivado (por ejemplo, las 

nominalizaciones).  

ii) La mayoría de los estudios se han centrado en identificar cómo la 

derivación se ve limitada o facilitada por, por ejemplo, el perfil de 

la base, con el fin de encontrar nichos de especialización (por 

ejemplo, ‑ical prevalece sobre ‑ic en bases terminadas en ‑olog‑, 

Lindsay 2012: 193). Pocas referencias han restringido el análisis al 

nivel de sentido, es decir, en qué contextos puede preferirse un 
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proceso sobre otro para la expresión de una determinada categoría 

semántica. 

iii) Las investigaciones anteriores se han centrado principalmente en los 

procesos afijales, pero la afijación cero ha quedado en gran medida 

al margen de la investigación. 

El presente capítulo se estructura como sigue: §7.2 resume las 

conclusiones de los Capítulos 4 y 5, y §7.3 es una descripción de las 

limitaciones de la tesis y de posibles vías de investigación futuras. 

 

 

7.2. CONCLUSIONES 

Las principales conclusiones de esta tesis con respecto al estudio de la 

competición entre la afijación explícita y la afijación cero para la 

formación de sustantivos pueden presentarse del siguiente modo: 

i) Desde un punto de vista metodológico: 

a. La tesis demuestra que es necesaria una combinación de datos 

de corpus (por ejemplo, BNC) y de diccionarios (por ejemplo, 

OED), ya que se complementan y permiten un análisis más 

detallado. En esta tesis:  

i. El OED se ha utilizado para: 

a. identificar formas en competición para la expresión de 

cuatro categorías semánticas (ACCIÓN, AGENTIVO, 

INSTRUMENTO, ESTADO), y 

b. extraer información relevante, como la etimología, una 

descripción de los sentidos a lo largo del tiempo, y la 

duración de las formas y los sentidos. 

ii. Se han utilizado datos de corpus para explorar el uso de 

competidores en inglés actual para:  

a. cuantificar en qué medida se utilizan para la expresión 

de las categorías semánticas que son objeto de estudio, 

b. analizar el contexto de uso de los competidores en 

cuanto al registro, y 

c. comparar sus significados mediante el análisis de: 
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i. sus glosas en diccionarios de inglés actual, y 

ii. sus coocurrencias en las concordancias 

clasificadas como que muestran el sentido 

competidor. 

b. La clasificación manual de las concordancias ha demostrado 

que el uso de frecuencias de las formas sin clasificación 

semántica conduce a resultados inexactos: sólo entre el 2% y el 

40% de las concordancias de la muestra atestiguan el sentido 

competidor, pero esta proporción varía según el patrón de 

competición. Por lo tanto, si se utilizan frecuencias absolutas 

sin clasificación semántica, se incluirán erróneamente en el 

recuento entre el 60% y el 98% de las atestaciones que en 

realidad no están en competición. La proporción de 

concordancias que atestiguan el sentido competidor también 

varía según el proceso de formación de la palabra: cerca del 

50% de las concordancias de las formas con afijos expresos 

atestiguan el sentido competidor, mientras que sólo el 15% de 

las concordancias de las formas con afijo cero lo hacen. Por 

tanto, las conclusiones extraídas de los datos de BNC sin 

clasificación semántica sesgan los resultados basados en las 

frecuencias de uso de ambos procesos para la expresión del 

sentido que compite, especialmente en el caso de la afijación 

cero. 

c. La restricción del análisis a las formas derivadas de una misma 

base es útil para un mejor control de las variables que pueden 

intervenir en la resolución de la competición, ya que elimina los 

efectos desempeñados, por ejemplo, por el blocking o por las 

restricciones fonológicas. Esto se debe a que la atestación en 

corpus evidencia hasta cierto punto que las formas en cuestión 

no están sujetas a restricciones que impidan la derivación. No 

permite, sin embargo, analizar factores como la potenciación 

(véase Aronoff 2023: 57), porque el estudio se limita a formas 

atestiguadas derivadas de la misma base y por diferentes afijos, 

es decir, no explora formas potenciales. Por tanto, este tipo de 

análisis ayuda a comparar procesos que se utilizan para la 
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derivación a partir de las mismas bases, pero no permite 

comparar su potencial de derivación independientemente del 

perfil de la base. 

ii) Desde un punto de vista descriptivo: 

a. Los resultados obtenidos en esta tesis apoyan la afirmación 

realizada en la literatura de que la competición no está tan 

extendida como podría parecer (véase Plag 1999; 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a, 2021b):  

i. tras el análisis de una muestra de cerca de 1.150 entradas 

de la lista de frecuencias del BNC, se identificaron 36 

grupos de competidores en inglés actual (cerca de 3% de 

las entradas de la lista), y 

ii. tras el análisis de cerca de 10.000 entradas del OED, se 

identificaron 144 grupos de competidores (cerca del 1,5% 

de las entradas del OED) en diacronía, de los cuales 60 

grupos están atestiguados en inglés actual (cerca del 0,6% 

de las entradas del OED).  

Esto confirma la hipótesis de que el sistema evita tener dos 

formas o procesos para expresar un mismo significado. Más 

importante aún, los resultados presentados en esta tesis dan 

dimensión a la competición en los perfiles que son objeto de 

estudio y, considerados junto con Fernández‑Alcaina (2021), 

permiten concebir cómo y con qué rapidez filtra el sistema las 

formas redundantes. 

b. En cuanto a la resolución de la competición, las posibilidades 

son: 

i. La obsolescencia de uno o más competidores en el grupo. 

Los resultados diacrónicos muestran que éste es el caso en 

el 75% de los grupos de la muestra. Esto coincide con los 

resultados de un análisis de la competición entre verbos: 

“A pesar de la heterogeneidad de la competición, la 

resolución es siempre el resultado más común 

independientemente del número de competidores, el grado 

de solapamiento, los patrones en la competición y el 
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significado expresado”. (Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a: 228, 

mi traducción). 

ii. La especialización de uno o ambos competidores. Esta tesis 

explora la especialización en cuanto a modo, registro y 

semántica: 

a. Se encontró especialización en cuanto al modo, pero el 

tamaño del efecto fue pequeño para los cuatro 

patrones. Curiosamente, el sufijo expreso tiene 

frecuencias significativamente más altas de lo 

esperado en el modo hablado en tres patrones (para la 

expresión de ACCIÓN, AGENTIVO e INSTRUMENTO), 

mientras que el afijo cero lo tiene en el otro patrón 

(para la expresión de ESTADO) (para los resultados, 

véase §4.3.2.2, §4.3.3.1.2, §4.3.3.2.2, y §4.3.4.2; para 

una discusión, véase §5.3.2 y §5.3.4); 

b. La especialización en cuanto al registro se encontró en 

los cuatro patrones analizados, y el tamaño del efecto 

fue muy grande en dos de ellos, medio en uno y 

pequeño en otro. La sufijación abierta se utiliza con 

más frecuencia de lo esperado en textos formales y de 

ficción dentro del modo escrito, mientras que la 

sufijación nula se utiliza con más frecuencia en la 

escritura más informal (periodística y no académica) 

(para los resultados, véanse §4.3.2.2, §4.3.3.1.2, 

§4.3.3.2.2, y §4.3.4.2; para una discusión, véanse 5.3.2 

y §5.3.4); y 

c. La especialización semántica se exploró en parejas 

específicas, y condujo a resultados desiguales: algunos 

pares de competidores (por ej. sweepN/sweeper para la 

expresión de AGENTIVO) parecen estar semánticamente 

especializados, de modo que cada competidor se utiliza 

para expresar un significado diferente, mientras que 

otros (por ej. wrapN/wrapper para la expresión de 

INSTRUMENTO) conservan cierto grado de 

solapamiento (para los resultados, véase §4.3.2.3, 
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§4.3.3.1.3, §4.3.3.2.3, y §4.3.4.35.3.3; para una 

discusión, véase §5.3.3).  

iii. La coexistencia de los procesos durante un periodo de 

tiempo. No se identificó ningún patrón o grupo de 

competidores en el que no hubiera ningún indicio de 

resolución, es decir, en el que no se encontrara ninguna 

especialización en cuanto a registro, modo o semántica. Sin 

embargo, algunos patrones parecen estar más cerca de la 

resolución que otros: el patrón de afijación cero/‑ation para 

la expresión de ACCIÓN y los de afijación cero/‑er para la 

expresión de AGENTIVO e INSTRUMENTO muestran un 

mayor grado de especialización que el patrón de afijación 

cero /‑ness para la expresión de ESTADO. 

c. El perfil de resolución varía mucho de un patrón a otro, y aún 

más en el caso de grupos individuales, lo que evidencia lo 

compleja que es la competición. Hay un gran número de 

factores que influyen en la competición y su resolución: desde 

tendencias generales de las lenguas naturales a la economía o la 

transparencia, hasta restricciones fonológicas muy específicas. 

Hasta la fecha, no parece posible controlar todas las variables 

de forma sistemática. 

Esta tesis concluye, por tanto, que el sistema evita tener dos formas con 

el mismo fin, pero la forma en que esto ocurre varía mucho. Si se 

considera el potencial de formación de palabras en términos generales, 

las restricciones formales son clave, ya que establecen qué formas 

pueden crearse o no (por ejemplo, ‑ize impide la derivación con ‑ment, 

‑al o ‑age; véase §2.3.2.2.2.3). Si se examina la competición de las 

formas derivadas de la misma base, se pueden identificar diferencias de 

uso, que dependen principalmente del grado de formalidad del texto, o 

también del significado de las formas (por ejemplo, la sufijación 

explícita parece prevalecer en los textos formales y de ficción, mientras 

que la afijación nula lo hace en la escritura informal; véase la discusión 

en §5.3.4). Sin embargo, las diferencias que se identifican no conducen 

a elecciones claramente definidas para la formación de palabras, sino 

más bien a un sistema de preferencias que evoluciona con el tiempo. 
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7.3. LIMITACIONES Y FUTURAS VÍAS DE INVESTIGACIÓN 

Las limitaciones de esta tesis de las que soy consciente son 

principalmente metodológicas y, por tanto, en parte también descriptivas 

en cuanto a los resultados obtenidos: 

i) La parte ‘Hablada’ del BNC representa sólo un 10% del corpus. Esto 

resulta especialmente relevante cuando se realiza un análisis en 

términos de modo, ya que, aunque las frecuencias se hayan 

normalizado en función del tamaño de cada parte del corpus, 

algunas formas o patrones pueden estar infrarrepresentados en ese 

modo. Esto es especialmente relevante para una tesis en la que el 

modo influye tanto en la resolución de la competición como se 

expone en §5.3.4. 

ii) Para el análisis de los patrones de competición, las frecuencias se 

han agrupado por afijo. Sin embargo, la frecuencia de cada forma 

individual es desigual, por lo que una palabra con una frecuencia 

muy alta influirá en los resultados obtenidos para todo el proceso. 

Esta es la razón por la que un análisis por parejas puede dar 

resultados muy diferentes a los del patrón de competición. 

iii) La clasificación semántica de las concordancias, aunque haya 

resultado necesaria para un análisis más detallado de la 

competición, está necesariamente sujeta a un cierto grado de 

subjetividad por parte del anotador. Debido a la limitación de los 

recursos disponibles en esta tesis, no se ha realizado ninguna 

medición de la fiabilidad inter‑ o intra‑anotador, pero la anotación 

ha sido supervisada y consultada con un evaluador adicional. Esta 

tesis asume que la variabilidad restante en la anotación (tanto inter‑ 

como intra‑anotador) es preferible a un análisis basado en las 

frecuencias de las formas sin tener en cuenta su polisemia. 

iv) Las frecuencias de las formas tras la clasificación semántica son 

bajas para la mayoría de los competidores, lo que dificulta el análisis 

estadístico (véase, por ejemplo, Bonami & Thuilier 2019: 6). No 

obstante, no fue posible clasificar manualmente un mayor número 

de datos debido a las limitaciones de tiempo inherentes a esta tesis 
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doctoral, y las pruebas realizadas con anotadores semánticos 

automáticos no arrojaron resultados satisfactorios. 

Esta tesis no agota todas las posibilidades de análisis de los datos 

obtenidos y existen también diversas formas de ampliar la muestra. A 

continuación, se enumeran algunas vías de investigación futuras: 

i) Un análisis del papel desempeñado por un mayor número de 

restricciones y cómo se interrelacionan, como en Varvara (2020), en 

particular en lo que respecta a los efectos de: 

a. la semántica y la estructura argumental de las bases (como en 

Iordăchioaia et al. 2020; Huyghe et al. 2023) o de los derivados 

(Alexiadou et al. 2013; Iordăchioaia 2019; Schirakowski 2020), 

b. variedades lingüísticas, con el fin de explorar posibles 

preferencias regionales, y 

c. otros factores, como el préstamo o la lexicalización. 

ii) Una exploración del papel desempeñado por otras formas dentro del 

paradigma derivacional (véase Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a, 2021b) y 

por las series derivacionales (véase Fradin 2019). 

iii) Una comparación de los resultados obtenidos a partir del BNC y los 

resultados disponibles en corpus más actualizados, como el corpus 

NOW, o corpus mejor equilibrados en cuanto al modo.  

iv) La muestra podría ampliarse mediante: 

a. un mayor número de sentidos y afijos analizados, o 

b. procesos adicionales de formación de palabras, como la 

composición (véase Štekauer 2017). 

v) Una comparación de los resultados obtenidos de la investigación de 

corpus con los resultados obtenidos de cuestionarios de los 

hablantes (como en Schirakowski 2020). Esto permitiría 

complementar el análisis de una mayor cantidad de datos con 

información sobre: 

a. las intuiciones de los hablantes sobre las diferencias entre los 

procesos de formación de palabras, o  

b. las decisiones que toman los hablantes de distintas procedencias 

a la hora de elegir un método para la formación de palabras 

(véase Štekauer et al. 2005; Körtvélyessy et al. 2015). 
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Los principales hallazgos específicos son, por tanto, que los cuatro 

patrones de competición muestran especialización en cuanto al registro 

y que, cuando se examinan pares de competidores, las diferencias 

semánticas son frecuentes (como afirma Aronoff 2023: 57). Sin 

embargo, no se pueden pasar por alto las limitaciones de la investigación 

de corpus, especialmente cuando se trata de la anotación manual de 

datos. También hay que recordar que la evolución de la lengua puede 

provocar cambios en el sistema de preferencias y, así, un proceso natural 

o productivo puede pasar a ser relegados (véase, por ejemplo, 

Luschützky 2015: 124). Por estas razones, no es posible predecir si un 

patrón prevalecerá sobre otro, solo es posible examinar cómo se resuelve 

la competición hasta el inglés actual. 
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APPENDIX 1. DATA OF ‑ATION/ZERO‑AFFIXATION ACTION 

A. Template of the competing pattern ‑ation/zero‑affixation for the sense ACTION in PDE (all bases are verbal) 

Competing 
forms 

Sense 
OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

registration 1 the action of registering or recording something 3 
   

2,302 ?1566 
 

register 6 registration; the action of registering 8 3 2 2 2,633 1563 
 

exhortation 1 the action or process of exhorting, of earnestly admonishing or urging to what 
is deemed laudable conduct 

3 
   

187 1382 
 

exhort 
 

exhortation 
 

1 
  

3 c1475 1829 

alimentation 1 provision of a means of living 1 
  

1 1 1590 
 

aliment 2 provision for the maintenance of a person 1 
  

1 4 1563 
 

disputation 1a action of disputing or debating (questions, etc.) 1 3 
  

23 1489 
 

dispute 1a the act of disputing or arguing against 3 1 
  

4,435 [a1400 
 

curation 1 the action of curing 
 

2 
  

5 c1374 1677 

cure 6a the action or process of healing a wound, a disease, or a sick person 4 5 
 

1 1,095 c1300 
 

experimentation 
 

the action or process of experimenting or making experiments 1 
   

361 1674 
 

experiment 4a the process or practice of conducting such operations; experimentation 3 3 
  

5,585 1678 
 

importation 1 the action or practice of importing a commodity, merchandise, goods, etc., 
from another country or territory for use or resale in the domestic market 

2 
  

1 172 a1558 
 

import 3 (II) the action of bringing something in from elsewhere 5 
   

2,814 1592 
 

transportation 1a The action or process of transporting 2 1 1 1 552 1540 
 

transport 1a the action of carrying or conveying a thing or person from one place to another 3 2 
  

7,996 1611 
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B. Graph of cooccurrences of importation for the sense ACTION 
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C. Graph of cooccurrences of importN for the sense ACTION 
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APPENDIX 2. DATA OF ‑ER/ZERO‑AFFIXATION AGENTIVE 

A. Template of the competing pattern ‑er/zero‑affixation for the sense AGENTIVE in PDE (all bases are verbal) 

Competing 

forms 

Sense 

OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

adulterer 1, 2 a person who commits adultery/a person who adulterates, corrupts, or debase 2    32 a1382  

adulter  an adulterer, esp. a male one.  1   1 c1384 1994 

aider  A person who, or thing which, provides aid or assistance 1    34 1483  

aid 3b A person who provides assistance or support, esp. to a person in authority 4   2 7,545 1569  

bilker  One who practises cheating; esp. one who evades payment of a cabman's fare.    1 1 1717  

bilk 4 A person who bilks or cheats; a cheat. 1 2  1 4 1790  

cheater 3 
One who cheats or deals fraudulently; a deceiver; a swindler. A systematic or 

habitual cheater is now called a cheat n.1 
1 3  1 11 1606  

cheat 5b One who cheats; a swindler. 3 6   206 1664  

crammer 2a One who ‘crams’ pupils for an examination, etc. 1   2 16 1814  

cram 4b = crammer n. 2 2   3 7 1861  

gouger 1b One who gouges: (b) one who cheats, a swindler. 1  1  31 1790  

gouge 3b A cheat, swindle (cf. gouge v. 4). ‘Also, an impostor’ 1   2 64 1845  

grabber  
One who or that which grabs; esp. in (or short for) the combination 

land‑grabber n. 
2   1 172 a1558  

grab 3 One who grabs 5    2,814 1592  

grubber 3 
One who gets together wealth by sordid or contemptible methods. Now usually 

money‑grubber 
2 1 1 1 552 1540  

grub 2c Perhaps: a money‑grubber. 3 2   7,996 1611  
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Competing 
forms 

Sense 
OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

kicker 1a One that kicks; spec. a horse or other animal given to kicking. 3   4 58 1574  

kick 3 One who kicks. Usually with adjective: A (good or bad) kicker, esp. in football. 6 1   1,618 1530  

lifter 1b One who takes up dishonestly 2    56 a1592  

lift 6 One who lifts or takes away and appropriates (something); a thief. 2 1 1 3 2,699 1591 1630 

nagger  A person who nags; something which nags at or bothers one continuously. 1    2 1881  

nag n2 A person who habitually nags or finds fault. 2    72 1850  

nipper 3 
Originally: a stealer of purses, etc. (see nip v.1 7b). Later (more generally): a 

thief; (also) a swindler. 
4 3  1 35 1585 1899 

nip 7a A pickpocket; a cutpurse. 3 2  6 85 1591 1658 

scrubber 1 One who, or something which scrubs. 2    47 1839  

scrub 3 
One who scrubs; a hard‑worked servant, a drudge. Perhaps with some reference 

to scrub n.1 5a. 
4    274 1707  

shadower 3 One who follows another in order to keep watch upon his actions, a spy. 2 1   4 1889  

shadow 8b 
A spy or detective who follows a person in order to keep watch upon his 

movements. 
8 2  4 4,236 1859  

skulker 1 One who skulks, in various senses. †Also as a name for the hare. 2   1 1 1387  

skulk 1 One who skulks or hides himself; a shirker. 2 1   3 c1320  
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Competing 
forms 

Sense 
OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

snipper 2 One who snips or clips; spec. a tailor. 3    1 1611  

snip 7 A tailor. Also employed as an allusive personal name for a tailor. 7 1  2 94 1600  

snooper 1 
One who pries or peeps; spec. one who makes an intrusive official 

investigation. 
1 1   21 1889  

snoop 1 = snooper n. 1; spec. one who makes official or other investigation, a detective. 1   1 13 1891  

swanker  One who swanks.    1 1 a1846  

swank 2 ‑= swanker n.2    2 8 1913  

sweeper 2a 
A person employed in sweeping a room, chimney, house, ship, etc.; spec. in 

India, a person of the lowest caste. Also in combination, as chimney‑sweeper 
n., crossing‑sweeper n. at crossing n. 

3 2 1 1 180 1657  

sweep 
VI, 
33a 

A chimney‑sweeper. 26 3  5 570 1812  
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B. Graph of cooccurrences of cheater for the sense AGENTIVE 
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C. Graph of cooccurrences of cheatN for the sense AGENTIVE 
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APPENDIX 3. DATA OF ‑ER/ZERO‑AFFIXATION INSTRUMENT 

A. Template of the competing pattern ‑er/zero‑affixation for the sense INSTRUMENT in PDE (all bases are verbal) 

Competing 
forms 

Sense 
OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

bolter 2 A piece of cloth used for sifting; a sieve, strainer; a bolting‑machine. 3    6 1530  

bolt 1 A flour‑sieve, a boulter. 2    1,199 c1425  

bracer 1 That which clamps, binds, etc.; a cincture, bandage, brace; †also a pair 
of braces (obsolete). 

1 1  1 1 1579  

brace II That which clasps, tightens, secures, connects 9 5  5 392 c1440  

clapper 1 the clack n. or clap n.1 of a mill. 4 2  2 30 1340  

clap 9 The clapper of a mill; = clack n. 3, clapper n.1 1. 5 7  2 88 ?c1225  

clasper 1a One who or that which clasps; a means for holding fast: often used 
more or less technically. 

2    8 1551  

clasp 1 A means of fastening, generally of metal, consisting of two interlocking 
parts. 

4 2   99 c1325  

clipper  He who or that which clips or clasps; in plural = clip‑hook n. 1    95 1849  

clip 2a That which clips or clasps; an instrument or device which clasps or 
grips objects tightly and so holds them fast 

1 1   496 1488  

creeper 5 A kind of grapnel used for dragging the bottom of the sea or other body 
of water. 

8 1 1 2 93 ?a1400  

creep 5 = creeper n. 5. 7   2 226 1889  

curber 1 One who or that which curbs, or restrains. 1 1   1 1610  

curb I (1, 2) Something that curbs or restrains. 10 3  1 66 1477  

downer 4 A depressant or tranquillizing drug, especially a barbiturate. 1 1  4 30 1966  

down 1d A depressant or tranquillizing drug, especially a barbiturate; = downer 
n. 4. Cf. up n. 7. Frequently in plural. 

2 2  3 1,535 1967  
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Competing 

forms 

Sense 

OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

flapper 2 Something flat to strike with; a fly‑flap 5    27 1570  

flap 3 Something broad to strike with; esp. a fly‑flapper 4 2 1 2 518 c1440 1726 

griller 2 A grilling apparatus (in a cooking stove). 2    1 1895  

grill 1b  In modern use: a gas burner (on a gas cooker), or a hot plate or a set of 
elements (on an electric cooker), which directs radiant heat downwards. 

2    451 1907  

hacker 1a An implement used for hacking, chopping, or cutting; a chopper; spec. 
an axe or other tool for cutting wood or branches, a cleaver. 

2   1 105 c1398  

hack 1  A tool or implement for breaking or chopping up. 6 2   187 1333  

muffler 1a,b  A wrap or scarf (frequently of wool or silk) worn round the neck or 
throat for warmth. Also gen.: anything used to wrap a part of the body, 

esp. the head or face. 

2 2  1 19 1536  

muffle 1a  Something that muffles or covers the face or neck; a muffler. Also in 
extended use. 

3    5 1539  

pitcher 4, 5 A cutting, rod, or stake planted in the ground in order to take root//An 
iron bar for making holes in the ground, esp. for setting stakes or 

hop‑poles.  

2 2 2 1 106 1707  

pitch 11 = pitcher n.2 5. /= pitcher n.2 4. 15 3 2 8 2,930 1589  

preserver 2b In plural. Spectacles for preserving the eyesight. 2    36 1773 1891 

preserve 1c In plural. Goggles used to protect the eyes from dust, bright light, etc. 2 2   234 1883 1893 

scraper 4 A scraping instrument held in the hand. 7 1 1 1 66 1552  

scrape 1a An instrument for scraping, a scraper. 7  1  181 c1440 1688 

slicker  1 A tool used for scraping or smoothing leather.//A tool used for 
smoothing the surfaces of moulds in founding. 

2  2  32 1852  

slick 1c An implement used for slicking; a slicker. 4 1 2 1 231 1883  
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Competing 

forms 

Sense 

OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

slider 5a A device for holding, and inserting in a microscope, the glass or other 
plates with the objects to be studied. 

4 2  1 33 1703 1855 

slide 7a A slip of glass or other material on which an object is mounted or 
placed to facilitate its examination by a microscope. 

11   1 1,376 1837  

stamper 3 An instrument used in stamping. 3 2   14 1484  

stamp 5/10 An instrument for making impressions, marks, or imprints, on other 
bodies//A machine for pounding hides to soften them. 

9 5  4 1,614 1465  

strainer 1a A utensil or device for straining, filtering, or sifting; a filter, sieve, 
screen, or the like. 

3    39 1326  

strain 1 A strainer. 7 7  1 2,798 1432 1655 

sweeper 1b A broom for sweeping out an oven 3 2 1 1 180 c1440 1580 

sweep V, 23 A broom or mop: in oven‑swepe. 26 3  5 570 c1475 c1475 

twitcher 2d A device for restraining a horse during shoeing, veterinary procedures, 
etc.; = twitch n.1 1b. 

2 2  1 8 1688 1880 

twitch 1b A loop or noose; spec. a small loop of cord attached to a stick, used to 
restrain a horse during shoeing, veterinary procedures, etc[…]; (later 

also) an instrument consisting of two metal branches joined by a hinge, 
placed on the lip, etc., of a horse for the same purpose. 

4 2  2 127 1783  

whisker 1 Something that whisks or is used for whisking: applied to various 
objects, as a fan; a rod or switch; a bunch of feathers used as a brush  

3 2  2 250 c1425 1825 

whisk 4 A bundle or tuft of twigs, hair, feathers, etc. fixed on a handle, used for 
brushing or dusting; also, a water‑sprinkler. 

4 1  1 54 1745  

wiper 2a A cloth or other appliance used for wiping; in slang use, a handkerchief 4   2 202 1587  

wipe 4 A handkerchief.  3   2 70 1708  

wrapper I Something that wraps or enfolds, and related uses. 2 1 1 4 174 c1460  

wrap 1 A wrapper or covering. 4   1 290 c1460  
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B. Graph of cooccurrences of clipper for the sense INSTRUMENT 
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C. Graph of cooccurrences of clipN for the sense INSTRUMENT 
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D. Graph of cooccurrences of wrapper for the sense INSTRUMENT 
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E. Graph of cooccurrences of wrapN for the sense INSTRUMENT 
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APPENDIX 4. DATA OF ‑NESS/ZERO‑AFFIXATION STATE 

A. Template of the competing pattern ‑ness/zero‑affixation for the sense STATE in PDE (all bases are adjectival) 

Competing 
forms 

Sense 
OED 

Meaning Senses Freq. Timeline 

Def. (OED) In use Obs./Dat. Dial. Reg./Dom. BNC Earliest † 

alertness 
 

condition of being alert 1 
   

86 1714  

alert 2 state of being alert 3 
   

193 1801  

coolness 1 fact or condition of being or feeling cool; cool quality or sensation 3 
  

1 134 OE  

cool 2b coolness; cool conditions 2 1 1 2 156 a1500 1905 

darkness 
 

quality or state of being dark 7 
  

1 3132 a1050  

dark 1ª dark state or condition 5 
   

3139 a1300  

dryness 1ª, 4 quality or condition of being dry 2 1 
 

1 123 1398  

dry 1ª dry state or condition 5 1   2 c1200  

faintness 
 

state or condition of being faint 4 
   

19 1398  

faint 1 faintness 1 1 
  

32 c1320 1600 

hotness 1 quality or state of being hot 1 
   

16 OE  

hot 1 fact or quality of being hot 1 
 

1 1 40 OE  

lowness 1 low rank or status; humble, poor, or lowly state 7 
   

5 ?c1225  

low 2 state or condition of being low; low position 7 
  

2 356 a1225  

savageness 
 

quality or state of being savage ; barbarity, ferocity, cruelty 1 
   

1 a1400  

savage 2 savageness; ferocity 2 2 
  

307 c1487 c1487 

warmness  condition of being warm, warmth  5   3 c1000 168 

warm 1 a state, or sensation, of being warm 1 1   3 a1250 1839 
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B. Graph of cooccurrences of alertness for the sense STATE 
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C. Graph of cooccurrences of alertN for the sense STATE 
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D. Graph of cooccurrences of darknessN for the sense STATE 
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E. Graph of cooccurrences of darkN for the sense STATE 
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RESUMEN EXTENSO EN ESPAÑOL ‒ 

MENCIÓN INTERNACIONAL 

1. INTRODUCCIÓN 

La competición ha sido objeto de investigación de un modo u otro desde 

las gramáticas del sánscrito (Gardani et al. 2019: 5–6), aunque no se 

convirtiera en un tema más central hasta la década de los 70, tanto en la 

morfología flexiva como en la derivativa. 

 En la investigación sobre formación de palabras, ha recibido 

creciente atención en los últimos años, tanto por su relevancia en los 

estudios sobre la productividad de los procesos como en la investigación 

de paradigmas. En la última década se han publicado al menos tres 

volúmenes sobre competición en morfología derivativa (MacWhinney et 

al. 2014, Santana‑Lario & Valera 2017, y Rainer et al. 2019), así como 

un volumen temático en Word Structure (Huyghe & Varvara 2023b), y 

también ha sido el tema del 17th International Morphology Meeting en 

Viena (2016) y de un taller en International Conference Word‑Formation 

Theories VI/Typology and Universals in Word‑Formation V, celebrado 

en Košice (2022). 

2. ANTECEDENTES 

De la bibliografía sobre competición morfológica pueden extraerse dos 

conclusiones generales. Una es que se da un alto grado de variabilidad 

en cómo se define el concepto de competición: algunos enfoques 

sostienen que dos procesos están en competición si tienen un significado 

similar, aunque no deriven de las mismas bases. El punto de vista 
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opuesto, más restrictivo, y el que se sigue en esta tesis, sostiene que los 

procesos están en competición si producen formas sinónimas (al menos 

en un sentido), derivan de la misma base y se utilizan en los mismos 

ámbitos (véase §2.3).  

 La segunda conclusión es que existe un acuerdo considerable en 

que, siempre que haya competición, se espera que se resuelva porque no 

es eficiente para un sistema mantener dos (o más) procesos para el mismo 

fin. La resolución puede tener lugar de diversas formas bajo la influencia 

de una serie de factores aún poco conocidos (Bauer 2009: 188; §2.3.2.2):  

i) uno (o todos) los procesos deja de utilizarse,  

ii) uno de los procesos se especializa, o 

iii) ambos procesos siguen utilizándose durante un periodo de tiempo 

prolongado. 

Como ocurre con la competición morfológica en general, la competición 

entre la afijación explícita y la afijación cero, el tema de esta tesis, apela 

en última instancia a la elección entre un proceso más transparente, para 

primar una percepción y pronunciación más sencillas, o un proceso más 

económico, para primar formas más cortas (§2.2). Así pues, la 

investigación sobre la competición se ha centrado con frecuencia en 

explorar cómo se resuelve la competición, tanto diacrónica como 

sincrónicamente, y en los factores que pueden determinar la resolución 

de la competición entre procesos específicos de formación de palabras. 

 La investigación previa sobre la competición estudia la 

competición entre los procesos con afijos para la formación de 

sustantivos (Romaine 1985; Aronoff & Cho 2001; Arndt‑Lappe 2014; 

Fradin 2019), verbos (Plag 1999; Gottfurcht 2008; Lindsay 2012) y 

adjetivos (Kaunisto 2007, 2009; Smith 2020; Nagano 2022), pero pocas 

referencias exploran la competición entre la afijación explícita y la 

afijación cero (por ej. Cetnarowska 1993; Iordăchioaia 2022; Lieber & 

Plag 2022 sobre la formación de sustantivos; Bauer et al. 2010 y 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2017 sobre la formación de verbos). Esto se debe en 

parte a las dificultades metodológicas que plantea la investigación sobre 

la afijación cero. La investigación sobre la competición entre estos dos 

procesos para la formación de sustantivos es, por tanto, muy limitada. 
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 Además, la competición suele investigarse sin restricción de: 

i) formas derivadas de la misma base (por ej. Plag 1999; Arndt‑Lappe 

2014; Díaz‑Negrillo 2017; Bonami & Thuilier 2019; 

Rodríguez‑Puente et al. 2020), ni 

ii) semántica, es decir, comparando la productividad de los procesos 

sin separación de sentidos (por ejemplo, Kwon 1997; Baayen & 

Lieber 2001; Gaeta & Ricca 2003a, 2003b; Lindsay 2012). 

Esta tesis ha encontrado constancia de solo unas pocas referencias sobre 

investigación de competición por sentidos (por ej. Kaunisto 2007; 

Díaz‑Negrillo 2017; Fernández‑Alcaina & Čermák 2018; 

Fernández‑Alcaina 2021a, 2021b), y solo dos referencias computan las 

frecuencias de uso de un sentido concreto para el análisis de la 

competición entre procesos de formación de palabras en inglés 

(Lara‑Clares 2017; Lara‑Clares & Thompson 2019). 

3. PREGUNTAS DE INVESTIGACIÓN 

Esta tesis pretende explorar si se resuelve, y cómo, la competición entre 

la afijación explícita y la afijación cero en el inglés actual para la 

formación de sustantivos. Para ello, esta tesis identifica grupos de 

competidores, agrupados según el patrón de competición, y se centra en 

cuatro patrones en particular:  

i) ‑ation/afijación cero para la expresión de ACCIÓN,  

ii) ‑er/ afijación cero para la expresión de AGENTIVO,  

iii) ‑er/afijación cero para la expresión de INSTRUMENTO, y  

iv) ‑ness/afijación cero para la expresión de ESTADO.  

Esta tesis trata de responder las siguientes preguntas de investigación: 

i) Pregunta de investigación 1: ¿Existe alguna tendencia histórica en 

la resolución de la competición para los patrones objeto de estudio? 

En caso afirmativo, ¿coincide con los datos del corpus de inglés 

contemporáneo? (§5.3.1) 

ii) Pregunta de investigación 2: ¿Apuntan los datos sincrónicos a 

alguna de las posibilidades de resolución de la competición para los 
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patrones objeto de estudio? En concreto, ¿se espera que algún patrón 

caiga en desuso o se especialice? (§5.3.2) 

iii) Pregunta de investigación 3: Si se identifica una tendencia de 

resolución para un patrón dado, ¿sigue cada grupo de competición 

esa tendencia? (§5.3.3) 

iv) Pregunta de investigación 4: ¿Reflejan los datos analizados una 

preferencia por la transparencia o por la economía en los casos de 

competición? En caso afirmativo, ¿depende del contexto de uso? 

(§5.3.4) 

4. MÉTODO 

Los datos utilizados en esta tesis proceden de dos fuentes principales:  

i) un corpus general (el BNC), utilizado para la extracción de una 

muestra preliminar destinada a servir de base experimental para una 

visión general sobre la competición entre sustantivos; esta muestra 

se utiliza para seleccionar los patrones de competición objeto de esta 

tesis, y para los análisis de frecuencia y distribución de los patrones 

de competición y de los competidores, y 

ii) un diccionario histórico (el OED), utilizado: 

a. para la extracción de una segunda muestra destinada a 

identificar posibles competidores de los cuatro patrones 

analizados, y  

b. para obtener información relativa a la etimología, la descripción 

de los sentidos a lo largo del tiempo y la presencia en la lengua 

de las formas y los sentidos. 

Una vez seleccionados los cuatro patrones de competición entre los más 

frecuentes en la muestra preliminar, se seleccionan para su posterior 

análisis los pares de competidores en los que ambas formas están 

atestiguadas en el BNC. 

 El primer paso del análisis consiste en realizar un análisis 

semántico de las concordancias de los pares. Esto se debe a que el 

análisis de la competición tiene lugar por sentidos y es necesario 

asegurarse de que las frecuencias registradas son del sentido que compite 

(es decir, ACCIÓN, AGENTIVO, INSTRUMENTO o ESTATIVO, según el patrón 
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analizado), de forma que otros sentidos o errores de etiquetado no se 

incluyan en el recuento. Una vez obtenidas las frecuencias de cada 

sentido para cada competidor, se trata de identificar indicios sobre la 

resolución de la competición en lo que se refiere a: 

i) contexto de uso, o  

ii) especialización semántica. 

El contexto de uso se analiza mediante la distribución en cuanto a 

registros de los competidores utilizando, entre otras, medidas 

estadísticas, a saber, la prueba chi‑cuadrado de Pearson, los residuos 

estandarizados y las medidas de tamaño del efecto (V de Cramer). Los 

competidores también se agrupan según el proceso competidor para 

poder comparar los dos procesos analizados dentro de cada patrón 

competidor. La especialización semántica se examina mediante la 

información contenida en diccionarios de referencia de inglés actual y 

mediante la aparición conjunta de los competidores en el BNC, 

considerando únicamente las concordancias en las que el competidor 

expresa el sentido en estudio. 

5. RESULTADOS Y CONCLUSIONES 

Los resultados de esta tesis se ven limitados por decisiones 

metodológicas, puesto que constriñen el grado en que los resultados 

obtenidos pueden generalizarse a otros patrones de competición o a otras 

variedades del inglés. Aun así, los resultados obtenidos aportan datos 

sobre la resolución de la competición en la nominalización en inglés 

contemporáneo según su estudio por sentidos.  

 Los resultados muestran que la competición diacrónica se 

resuelve mediante la obsolescencia de ambos competidores en 

aproximadamente la mitad de los grupos de competidores. En inglés 

contemporáneo, parece que la competición entre afijación cero y ‑ation 

(para la expresión de ACCIÓN) y afijación cero y ‑er (para la expresión de 

AGENTIVO e INSTRUMENTO) están más cerca de resolverse que la 

competencia entre afijación cero y ‑ness para la expresión de ESTADO. 

Todos los patrones en competición muestran una especialización en 

cuanto al registro, pero es necesario analizar cada grupo de competidores 
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por separado para analizar la resolución en términos de especialización 

semántica. En cuanto al conflicto entre economía y transparencia en 

competición, las expectativas sólo se cumplen de forma limitada. 

 En concreto, los resultados para cada patrón de competición son 

los siguientes: 

i) Para la competición entre ‑ation y afijación cero para la expresión 

de ACCIÓN: los resultados muestran que no existe un patrón de 

resolución claro a lo largo del tiempo y que, en inglés contempráneo, 

existe una especialización en cuanto al registro. En cuanto al par 

importation/importN, el uso de ambos competidores es muy similar 

en general, como muestran su definición en los diccionarios y sus 

apariciones conjuntas. En cuanto al registro, el par utilizado para el 

análisis adicional muestra que existe una diferencia de registro, de 

forma que importation prevalece en el registro académico e importN 

en los medios impresos (periódicos). 

ii) Para la competición entre ‑er y afijación cero para la expresión de 

AGENTIVO: los resultados muestran que no existe una preferencia 

clara a lo largo del tiempo por uno u otro proceso. En inglés 

contempráneo, la proporción en que se atestigua este sentido para 

las formas en competición es muy baja, y parece existir una 

preferencia por la sufijación ‑er. Aun así, se da especialización por 

registro, donde ‑er prevalece en el registro hablado y la afijación 

cero en textos de ficción escritos. En el análisis por pares se dan 

resultados opuestos, y la competición entre sweeper y sweepN 

parece estar resuelta. 

iii) Para la competición entre ‑er y afijación cero para la expresión de 

INSTRUMENTO: Los resultados presentados muestran que la 

competición puede estar parcialmente resuelta. Los datos 

diacrónicos muestran que la afijación cero prevalece sobre ‑er en la 

mayoría de los casos, pero en algunos grupos ambos competidores 

permanecen en uso. En inglés contemporáneo, la afijación cero 

también parece prevalecer en más grupos que ‑er, pero podría haber 

una especialización por registro, en la que ‑er prevalecería en 

contextos más informales. El análisis de dos pares también apunta a 

una especialización en cuanto al significado de los competidores. 
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iv) Para la competición entre ‑ness y afijación cero para la expresión de 

ESTADO: los resultados diacrónicos sugieren que la afijación cero cae 

en desuso cuando compite con ‑ness para la expresión de ESTADO. 

Esto se ve respaldado en parte por los datos del inglés 

contemporáneo, pero puede darse especialización por registro y por 

modo. En cuanto a las parejas alertness/alertN y darkness/darkN, los 

resultados varían para cada par: en el primero, hay especialización 

de registro y el análisis de las apariciones conjuntas apoya la idea 

de que hay diferencia de uso; en el segundo, también hay 

especialización en cuanto a registro, pero las apariciones conjuntas 

y la información extraída de los diccionarios sugieren que se usan 

de forma similar. 

Esta tesis concluye, en vista de los resultados presentados, que el sistema 

evita tener dos formas con el mismo fin, pero la forma en que esto ocurre 

varía. Si se examina la competición de las formas derivadas de la misma 

base, se pueden identificar diferencias de uso, las cuales dependen 

principalmente del grado de formalidad del texto, o también del 

significado de las formas (por ejemplo, la sufijación explícita parece 

prevalecer en los textos formales y de ficción, mientras que la afijación 

cero lo hace en la escritura informal). Sin embargo, las diferencias que 

se identifican no conducen a elecciones claramente definidas para la 

formación de palabras, sino más bien a un sistema de preferencias que 

evoluciona con el tiempo. Por tanto, no es posible predecir si un patrón 

prevalecerá sobre otro, solo es posible examinar cómo se resuelve la 

competición hasta el inglés contemporáneo. 

 

 




